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INTRODUCTION
This study is based on my own personal experience. It is seldom that we recognize that we are
part of the history. We take life as it comes and do not always see the significance of those small
events and experience in terms of the wider history until after the events. It is surprising that I
went through the sequence of being in the countries in the right sequence only to realize it 50 years
later looking back into history.
My carrier as a teacher took me first to Addis Ababa, in the school which was started by Emperor
Haile Selassie in 1960. The Emperor was a constant visitor to the school and I have
conversations with him and to the members of his family. Then I went to Ghana into the school
that was started by Ossagifo Kwame Nkrumah himself in Cape Coast : Ghana National College..
That gave me the opportunity to visit the various slave castles in Ghana. The Elmina castle was
particularly of importance which served as the center for slave trade with all the horrid memories.
Then surprisingly I went to Jamaica into the Mandeville’s DeCarteret College. There I had the direct
contact with the post slavery period and to the indentured laborers from my own country, India.
The Rastafari were still in the formation. But the Jamaican ska was still in its peak which
eventually led to Reggae music and the explosion of Rasta as a religion. The Indians were still
coolies and even refused to come in contact with other Indians who came into Jamaica in various
professions. The Hindu Yogies and temples were gradually in formation with most of the
teachings and worship confined to homes. Apparently they contributed in the formation of Rasta
and eventually took over as the HIM the Lion of Judah was caught and killed without any hope of
resurrection or second coming. In 50 years it developed into a religion with Hindu theology with
the outward worship forms of African and/or Christianity.
It is this sequence of learning that prompted me into doing this research. While the Rastas may
have helped the post slave mentality to recover, I don’t think it helped in the ultimate recovery and
reinstatement of the black into the American Society. Those who did recover to whom I had the
opportunity to mix with were exceptional people who will be remembered all our lives.
Rastafarians remain still as an enigma. Their insistence on the worship of HIM and falling back
into Gnostic Hindu teachings leaving their preliminary Christian origins is perplexing. But there
was no other way of comfort or survival when the whole hope on Haile Selassie fell to pieces. If it
survives it will be only through the Ganja power.
Prof.M.M.Ninan
Normal, IL
Jan, 2019
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CHAPTER I
TAÍNO PEOPLE
The Caribbean islands including Jamaica were inhabited by the Taino tribes prior to the arrival of
Columbus in 1503. Early inhabitants of Jamaica named the land "Xaymaca", meaning "Land of
wood and water".

The Taíno were an indigenous people of the Caribbean islands also known as Arawak Indians.
That was the name I was given when I reached Jamaica in 1964. At the time of European contact
in the late fifteenth century, they were the inhabitants of most of Cuba, Hispaniola (the Dominican
Republic and Haiti), Jamaica, Puerto Rico, The Bahamas and the northern Lesser Antilles. The
Taíno were the first New World peoples to encounter Europeans, during the voyages of
Christopher Columbus, starting in 1492. They spoke the Taíno language, an Arawakan language.
Arawakan (Arahuacan), also known as Maipurean (Maipuran, Maipureano, Maipúre), is a language
family that developed among ancient indigenous peoples in South America which were carried into
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various parts of Central America and the Greater Antilles in the Caribbean and the Atlantic,
including what is now the Bahamas.
"Taíno" = "good people".
A direct translation of the word "Taíno" is "good people".
Additionally, the name was used by the indigenous people of Hispaniola to indicate that they were
"relatives"or one clan.
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Taínois classified into three main groups:
Classic Taíno, mostly from Haiti, Puerto Rico, and the Dominican Republic;
Western Taíno, or sub-Taíno, for population from Jamaica, Cuba (except for the western tip), and
the Bahamian archipelago; and Eastern Taíno for those from the Virgin Islands to Montserrat.

Taíno and Island Carib groups
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Three schools of thought have emerged regarding the origin of the indigenous people of the
Caribbean.


Amazon Basin theory .
One group of scholars contends that the ancestors of the Taíno came from the center of the
Amazon Basin, and are related to the Yanomama. This is indicated by linguistic, cultural and
ceramic evidence. They migrated to the Orinoco valley on the north coast. From there they
reached the Caribbean by way of what is now Guyana and Venezuela into Trinidad,
proceeding along the Lesser Antilles to Cuba and the Bahamian archipelago. Evidence that
supports this theory includes the tracing of the ancestral cultures of these people to the
Orinoco Valley and their languages to the Amazon Basin. Archaeological and linguistic
evidence suggests strong links with South America. Modern DNA studies also point to South
America,

This culture is thought to have originated at the lower Orinoco River near the modern settlements of
Saladero and Barrancas in Venezuela. Seafaring people from the lowland region of the Orinoco
River migrated into and established settlements in the Lesser Antilles, Puerto Rico, and Hispaniola.
They displaced the pre-ceramic Ortoiroid culture. As a horticultural people, they initially occupied
wetter and more fertile islands that could best support agriculture. These Indigenous peoples of the
Americas were an Arawak-speaking culture. They must have come from both directions by around
250 BC and mingled together to form the culture. It became an independent culture as they were
in the new land of \islands surrounded by the vast seas forming their own cultural practices by 1000
AD.



The Circum-Caribbean theory.
The alternate theory, contends that the ancestors of the Taíno came from the Colombian
Andes.( proposed by Julian H. Steward) It suggests a migration from the Andes to the
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Caribbean and a parallel migration into Central America and into the Guianas, Venezuela,
and the Amazon Basin of South America etc.

Taíno culture as documented is believed to have developed in the Caribbean. The Taíno creation
story says that they emerged from caves in a sacred mountain on present-day Hispaniola. In
Puerto Rico, 21st century DNA studies have show a high proportion of people Taíno ancestral
group, so other Native American people are also part of this genetic ancestry. Research indicates
that Arawakan-speech communities came into the Greater Antilles and gave rise to the Taíno
language. Research indicates that these Taíno languages were born around the time of Christ.
Y DNA also suggest a migration from mainland of America as most probable.
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Languages of the Caribbean
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Taino names of the carribean islands
Though human habitation in these parts of the continent and islands may extend to probably more
than 20,000 years or more we have no clear mineralogical or historical evidences to support it. The
ancestors of the Taíno is hence asserted as originated in South America, and the Taíno culture
developed in the Caribbean islands. Taíno groups were in conflict with the Island Caribs of the
southern Lesser Antilles. Historians believe that these Indians came up through the Antilles and
into Jamaica in two different waves. The first wave of inhabitants is known as the "redware
people,"who probably arrived around 650 AD. The second wave arrived between 850 and 900 AD.
Thus we only have solid evidences only for the period of common era. It does not mean there were
no habitation before that. Only that we came to know them later and the locals did not have
history documented in any form.
At the time of contact by the Europeans, the Taíno were divided into several groups.
Western Taíno groups included the Lucayans of the Bahamas, the Ciboney of central Cuba, and
the inhabitants of Jamaica.
The Classic Taíno lived in Hispaniola and Puerto Rico.
The Eastern Taíno lived in the northern islands of the Lesser Antilles.
At the time of Columbus's arrival in 1492, there were five Taino chiefdom and territories each led by
a Cacique (chief), to whom tribute was paid. The Taíno name for Hispaniola was Ayiti ("land of
high mountains"), which is now called Haiti. Cuba was divided into 29 chiefdom, many of which
have given their name to modern cities, including Havana, Batabanó, Camagüey, Baracoa, and
Bayamo.Taíno communities ranged from small settlements to larger centers of up to 3,000 people.
They may have numbered 2 million at the time of contact.
The Spanish conquered various Taíno chiefdom during the late fifteenth and early sixteenth
century. Warfare and harsh enslavement by the colonists decimated the population. European
diseases also played a major role; a smallpox epidemic in Hispaniola in 1518-1519 killed almost
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90% of the surviving Taíno. The remaining Taíno were intermarried with Europeans and Africans,
and were incorporated into the Spanish colonies. The Taíno were considered extinct by the end of
the century. However, since about 1840, there have been attempts to create a quasi-indigenous
Taíno identity in rural areas of Cuba, the Dominican Republic, and Puerto Rico. This trend
accelerated among Puerto Rican communities in the mainland United States in the 1960s. At the
2010 U.S. census, 1,098 people in Puerto Rico identified themselves as "Puerto Rican Indian",
1,410 identified as "Spanish American Indian", and 9,399 identified as "Taíno." In total, 35,856
Puerto Ricans considered themselves Native American.
Portuguese sailor Columbus started out to get to India by sea and as a result every place he landed
he assumed it as India and hence the people of these lands came to be known as some-Indian.
They have no connection with India. It simply came to imply that they are natives of that land.

Reconstruction of a Taíno village in Cuba
Culture

Dujo, a wooden ceremonial chair of Taínos
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Taíno society was divided into two classes: naborias (commoners) and nitaínos (nobles).
These were governed by male or female chiefs known as caciques, who inherited their position
through their mother's noble line. The nitaínos functioned as sub-caciques in villages, overseeing
naborias.. Caciques were advised by priests/healers known as bohiques.

Caciques enjoyed the privilege of wearing golden pendants called guanín, living in square bohíos,
instead of the round ones of ordinary villagers, and sitting on wooden stools to be above the guests
they received. Bohiques were extolled for their healing powers and ability to speak with deities.
They were consulted and granted the Taíno permission to engage in important tasks.

Gold Plated Pendants of the Cacique symbolizing authority

The caciques were singled out for unique housing. Their houses were rectangular and even
featured a small porch. This was the Palace Bohios of the Caciques. [Some classify them as three
social classes: the naborias (work class), the nitaínos or sub-chiefs and noblemen which includes
the bohiques or priests and medicine men and the caciques or chiefs, each village or yucayeque
had one.]
Often, the general population lived in large circular buildings (bohios), constructed with wooden
poles, woven straw, and palm leaves. These houses, built surrounding the central plaza, could hold
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10-15 families each.Taíno home furnishings included cotton hammocks (hamaca), sleeping and
sitting mats made of palms, wooden chairs (dujo or duho) with woven seats, platforms, and cradles
for children.

Circular homes (Caney) of commoners compared to square( bohíos ) where Caciques lived
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The Taino’s staple food was cassava and yam. Cassava was so important that God is directly
connected to it. They made mounds over which they planted the cassava so that the roots got
plenty of air. They would burn the forest or scrub and then heap the ashes and soil into mounds
that could be easily planted, tended, and irrigated. These then provided a replenish nourishment for
the soil. Corn (maize), beans, squash, tobacco, peanuts (groundnuts), and peppers were also
grown, and wild plants were gathered

Harvesting yuca.: Grating yuca tubers during the process of making casabe bread: Ancient Taino
casabe-bread baking method on a clay griddle
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Baking cassava bread on a large-scale basis.
Birds, lizards, and small animals were hunted for food, the only domesticated animals being dogs
and, occasionally, parrots used to decoy wild birds within range of hunters.
Fish and shellfish were another important food source.
Traditional Taino settlements ranged from small family compounds to groups of 3,000 people.
Houses were built of logs and poles with thatched roofs and several families often stayed together
in one large hut.. Men wore loincloths and women wore aprons of cotton or palm fibers. Both sexes
painted themselves on special occasions, and they wore earrings, nose rings, and necklaces,
which were sometimes made of gold. The Taino also made pottery, baskets, and implements of
stone and wood. A favourite form of recreation was a ball game played on rectangular courts. The
Taino had an elaborate system of religious beliefs and rituals that involved the worship of spirits
(zemis) by means of carved representations. They also had a complex social order, with a
government of hereditary chiefs and sub-chiefs and classes of nobles, commoners, and slaves.
Batéy was the name given to a special plaza around which the Caribbean Taino built their
settlements. It was usually a rectangular area surrounded by stones with carved symbols
(petroglyphs).
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A religious ceremony of great importance was the ritual of the cohoba. The cohoba ritual is one of
the most important throughout most of the Greater Antilles. It involves the consumption of the
hallucinogenic seed of Piptadenia peregrina or Anadenanthera peregrina, in order to make
contact with the supernatural. The main men of the yucayeque (called nitaínos), along with the
Cacique and the behique, gathered in the caney, a space that served as a temple and the home of
the Cacique. There, the Cacique or the behique inhaled the dust of the cohoba seed, mixed with
ground shells, which allowed him to communicate in a trance with the cemíes. This act was used to
seek answers to questions about the present, the future or the cause of illnesses and how to cure
them.
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Anadenanthera peregrina, also known as yopo, jopo, cohoba, parica or calcium tree, is a
perennial tree of the genus Anadenanthera native to the Caribbean and South America.It grows up
to 20 m (66 ft) tall, and has a horny bark. Its flowers are pale yellow to white and spherical. It is an
entheogen which has been used in healing ceremonies and rituals for thousands of years in South
America. The beans (sometimes called seeds) and falling leaves are hallucinogenic and are toxic
to cattle.

Rock petroglyph overlaid with chalk in the Caguana Indigenous Ceremonial Center in Utuado,
Puerto Rico.
https://laplaceramz.wordpress.com/2009/04/30/taino/
The batey was also the area in which batey events ( ceremonies, the ball game, etc.) took place.
The batey ceremony (also known as batu) can be viewed from some historical accounts as more of
a judicial contest rather than a game. Because historical accounts of the game and court space
come from (mostly Spanish) European explorers, the true nature, history, and function of the batey
is still contested. Neighboring tribes may have used batey matches to resolve differences without
warfare.
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Taino Gods and Goddesses
There is a hierarchy of deities who inhabited the sky.
Yocahu is the supreme Creator.
Jurakán, was perpetually angry god of the storm and hurricane.
Cemís are both portable artifacts and embodiment of persons or spirit, which the Taínos and other
natives of the Greater Antilles (ca. AD 1000-1550) regarded as numinous beings with supernatural
or magic powers.
The gods Zemi and Maboya fills the universe.
Taíno Indians believed that being in the good graces of their zemis protected them from disease,
hurricanes, or disaster in war. They therefore served cassava (manioc) bread as well as beverages
and tobacco to their zemis as propitiatory offerings. Maboyas, on the other hand, was a nocturnal
deity who destroyed the crops and was feared by all the natives, to the extent that elaborate
sacrifices were offered to placate him.
Myths and traditions were perpetuated through ceremonial dances (areytos), drumbeats, oral
traditions, and a ceremonial ball game played between opposing teams (of 10 to 30 players per
team) with a rubber ball; winning this game was thought to bring a good harvest and strong, healthy
children.

Zemí was also the name the people gave to their physical representations of the gods, whether
objects or drawings. They were made in many forms and materials and have been found in a
variety of settings. The majority of Zemíes were crafted from wood, stone, bone, shell, pottery, and
cotton. Zemí petroglyphs were carved on rocks in streams, ball courts, and on stalagmites in
caves. Zemí pictographs were found on secular objects such as pottery, and on tattoos.
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Atabey the Mother of all: Considered the most supreme of the gods,
the goddess Atabey is important because she is the mother of gods and
the initial creator. In fact, she even gave birth to her self, making her one
of the more powerful of creation gods in mythic study. She was also the
goddess of music, fertility, and beauty. She was depicted as a frog-like
figure who is, more often than not, in the birthing position, to symbolize
her importance as mother of all.

Guabancex: Goddess of storms and the destruction they bring,
Guabancex actually has a lasting legacy in English culture. She was
often accompanied by two twin entities who announced her arrival:
thunder and wind. Together with them, they created the juracan, a word
the Spanish settlers would later translate to huracan, which is more
well-known to us as a hurricane. Due to the violent and destructive
aftermath of hurricanes, Guabancex was often portrayed as having a
very volatile temper.
Yocahu: Yocahu is the leading god of the Taino people.
He is the son of Atabey and god of the sea. However, like most gods
who lead a people, Yocahu lives in the sky to keep watch over the Taino
people.
He is also considered a god of fertility as well, and was associated with
the Taino's main crop, the root known as cassava. Farmers would bury
statues of Yocahu to bless their fields in the hopes of assuring good
crops.
Yúcahu, is the spirit of cassava the Taínos’ main crop and the sea
It is the common Taíno god related to growing of cassava, the process
of life, creation and death.
Atabey, was the mother of Yúcahu, was the goddess of the moon, fresh
waters and fertility.
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Balibama,
Baibrama was a minor god worshiped for his assistance in growing
cassava and curing people from its poisonous juice. . Baibrama was an
assistant god to Yocahu who helped with the planting of cassava

Trigonolito
Yocahu Vaguada Maorocoti: God of fertility. "Spirit of the Yucca and the sea.
Mr yucador. " He was buried in the conucos cassava; main food of the native
Taino, to fertilize the soil.
Potiza
Container used by the Aborigines of Quisqueyana to store water and
fermenting the wine produced with the juice of Guáyiga. They were bought by
women to men as a declaration of love
God of Labour
Recreation brothers Guillen, based on Taino art. The potiza carrying on his
back, representing the hard work you were subjected aboriginal Americans as
a result of conquest.
Itiva Tahuvava
Goddess Mother Earth. Mother of twins representing the four cardinal points or
"the four winds."
Behique
"Witch Doctor", Shaman. It represents the wisest character in the Taino tribe,
knowing all the plants and medicinal substances responsible for curing
diseases, director of the rite of cohoba. If left to a dying patient, the relatives of
the dead killed clobbered.
Cemi Boinayel
God of Rain. Large tears emerging from their eyes as a sign of water that will
govern the field to fertilize the cultivation of cassava.
Majador
Hand mortar used for rituals in the spraying of the ingredients of cohoba
(seeds, shells, leaves).
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Dimivan Caracaracol
"Mr Roñoso." Unico child with the name of Mother Earth goddess. It represents
a chieftain to which his brothers discovered a tumor, which operate and draw a
turtle alive.
Moon Goddess
Sale of a cave of the country chieftain Mautiatibuel (son of dawn) or "Lord of
the Dawn", which returns to hide, while the sun rises from there.
Maquetaurie Guava
Inhalers used by the Taino in the rite of cohoba for inhaling dust hallucinogen
during the magical-religious ceremony.
Duho
Ceremonial seat used by warlords to preside over the ceremonies and rituals.

Totem
"God of Snuff." This figure was used as funerary urn for major characters and
loved ones of the tribe.

Sun God
Sale of a cave of the country's chief Mautiatibuel (son of dawn) or "Lord of the
Dawn", which returns to hide, while the moon comes out of there.
Cemi
It represents a god in the ceremonial position that took the chieftain or behique
in the rite of cohoba.
God of force
Recreation brothers Guillen, based on Taino art. The trunk that rose,
represents the willpower of the people for being free.
Mask
Representation of the face of characters and mystical animals or real world
Taino.
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Glass Effigy
Glass antropomorfo sedentary, for his position, is known as the representation
of "God's thinking." It was used to consume liquid at the ceremony of marriage.
Seal or Rattle
Part representing toad or turtle with geometric design subsection, used to make
prints on clothing or skin.
Opiyel Guobiran
God-dog, remained tied until the evening when it was released into the jungle.
Its position suggests that it is ready to jump and escape to freedom.
Olla
Vessel used in cooking and for ceremonial occasions.
Cacique Marocael
Aboriginal that, according to mythology Taino, stand guard in a cave called
cacibajagua; place where people came to populate the island. One day it took
to reach his post and was turned into stone by the action of the sun.

God of Cohoba
Main deity Taíno. The plate of his head was used to move the dust that was
inhaled hallucinogen in ceremonies regligiosas (rite of cohoba).

Abundance
Recreation brothers Guillen, based on Taino art. The container carrying in his
hands is a symbol of prosperity and peace, which each man achieved as a
result of work.

These are just a few.
the creator.

There is no fixed forms as the representations varies with the imagination of

http://tainogallery.com/symbology/
http://www.powhatanmuseum.com/Taino_Gallery.html
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Maquetaurie Guayaba or Maketaori Guayaba was the god of Coaybay or Coabey, the land of the
dead. Opiyelguabirán’, a dog-shaped god, watched over the dead. Deminán Caracaracol, a male
cultural hero from which the Taíno believed to descend, was worshipped as a cemí. Macocael
was a cultural hero worshipped as a god who had failed to guard the mountain from which human
beings arose. He was punished by being turned into stone, or a bird, a frog, or a reptile, depending
on interpretation of the myth.
They believed in a supreme God being male and female. They made the represenation of the God
and the lower Spirits called zemis (gods) in Wood, stone, bone, shell, clay and cotton.
The High Priest is the Chief of the tribe - Cacique who is helped by the noble class. They can
communicate with the gods and spirits. In preparation for communing with the gods, the Cacique
would purify himself by inducing vomiting and smoking cohiba, a type of narcotic. In his state of
intoxication it Was believed that he communicated directly with the spirits and gods.
Tainos believed in life after death in a heaven called Coyaba - a place of tranquility rest filled with
dancing and feasting.
.
Finally, there was Maketaori Guayaba, the god of the underworld.
Taino Creation Story
Atabey gave birth to herself, and for a time was the only being in existence. Eventually, she gave
birth to twins, Yocahu and Guacar. Yocahu was good and desired to fill the void of this yet,
nonexistent world. He created the sun and the moon and made the stars out of shining stones. He
gave fertility to the land and populated it with living creatures. Finally, he wanted to make a creature
that was something between a god and an animal, and thus he made the first man, called Locou.
While Locou lived in happiness in the world, Yocahu's brother, Guacar grew jealous.
There seems to be another story of creation starting with Yaya

21
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Yaya – who, it has been suggested, would come to be Yocahu Bagua Maórocoti – was the
elemental beginning of existence, the life-giving spirit. His son was Yayael. However there arose
a disagreement betweeb Yaya and Yayael whereupon Yayael tried to kill his father. Yaya expelled
his son, Yayael. When allowed to return, Yaya killed him and put his bones in a gourd. These grew
into fishes. One day, in the absence of Yaya, the four quadruplets of Itiba Cahubaba (the earth
mother, who died in childbirth), led by Deminán Caracaracol, took the gourd and ate the fish. The
gourd fell, the water spilled, and the ocean was born on the earth. Another time, Deminán
Caracaracol and his brothers stole fire, the ritual of cohoba, and cassava from Bayamanaco, the
god of fire. Bayamanaco shot Deminán in the back. The wound grew. His brothers opened it and a
turtle emerged.
The Tainos conceived of the island of Haiti (later called Hispaniola) as the body of a woman. It was
the sacred place that gave life. On the east side was the cave of the divine serpent, Iguanaboína,
from where the sun rose. Along with her were Boínayel and Márohu. The three were considered the
deities of good weather and life-giving rain. Their counterparts were three other deities, those of
bad weather and hurricanes: Guabancex, Guatauba, and Coatrisquie. The center of the universe
was the Cauta Mountain. On it were two more caves. The first humans came out of the
Cacibajagua Cave to begin society. The third cave, to the west, was called Coaybay. It was ruled
by Maquetarie Guayaba, god of the dead.
No one was allowed to look at the sun. As a result they slept in the cave during the day and came
out in the night. There were three attempts to come out of the cave during the day.
In the first, the sun turned Mácocael, guardian of Cacibajagua, into stone.
In the second, at sunrise, some fishermen were turned into trees.
In the third, Yahubaba, who was looking for digo (a magical medicinal plant), was transformed into
a bird.
Finally, Guahayona and Anacacuya were able to leave the cave.
At sea, Guahayona threw Anacacuya into the sea, returned to the cave and took all the women,
which he left on an island. He then traveled to a place called Guanín.
The children, who were left without their mothers, cried so much they were transformed into frogs.
The men, meanwhile, saw how the trees appeared to be androgynous figures made of wood. The
woodpecker, Inriri, carved women’s bodies in them.
https://enciclopediapr.org/en/encyclopedia/the-tainos-mythology-and-religious-beliefs/
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Caves
http://www.hartford-hwp.com/Taino/photos/cosmos.html
https://www.breakingisraelnews.com/77499/native-americans-part-ten-lost-tribes/

What little we know about these beliefs we owe to the work "Relacion de las Antiguedades
de los Indios" by friar Jeronimo Ramon Pane, under direct orders from Christopher
Columbus 1498.
Yaya- Supreme being, great Spirit. Creator and giver of life. Ancestral spirit. Father of Yayael
Yayael- Rebel spirit. Creator of the sea and all of its creatures.
Itiba Cahubaba- The old Mother. The great breeder. Gave her blood and life while giving birth to
quadruplets.
Deminán Caracaracol and his three bothers (Quadruplets) - They represent the expansion of space,
and the four elements. It is said that they civilized humanity by teaching the secrets of fire, "cazabe"
(yuca) , and "cohoba" (shamanic ceremony) , after stealing them from Bayamanaco
Bayamanaco- Grandfather spirit of fire. The other aspect of the God Yaya. Possesses knowledge
of fire, cazabe and the cohoba ritual. In anger he consumes all that is in his way.
Caguama- Mother of all Taínos. Arises from Deminan's back. After stealing the secrets from
Grandfather spirit, Daminán got cursed when Bayamanaco spit on his back. A lump started forming,
causing him to be ill and close to death. His brothers tried to remove this with a blade, but the
wound became infected and Daminán died. A big turtle came out of the wound, who then turned
into a woman. She coupled with the brothers, giving origin to the Taino people.
Atabey/ Atabex- Goddess, Mother Earth. Her sacred animals are the boa "Maha", the crocodile
"Kaimán" , and the turtle. Mother of the waters and of the twins Yucahù and Guakar . She
represents fertility and is the protector of pregnant women. Her womb is the source of all creation
and the dwelling place of the dead , "coa bay" or the underworld.
http://www.aish.com/jw/s/Native-Americans-and-the-Jews.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Los_Lunas_Decalogue_Stone
https://www.ancient-origins.net/.../las-lunas-decalogue-stone-questioning-evidence-an …
https://www.asc.ohio-state.edu/mcculloch.2/arch/loslunas.html
https://www.asc.ohio-state.edu/mcculloch.2/arch/loslunas.htmlClaim of Hebrew
https://aminoapps.com/c/pagans-witches/page/blog/taino-gods-first-part/06k3_o0rfkuKwRdgj1elmv1J4MRb
PW6Vl8v
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Tradition in Taino History

Kacike AmaHura, or Joseph RiverWind of Northern Arawak Taino
Chief Riverwind,is a descendant of both Native Americans and Bnei Anousim (Jews who hid their
identity as a result of the Spanish Inquisition). He assserts that the connection is positively true.
“Among my people, our ancient name for God is Yah Yah ‘The Supreme Spirit of Spirits’,
very similar to Yahweh,” Chief Riverwind explained. “Among my wife’s ancestors, the
AniKituwahYah (Cherokee), they called God YoHeWaH. And the similarities don’t stop there. They
carried an ark into battle, celebrate seven feasts, kept a seventh day of rest, had cities of refuge,
and don’t eat pork.”
The call for gathering together by the Indians “Shema, shema, nayena, popaska hoya yah”.
translates as “Listen, listen, people, as you gather together, we will dance before the creator.”
which echoes the shema of jews “Hear O Israel, Lord your God is One”
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“Some Anishnabi (Chippewa) believe they are from the Tribe of Ephraim,” Chief Riverwind
explained. “Anishnabi” is amazingly similar to the Hebrew words, “Anshe Navi” (People of the
Prophet). “They lived on the coast, but their legends say that before that, they came from across
the great waters. We have cave-drawings of these ships that are very similar to drawings of
Phoenician ships in history books.”
"THE OUR FATHER IN TAINO"
Guakia Baba (Our Father), turey toca (is in sky),
Guami-ke-ni (Lord of land and water),
Guami-caraya-guey (Lord of moon and sun)
guarico (come to), guakia (us), tayno-ti (good,tall), bo-matun; (big,generous), busica (give
to), guakia (us), aje-cazabi; (tubercles,bread),
Juracan-ua (bad spirit no), Maboya-ua (ghost no),
Jukiyu-jan; (good spirit yes),
Diosa (of God), nabori daca (servant am I),
Jan-jan catu (So be it).(Amen)
[Resource: Prehistoria de Puerto Rico 1493: Dr. Cayetano Coll y Toste]

On the outset we observe that:
There seems to have some connection with the Hebrew name of God YHVH to YAYA the self
existant being both in Judaism and in Taino tradition. Though the myths that follow does not help
very much

Again the use of El at the end of name indicates a connection to hebrew God El. The final El
usually implies a name of an angel or prophet like Michael, Ezekiel etc. Is there a connection?
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“One of the first books to suggest the Native American Lost Tribe theory was written by a
Jew, the Dutch rabbi, scholar, and diplomat Manasseh ben Israel. In The Hope of Israel (1650),
Ben Israel suggested that the discovery of the Native Americans, a surviving remnant of the
Assyrian exile, was a sign heralding the messianic era. Just one year later, Thomas Thorowgood
published his best seller Jewes in America, Or, Probabilities that those Indians are Judaical, made
more probable by some Additionals to the former Conjectures. The Lost Tribe idea found favor
among early American notables, including Cotton Mather (the influential English minister), Elias
Boudinot (the New Jersey lawyer who was one of the leaders of the American Revolution), and the
Quaker leader William Penn.
“The notion was revived after James Adair, a 40-year veteran Indian trader and meticulous
chronicler of the Israelitish features of Native American religion and social custom wrote The
History of the American Indians…Containing an Account of their Origin, Language, Manners,
Religion and Civil Customs in 1775. Even Epaphras Jones, an American Bible professor engaged
the theory in 1831, claiming that anyone “conversant with the European Jews and the Aborigines of
America… will perceive a great likeness in color, features, hair, aptness to cunning, dispositions for
roving, &s.”
https://www.myjewishlearning.com/article/native-americans-jews-the-lost-tribes-episode/
“Adair recorded a number of parallels in cultural practices between the Jews and the Indians.
Some examples include: their division into tribes, their appointment of holy priests, their manner of
counting the months through the lunar year, their festivals – some which he claimed corresponded
with the Jewish calendar, their fasts and religious rites which they believed helped cleanse them of
their sins, their laws of uncleanliness and marital separation during a women’s menstrual period,
their ritual purification after touching the dead, their cities of refuge, their manner of burial of and
mourning for the dead, and their perpetuating the name of a deceased brother through remarriage
of his wife.
Adair claimed that the Jews and Indians had similar languages and dialects, with both languages
lacking prepositions and formed with prefixes and suffixes. Adair also provided examples of Native
American words that are supposedly similar to Hebrew words. In one example, he referred to the
word for man in the Indian language as ish or ishie.”
The following are some of the archealogical evidences presented.
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1. The Los Lunas Decalogue Stone is a large boulder on the side of Hidden Mountain, near Los
Lunas, New Mexico, about 35 miles (56 km) south of Albuquerque, that bears a very regular
inscription carved into a flat panel. The stone is also known as the Los Lunas Mystery Stone or
Commandment Rock. The stone is controversial in that some claim the inscription is
Pre-Columbian, and therefore proof of early Semitic contact with the Americas.The Decalogue
Stone is an 80-ton boulder on which an abridged version of the Ten Commandments is inscribed in
ancient paleo-Hebrew If authentic, it would prove a pre-Columbian connection between North
America and Israel.

Decalogue Stone with ten commandments written in Paleo-Hebrew, located in New Mexico.
is the transcription.

https://gnosticwarrior.com/los-lunas-stone.html

Here
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,
http://www.ancient-hebrew.org/articles_loslunas.html
The Los Lunas Hebrew Inscription
Jeff A. Benner
The above inscription is very unique for several reasons. First, it is written in an ancient Hebrew
script. Second it is located near the small town of Los Lunas in the State of New Mexico, USA.
Third, the inscription is of the "Ten Commandments".
Is this inscription an original or a fake. If it is original, this proves that a Semitic people, probably
Hebrews, arrived in the Americas long before Columbus or the Vikings.
The above inscription is unlikely a fake for the following reasons. The actual time of discovery of the
inscription is not known but was known by the locals as far back as the 1850's. At that time, the
script of the text was unknown and therefore undecipherable. It was not until the late nineteenth
century that the ancient Hebrew (paleo-Hebrew) script was discovered in the Near East. Once this
ancient script was discovered and decipered, it was possible for the Los Lunas inscription to be
deciphered and at that time it was found to be a copy of the "Ten Commandments".
When we compare the script on the Los Lunas inscription with the above inscription found in 1993
at Tell Dan in the land of Israel, we find that the scripts are almost identical….. Below is a
comparison of the scripts from both inscriptions.>>
But
https://www.breakingisraelnews.com/76113/oldest-paleo-hebrew-ten-commandments-found/

“Professor of archaeology at Central Connecticut State University, Kenneth Feder has declared
that “the stone is almost certainly a fake” as it seems to make use of some modern Hebrew
punctuation and contains numerous stylistic and grammatical errors”.
For a detailed study see
http://www.ancient-hebrew.org/articles_williamson.html

Turning Right at the Burning Bush, Reflections on a National Treasure from Ancient America
Roger L. Williamson B.A; M. Div.
Archaeolinguist Cyrus Gordon has proposed that the Los Lunas Decalogue is a Samaritan
mezuzah. The familiar Jewish mezuzah is a tiny scroll placed in a small container mounted by the
entrance to a house. The ancient Samaritan mezuzah, on the other hand, was commonly a large
stone slab placed by the gateway to a property or synagogue, and bearing an abridged version of
the Decalogue. On historical and epigraphic grounds, Gordon regards the Byzantine period as the
most likely for the inscription. The Samaritan alphabet is a direct descendant of the Paleo-Hebrew
alphabet.
The Bat Creek inscription (also called the Bat Creek stone or Bat Creek tablet) is an inscribed
stone collected as part of a Native American burial mound excavation in Loudon County,
Tennessee, in 1889 by the Smithsonian Bureau of Ethnology's Mound Survey, directed by
entomologist Cyrus Thomas. The inscriptions were initially described as Cherokee, but in 2004,
similarities to an inscription that was circulating in a Freemason book were discovered. But some
hoax expert consider it a hoax.
In 2014, the Smithsonian Department of Anthropology issued the following statement concerning
the stone:
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“While recognizing that a diversity of opinion continues to circulate around the authenticity of the
Bat Creek Stone, the curators in the Department of Anthropology at the National Museum of
Natural History, Smithsonian Institution, believe that the inscriptions on the artifact are forgeries
and that the artifact is a fake.”

2. The Grave Creek Stone
The Grave Creek Stone is a small sandstone disk inscribed on one side with some twenty-five
characters, purportedly discovered in 1838 at Grave Creek Mound in Moundsville, West Virginia.

4. The Newark Holy Stones
http://www.crystalinks.com/decalogue.html
The Newark Holy Stones refer to a set of artifacts allegedly discovered by David Wyrick in 1860
within a cluster of ancient Indian burial mounds near Newark, Ohio. The set consists of the
Keystone, a stone bowl, and the Decalogue with its sandstone box. They can be viewed at the
Johnson-Humrickhouse Museum in Coshocton, Ohio.Ohio Decalogue Stone and Keystone
In November of 1860, David Wyrick of Newark, Ohio found an inscribed stone in a burial mound
about 10 miles south of Newark. The stone is inscribed on all sides with a condensed version of the
Ten Commandments or Decalogue, in a peculiar form of post-Exilic square Hebrew letters. The
robed and bearded figure on the front is identified as Moses in letters fanning over his head.
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The Keystone inscription on the four sides:translates as
Qedosh Qedoshim, "Holy of Holies"
Melek Eretz, "King of the Earth"
Torath YHWH, "The Law of God"
Devor YHWH, "The Word of God"

THE WHITE CARGO
The indigenous peoples of America refused to be enslaved and they were difﬁcult to control. The
settlers in America and all other West Indies Islands from England had a real problem. How to
find labor for their plantations? Some of the early settlers were absentee land owners. That made
the affair practically impossible unless labor is made available. Hence naturally they began to hire
service from England and Ireland. These were again indentured laborers hired for a certain period
with to and fro shipping made free and their wages fixed. They agreed to work for a set period of
time in exchange for land and rights. Many of the white neighbors who wished to be settled in these
parts of the world found this as an opportunity to make a trip to the new world and take their
chances. While this was the common reality there were forced recruitment and even abduction
prevalent. However as we can assume their life was not very much different from the slaves of
latter period.
WHITE CARGO: The Forgotten History of Britain’s White Slaves in America. By Don Jordan
and Michael Walsh. New York University Press.2008
https://the-eye.eu/public/concen.org/Sins%20of%20Colonialism.pdf

In the above book by Jordan and Michael Walsh the story of “White Cargo” begins with the
discovery of a 17th-century skeleton of a 16 year old British boy in Maryland in 2003. It was
determined that he died of tuberculosis and suffered injuries indicating hard slavery. He was not
even given a decent burial but was discared as a waste in the basement of the home.
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In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, more than 300,000 white people were shipped to
America. It is estimated that 15,000 convicts were deported from Ireland alone between 1718 and
1775. These included urchins swept up from London streets to labor in the tobacco fields, where
life expectancy was no more than two years. Brothels were raided transported to provide breeders.
Another group consisted of convicts punished under forced labor by the courts. These were added
to the already dreaming migrants who were duped into signing as indentured servants, unaware
of the realities that took place at the other end where they become helpless, alone without any
availability of justice nor even possibility of complaining.
Drawing on letters crying for help, diaries, and court and government archives, support these
conjectures. These then were the beginning of the ultimate reality of chattel slavery practiced in this
part of the world when even these white criminals and vagabonds were not made available.
The tobacco cultivation in Virginia started in 1613 of which made the situation worse for lack of
labor force. Slavery was viewed as the cheapest and most expedient way of providing the
necessary work force. While each black slave costed around 50 sterling, the white laborer was only
7 sterling. Due to harsh working conditions, beatings, starvation, and disease, survival rates for
white laborer rarely exceeded two years. Thus, a continuous flow of white slaves from England,
Ireland, and Scotland from 1618 to 1775, became part of the system and structure providing the
wealth for the shipping magnates through the traffic of an on going supply of criminals and
indentured to America's colonial masters. It was considered as a sweeping clean up of the nation in
Britain and its neighbors which was considered as a service to their country of origin and as an act
of kindness to those dreamed of gold in their new countries. There was even a proclamation by
James I in the year 1603 ordering that “rogues, vagabonds, idle, and dissolute persons” be
“banished and conveyed” to “places and parts beyond the seas.”
They were promised land after a period of servitude, but most worked unpaid for up to15 years with
few ever owning any land. Mortality rates were high. Of the 1,200 who arrived in 1619, more than
two thirds perished in the first year from disease, working to death, or Indian raid killings. In
Maryland, out of 5,000 indentured servants who entered the colony between 1670 and 1680, 1250
died in bondage, 1,300 gained their right to freedom, and only 241 ever became landowners.
http://settingrecordstraight.blogspot.com/2015/03/irish-forgotten-white-slaves.html
The Irish slave trade began when James VI sold 30,000 Irish prisoners as slaves to the New World.
His Proclamation of 1625 required Irish political prisoners be sent overseas and sold to English
settlers in the West Indies.
By the mid 1600s, the Irish were the main slaves sold to Antigua and Montserrat. At that time, 70%
of the total population of Montserrat were Irish slaves.
Ireland quickly became the biggest source of human livestock for English merchants. The majority
of the early slaves to the New World were actually white.
From 1641 to 1652, over 500,000 Irish were killed by the English and another 300,000 were sold as
slaves. Ireland’s population fell from about 1,500,000 to 600,000 in one single decade.
Families were ripped apart as the British did not allow Irish dads to take their wives and children
with them across the Atlantic. This led to a helpless population of homeless women and children.
Britain’s solution was to auction them off as well.
During the 1650s, over 100,000 Irish children between the ages of 10 and 14 were taken from their
parents and sold as slaves in the West Indies, Virginia and New England. In this decade, 52,000
Irish (mostly women and children) were sold to Barbados and Virginia.
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Another 30,000 Irish men and women were also transported and sold to the highest bidder. In 1656,
Cromwell ordered that 2000 Irish children be taken to Jamaica and sold as slaves to English
settlers.
Many people today will avoid calling the Irish slaves what they truly were: Slaves. They’ll come up
with terms like “Indentured Servants” to describe what occurred to the Irish. However, in most
cases from the 17th and 18th centuries, Irish slaves were nothing more than human cattle.”

https://skeptics.stackexchange.com/questions/34909/were-irish-prisoners-shipped-to-america-as-s
laves
http://www.executedtoday.com/images/Elizabeth_Brownrigg_whipping.jpg
http://tapnewswire.com/2016/04/irish-slaves-what-the-history-books-will-never-tell-you/
https://newspunch.com/the-irish-slaves-what-they-will-never-tell-you-in-history/
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CHAPTER II
VOYAGES OF CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS

1451 Born in Genoa, the son of a wool merchant and weaver.
1476 Swims ashore when his ship is sunk in a battle off Portugal.
1476 Joins his brother Bartholomew, a cartographer, in Lisbon.
1477-1482 Makes merchant voyages as far as Iceland and Guinea.
1484 Conceives of "The Enterprise of the Indies." Fails to convince King
John of Portugal to back the plan.
1485 Moves to Spain.
1492/1/2 Ferdinand & Isabella capture Granada, the last Moorish city in Spain.
1492–1499 1st Governor of the Indies Appointed by Isabella I of Castile
Columbus set out to go to the land of India and China finding his way travelling by the sea towards
the west instead of towards the East passing through the gulf controlled by the Middle East
Muslims known as the Spice Route and the Silk Route. This he proposed as very feasible since the
earth is a globe. He has to get the permission and financial backing of the Spanish Royalty if he has
to make it. This is how he presented his petition for it the Royal throne.
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In the letter that prefaces his journal of the first voyage, Columbus quotes the letter he wrote to the
King:
”…and I saw the Moorish king come out of the gates of the city and kiss the royal hands of Your
Highnesses…and Your Highnesses, as Catholic Christians…took thought to send me, Christopher
Columbus, to the said parts of India, to see those princes and peoples and lands…and the manner
which should be used to bring about their conversion to our holy faith, and ordained that I should
not go by land to the eastward, by which way it was the custom to go, but by way of the west, by
which down to this day we do not know certainly that anyone has passed; therefore, having driven
out all the Jews from your realms and lordships in the same month of January, Your Highnesses
commanded me that, with a sufficient fleet, I should go to the said parts of India, and for this
accorded me great rewards and ennobled me so that from that time henceforth I might style myself
“Don” and be high admiral of the Ocean Sea and viceroy and perpetual Governor of the islands and
continent which I should discover…and that my eldest son should succeed to the same position,
and so on from generation to generation forever.”

Christopher Columbus requesting support from Isabella I and Ferdinand II of Spain,
chromolithograph after a painting by Václav Brožík, c. 1884
.Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. (LC-DIG-pga-03133)
The interests in this adventure was, in essence, the attempt to find a route to the rich land of Cathay
(China), to India, the fabled gold and spice lands of the East. Unlike the blocked routes of silk
road and spice route by ship Columbus proposed to sail westward and reach the east since the
earth is a sphere. Columbus himself clearly hoped to rise from his humble beginnings in this way, to
accumulate riches for his family, and to join the ranks of the nobility of Spain. In a similar manner,
but at a more exalted level, the Catholic Monarchs hoped that such an enterprise would gain them
greater status among the monarchies of Europe. Columbus himself was an Italian and he failed to
get his support there. So he turned to the Portuguese. After failing to convince the Portuguese
king to finance his plan, he went to Spain in 1486 and tried to interest Queen Isabella in his plan. It
took Columbus three years before Ferdinand and Isabella agreed to support him in 1492 and gave
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him enough money to outfit three ships, plus the promise of a share in whatever wealth he
discovered. Martín Alonso Pinzón and Vicente Yáñez Pinzón were Spanish explorers who
accompanied Columbus in their own ship called Pinta and Nina
These voyages were fully supported by the Franciscan brethren who were preparing for the
eventual end of the world, as prophesied in the book of Revelation to John. According to their
interpretation of the book of Revelation, the Christendom should recapture Jerusalem from the
Muslim infidels and should install a Christian emperor in the Holy Land first. This is a precondition
for the second coming of Christ and the eventual defeat of Antichrist. The Crusade to the Holy
Land will be reinforced by, or coordinated with, offensives from the Christian Confederate Priest of
the Thomas Christians who was also the Emperor of India, Prester John. The emperor of Cathay
(China)— the Great Khan of the Golden Horde—was himself will support all these also.
Columbus actually carried a letter of friendship addressed to Emperor Khan by the Spanish
monarchs. There was however a serious competition. The Portuguese explorer Bartolomeu Dias
has already started his journey to find Cathay and India by the westward route.
The First Voyage of Columbus.
(Exploratory Voyage)
He set out to find India and hence wherever he landed the local people were called Indians.On
August 3, 1492, Columbus set sail from Spain. He took three ships, The Nina, The Pinta, and the
Santa Maria, with about 100 men in the crew. Christopher Columbus was the Captain of Santa
Maria; Pinta with Martin Alonso Pinzon as its captain and Nina with Vincente Yanez Pinzon as
captain.
On October 12, more than two months later, Columbus landed on an island in the Bahamas that
he called San Salvador; the natives - the Tainos - The Arawak Indians called it Guanahani.

Santa Maria : Replica of the Santa María, Funchal, Madeira Islands. The Flagship of Columbus
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Martin Alonso Pinzon and Vicente Yañez Pinzon were Spanish explorers who accompanied
Columbus in two other ships called Pinta and Nina
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Columbus’ first voyage

Columbus Landfall Park on the island of San Salvador in the Bahamas. No one knows for sure
where he landed in the Bahamas, but this is the most probable place which is marked by a cross.
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Columbus took the land in the name of the Emperor and Queen of Spain and in the name of Christ.
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They were received with total love and coutesy as is given to travellers by the Tainos. They
believed that these travellers were angels who came down from heaven to visit them.
The voyage began in Spain in August of 1492 with the famous 3 ships (Santa Maria, Pinta, Niña).
Columbus (which means dove), saw two birds while out at sea and followed them assuming
correctly they were heading for land. This course lead him first to an island in the Bahamas in
October of 1492. The Taínos called his island Guanahani, and when Columbus landed he took
“possession” of it in the name of the King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella and renamed it San
Salvador (Saint Savior). Guided by the Bahamian Chief he proceeded to visit other islands. On
Christmas Eve 1492 the Santa Maria ran into a coral reef off the coast of Haiti and and was
destroyed.

Santa Maria ran into coral reef and was dismantled with the help of the Tainos.
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With the help of the local Indians, Columbus removed supplies, dismantled the ship's timbers and
established La Navidad, a colony around two houses donated by the local “Cacique” . Hence he
left behind 39 crewmen, including a carpenter, caulker, physician, gunner, tailor and cooper. He
also left water casks and oils jars to collect gold. The men were told to trade with the Indians and
collect as much gold as possible and hold it for his return. Columbus then instructed them to build a
fort with a moat to impress the Indians and to use in case of danger.
In early 1493 Columbus returned to Spain on Nina. The Pinta followed. The return trip was quite
rough, most of the crew were sick and 4 of the 6 Indians he brought with him to show off his
success, died. Columbus and his small band arrived in Palos de la Frontera on 15 March after
stopping in Lisbon for repairs.
Banquets and celebrations were held in his honour. The crown appointed a special committee to
acquire provisions and organize men for further expeditions.
1492/8/2
1492/9/6
1492/10/12
1492/10/29
1492/11/22
1492/12/1
1492/12/25
1493/1/6
1493/1/16
1493/2/15
1493/3/4
1493/3/15

Departs from Palos, Spain (near Huelva)
Departs Gomera (Canary Islands) after repair and refit.
New world sighted at 2:00 a.m. by Rodrigo de Triana.
Arrives at Cuba.
Martín Alonso Pinzón, captain of the Pinta, deserts the expedition off Cuba.
Columbus arrives at Hispaniola. (Little Spain)
Flagship Santa Maria sinks off Hispaniola. Columbus founds La Navidad.
Pinzón rejoins Columbus.
Columbus departs Hispaniola for Spain.
Sights Santa Maria Island in the Azores.
Arrives at Lisbon, Portugal.
Returns to Palos, Spain

Columbus noticed two things about the Tainos:
1. They wore gold jewellery.
2. Their most advanced weapon was the spear.
“With 50 men we could subjugate them all and make them do whatever we want.” wrote Columbus.
“They traded with us and gave us everything they had, with good will…they took great delight in
pleasing us..They are very gentle and without knowledge of what is evil; nor do they murder or
steal…Your highness may believe that in all the world there can be no better people…They love
their neighbours as themselves, and they have the sweetest talk in the world, and are gentle and
always laughing.”
In October, Christopher Columbus ‘discovered’ the New World, and a year later,May 4, 1493 the
Pope Alexander VI issued a Papal Bull that granted the Spanish crown sovereignty over all the
lands inhabited by non-Christians that they might continue discovering in the Atlantic. Isabel and
Ferdinand’s grandson Charles was the heir to three of European dynasties and by 1519 he ruled
over several territories in Central, Western, and Southern Europe, and all the Spanish Colonies in
the Caribbean, America and Asia.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pope_Alexander_VI
http://www.eyewitnesstohistory.com/alexanderVI.htm
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The return of Christopher Columbus; his audience before King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella,
painting by Eugène Delacroix

English Translation of the
Papal Bull Inter Caetera
issued by Pope Alexander VI, May 4, 1493.

Alexander, bishop, servant of the servants of God, to the illustrious sovereigns, our very dear son in Christ, Ferdinand,
king, and our very dear daughter in Christ, Isabella, queen of Castile, Leon, Aragon, Sicily, and Granada, health and
apostolic benediction.
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Among other works well pleasing to the Divine Majesty and cherished of our heart, this assuredly ranks highest, that in
our times especially the Catholic faith and the Christian religion be exalted and be everywhere increased and spread,
that the health of souls be cared for and that barbarous nations be overthrown and brought to the faith itself.
Wherefore inasmuch as by the favor of divine clemency, we, though of insufficient merits, have been called to this Holy
See of Peter, recognizing that as true Catholic kings and princes, such as we have known you always to be, and as
your illustrious deeds already known to almost the whole world declare, you not only eagerly desire but with every effort,
zeal, and diligence, without regard to hardships, expenses, dangers, with the shedding even of your blood, are laboring
to that end; recognizing also that you have long since dedicated to this purpose your whole soul and all your
endeavors — as witnessed in these times with so much glory to the Divine Name in your recovery of the kingdom of
Granada from the yoke of the Saracens — we therefore are rightly led, and hold it as our duty, to grant you even of our
own accord and in your favor those things whereby with effort each day more hearty you may be enabled for the honor
of God himself and the spread of the Christian rule to carry forward your holy and praiseworthy purpose so pleasing to
immortal God.
We have indeed learned that you, who for a long time had intended to seek out and discover certain islands and
mainlands remote and unknown and not hitherto discovered by others, to the end that you might bring to the worship of
our Redeemer and the profession of the Catholic faith their residents and inhabitants, having been up to the present
time greatly engaged in the siege and recovery of the kingdom itself of Granada were unable to accomplish this holy
and praiseworthy purpose; but the said kingdom having at length been regained, as was pleasing to the Lord, you, with
the wish to fulfill your desire, chose our beloved son, Christopher Columbus, a man assuredly worthy and of the highest
recommendations and fitted for so great an undertaking, whom you furnished with ships and men equipped for like
designs, not without the greatest hardships, dangers, and expenses, to make diligent quest for these remote and
unknown mainlands and islands through the sea, where hitherto no one had sailed; and they at length, with divine aid
and with the utmost diligence sailing in the ocean sea, discovered certain very remote islands and even mainlands that
hitherto had not been discovered by others; wherein dwell very many peoples living in peace, and, as reported, going
unclothed, and not eating flesh.
Moreover, as your aforesaid envoys are of opinion, these very peoples living in the said islands and countries believe in
one God, the Creator in heaven, and seem sufficiently disposed to embrace the Catholic faith and be trained in good
morals.
And it is hoped that, were they instructed, the name of the Savior, our Lord Jesus Christ, would easily be introduced
into the said countries and islands.
Also, on one of the chief of these aforesaid islands the said Christopher has already caused to be put together and built
a fortress fairly equipped, wherein he has stationed as garrison certain Christians, companions of his, who are to make
search for other remote and unknown islands and mainlands.
In the islands and countries already discovered are found gold, spices, and very many other precious things of divers
kinds and qualities.
Wherefore, as becomes Catholic kings and princes, after earnest consideration of all matters, especially of the rise and
spread of the Catholic faith, as was the fashion of your ancestors, kings of renowned memory, you have purposed with
the favor of divine clemency to bring under your sway the said mainlands and islands with their residents and
inhabitants and to bring them to the Catholic faith.
Hence, heartily commending in the Lord this your holy and praiseworthy purpose, and desirous that it be duly
accomplished, and that the name of our Savior be carried into those regions, we exhort you very earnestly in the Lord
and by your reception of holy baptism, whereby you are bound to our apostolic commands, and by the bowels of the
mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ, enjoin strictly, that inasmuch as with eager zeal for the true faith you design to equip
and despatch this expedition, you purpose also, as is your duty, to lead the peoples dwelling in those islands and
countries to embrace the Christian religion; nor at any time let dangers or hardships deter you therefrom, with the stout
hope and trust in your hearts that Almighty God will further your undertakings.
And, in order that you may enter upon so great an undertaking with greater readiness and heartiness endowed with the
benefit of our apostolic favor, we, of our own accord, not at your instance nor the request of anyone else in your regard,
but of our own sole largess and certain knowledge and out of the fullness of our apostolic power, by the authority of
Almighty God conferred upon us in blessed Peter and of the vicarship of Jesus Christ, which we hold on earth, do by
tenor of these presents, should any of said islands have been found by your envoys and captains, give, grant, and
assign to you and your heirs and successors, kings of Castile and Leon, forever, together with all their dominions, cities,
camps, places, and villages, and all rights, jurisdictions, and appurtenances, all islands and mainlands found and to be
found, discovered and to be discovered towards the west and south, by drawing and establishing a line from the Arctic
pole, namely the north, to the Antarctic pole, namely the south, no matter whether the said mainlands and islands are
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found and to be found in the direction of India or towards any other quarter, the said line to be distant one hundred
leagues towards the west and south from any of the islands commonly known as the Azores and Cape Verde.
With this proviso however that none of the islands and mainlands, found and to be found, discovered and to be
discovered, beyond that said line towards the west and south, be in the actual possession of any Christian king or
prince up to the birthday of our Lord Jesus Christ just past from which the present year one thousand four hundred and
ninety-three begins.
And we make, appoint, and depute you and your said heirs and successors lords of them with full and free power,
authority, and jurisdiction of every kind; with this proviso however, that by this our gift, grant, and assignment no right
acquired by any Christian prince, who may be in actual possession of said islands and mainlands prior to the said
birthday of our Lord Jesus Christ, is hereby to be understood to be withdrawn or taken away.
Moreover we command you in virtue of holy obedience that, employing all due diligence in the premises, as you also
promise — nor do we doubt your compliance therein in accordance with your loyalty and royal greatness of spirit — you
should appoint to the aforesaid mainlands and islands worthy, God-fearing, learned, skilled, and experienced men, in
order to instruct the aforesaid inhabitants and residents in the Catholic faith and train them in good morals.
Furthermore, under penalty of excommunication late sententie to be incurred ipso facto, should anyone thus
contravene, we strictly forbid all persons of whatsoever rank, even imperial and royal, or of whatsoever estate, degree,
order, or condition, to dare, without your special permit or that of your aforesaid heirs and successors, to go for the
purpose of trade or any other reason to the islands or mainlands, found and to be found, discovered and to be
discovered, towards the west and south, by drawing and establishing a line from the Arctic pole to the Antarctic pole, no
matter whether the mainlands and islands, found and to be found, lie in the direction of India or toward any other
quarter whatsoever, the said line to be distant one hundred leagues towards the west and south, as is aforesaid, from
any of the islands commonly known as the Azores and Cape Verde; apostolic constitutions and ordinances and other
decrees whatsoever to the contrary notwithstanding.
We trust in Him from whom empires and governments and all good things proceed, that, should you, with the Lord’s
guidance, pursue this holy and praiseworthy undertaking, in a short while your hardships and endeavors will attain the
most felicitous result, to the happiness and glory of all Christendom.
But inasmuch as it would be difficult to have these present letters sent to all places where desirable, we wish, and with
similar accord and knowledge do decree, that to copies of them, signed by the hand of a public notary commissioned
therefor, and sealed with the seal of any ecclesiastical officer or ecclesiastical court, the same respect is to be shown in
court and outside as well as anywhere else as would be given to these presents should they thus be exhibited or
shown.
Let no one, therefore, infringe, or with rash boldness contravene, this our recommendation, exhortation, requisition, gift,
grant, assignment, constitution, deputation, decree, mandate, prohibition, and will.
Should anyone presume to attempt this, be it known to him that he will incur the wrath of Almighty God and of the
blessed apostles Peter and Paul.
Given at Rome, at St. Peter’s, in the year of the incarnation of our Lord one thousand four hundred and ninety-three,
the fourth of May, and the first year of our pontificate.
Gratis by order of our most holy lord, the pope.

The Second Voyage of Columbus.
(Conquest of West Indies)
Christopher Columbus set sail on his second voyage to the Americas on September 24, 1493. If
the first voyage was just exploratory. With the “divine” Papal permission, the second voyage was
a naval conquest. Hence this time Columbus took 17 ships and 1,200 men, with no women on
board all eager to find wealth and immense riches. On November 3, 1493, he landed on an island
that he named Dominica. On November 22, he landed on Hispaniola and spent some time
exploring the interior of the island for gold. He left Hispaniola on April 24, 1494, and arrived at the
island of Juana (Cuba) on April 30 and then onto Jamaica on May 5 .Finally, Columbus arrived at
the Hispaniola spot where he had left his men the year before. He found his fort in ruins and his
men dead. The Chief Guacanagari told him the massacre had been ordered by the chief from
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across the mountains in Southern Hispaniola (Caonabo) because these men had mistreated their
people violently. They apparently began to exploit the local Taíno Indians by stealing their
possessions and raping their women.
Caonabo was the chief of the areas responsible for the killing of his people and Columbus wanted
to have revenge. He sent an emissary to visit Caonabo . Columbus lured out of his town with gifts
and offers of a safe passage back on horseback. Caonabo was captured and Columbus took him
back with him to Spain. Caoban He explored the south coast of Juana before returning to
Hispaniola on August 20. After staying for a time on the western end, present-day Haiti, he finally
returned to Spain. . It was in 1496 when he sailed back home. This time he did not receive a
hero's welcome.

Second voyage of Columbus, 1493
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1493 Sept.
The Grand Fleet of 17 ships departs Cadiz.
1493/10/13
Departs Hierro (Canary Islands), sailing WSW
1493/11/3
The island of Dominica sighted at dawn; Guadeloupe shortly after.
1493/11/22
Arrives at Hispaniola.
1493/11/28
Returns to Navidad, finds fort destroyed.
1493/12/8
Founds new colony of La Isabella.
1494/4/24
Sails from Isabella in search of mainland.
1494/4/30
Arrives at Cuba.
1494/5/5
Arrives at Jamaica.
1494/5/14
Returns to Cuba.
1494/6/13
Starts the return to La Isabella.
1494/8/20
Reaches Hispaniola.
1496/3/10
Departs from La Isabella for Spain.
1496/6/8
Reaches the coast of Portugal.
Columbus sailed home from his second voyage with over a thousand captives bound for slave
auctions in Cádiz (many died en route, their bodies tossed overboard). He envisioned a future
market for New World gold, spices, cotton, and “as many slaves as Their Majesties order to make,
from among those who are idolators,”
Columbus’s emphasis on words like “idolators” were intended to soothen the religious sentiments
to make enslavement of Tainos legally permissible.
Third Voyage
In 1498 Columbus left on this 3rd voyage. This time he was given only 6 ships, few volunteers and
a bunch of convicts for colonists. Still looking for a passage to India, he discovered the mainland of
South America.
The only good news for Columbus came from La Espanola where the Spaniards had found gold
nuggets. The mines still weren’t producing enough gold,and men rebelled against his rule, there
were many killings of Taíno Indians under his command, and the king and queen were forced to
send a new administrator to take over the government. They were so shocked to find what they saw
in such disarray that they sent Columbus back to Spain unceremoniously and he was actually jailed.
Columbus’ grant of the colony for him and his family was revoked. Nevertheless, he and his
brothers were arrested by a royal judge and returned to Spain in 1500, accused of mismanaging
their responsibilities as royal governors of the Spanish colonies. The king and queen released
Columbus but they took the complaints of the colonists very seriously and initiated some reforms,
stripping Columbus and his brothers of their governing authority.
1498/5/30
1498/6/19
1498/7/4
1498/7/31
1498/8/13
1498/8/19
1500 October

Departs from Sanlucar, Spain, with six ships.
Arrives at Gomera (Canary Islands); splits fleet into two squadrons.
Departs from the Cape Verde Islands.
Arrives at Trinidad.
Leaves the Gulf of Paria, arrives at Margartia.
Arrives at Hispaniola.
Columbus is arrested and sent home in chains.
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Third Voyage

Fourth voyage of Columbus, 1503
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Discovered Central America and explored the costs of Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica and
Panama.
Fourth Voyage of Columbus
The monarchs permitted Columbus to make a final voyage in 1502, this time as a private venture
without their partnership. They continued to address him as Admiral, but they forbade him to
exercise any governing powers on the islands he had brought under their sovereignty.
In 1502 with only 4 ships he left on his last voyage. He coasted along the shores of South America
still hoping to find the treasures of India. This voyage was disastrous. Columbus returned to Spain,
a beaten man - as distrusted foreigner of faded glory and tarnished reputation.
Columbus died in 1506, crippled by gout and arthritis, still with the illusion of having found India. We
can see him sitting by the window of his monastic room, dipping a weevil free sea biscuit in a bowl
of Caldo de Perro Gaditano, the Cadiz style fish broth prepared for him by his Franciscan friends,
gazing into the line of the horizon, seeing perhaps the distant gold roofs of China
1502/5/11
1502/6/29
1502/7/30
1503/1/9
1503/4/6
1503/4/16
1503/6/25
1504/6/29
1504/11/7
1506/5/20

Departs from Cadiz, Spain, with four ships.
Arrives at Santo Domingo, Hispaniola.
Arrives at the Mosquito Coast, modern Nicaragua.
Establishes garrison at Rio Belen.
Garrison attacked by Indians and abandoned.
Leaves Rio Belen for home.
Ships beached and abandoned at Jamaica, marooning crew.
Crew rescued from Jamaica.
Columbus returns to Spain.
Columbus dies at Valladolid.

Columbus returned to Jamaica during his fourth voyage to the Americas. Columbus sailed through
coasts of Jamaica and Cuba and crossed the Caribbean Sea to Central America and explored the
coast from Honduras to Panama. . He had been sailing around the Caribbean nearly a year when a
storm beached his ships in St. Ann's Bay, Jamaica, on June 25, 1503.
For a year Columbus and his men remained stranded on Jamaica. A Spaniard, Diego Mendez, and
some natives paddled a canoe to get help from Hispaniola. The island's governor, Nicolás de
Ovando y Cáceres, detested Columbus and obstructed all efforts to rescue him and his men. In the
meantime, Columbus allegedly mesmerized the natives by correctly predicting a lunar eclipse for
February 29, 1504. Columbus was marooned there for an entire year, living in the stranded ships
and on food supplied to him by the local Taíno indians.
Help finally arrived, from the governor, on June 29, 1504, and Columbus and his men arrived in
Sanlúcar de Barrameda, Castile, on November 7, 1504. He returned to spain and died two years
later on 1506/5/20
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Fourth Voyage
“The Four Voyages” by Christopher Columbus;
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How a Total Lunar Eclipse Saved Christopher Columbus
By Joe Rao, Space.com Skywatching Columnist | October 12, 2014 10:44am ET
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Columbus discovered from studying the almanac that on the evening of Thursday, Feb. 29, 1504, a total
lunar eclipse would occur, beginning around the time of moonrise.
He requested a meeting for that day with the Cacique, the leader, and told him that God was angry with the
local people's treatment of Columbus and his men. Columbus said God would provide a clear sign of
displeasure by making the rising full Moon appear "inflamed with wrath"
The lunar eclipse and the red Moon appeared on schedule, and the indigenous people were impressed and
frightened. The son of Columbus, Ferdinand, wrote that the people:
” with great howling and lamentation they came running from every direction to the ships, laden with
provisions, praying the Admiral to intercede by all means with God on their behalf; that he might not visit his
wrath upon them ... “
Columbus went into his cabin to pray and timed the eclipse with his hourglass, and shortly before the totality
ended after 48 minutes, he told the frightened indigenous people that they were going to be forgiven.When
the Moon started to reappear from the shadow of the Earth, he told them that God had pardoned them..
They then kept Columbus and his men well supplied and well fed until a relief caravel from Hispaniola
arrived on June 29, 1504. Columbus and his men returned to Spain on Nov. 7.

Ashes of Columbus
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CHAPTER III
SPANISH COLONIZATION

Francisco de Bobadilla
Francisco de Bobadilla was born in Spain about 1450. He became a nobleman who served fighting
against the Moors when Spain retook their country. His title was Francisco de Bobadilla, Chevalier
and Knight. Commander of the Royal Order of Calatrava. Because of his title and service he was
favored by the royal family.
Columbus was the governor of the islands and ruled along with his brothers, Bartholomew and
Giacomo. King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella were hearing many complaints about what was
happening on Hispaniola and they sent Bobadilla to the new colony to check up and report. In 1499,
the Queen appointed Bobadilla to replace Columbus as the governor of the Indies.
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Bobadilla arrived in 1500 and took over. He arrested Columbus and his brothers and returned them
back to Spain in chain which angered the Queen. In 1502 Nicolás de Ovando y Cáceres
replaceBobadilla as governor of Hispaniola. Bobadilla died on the way back home.
1502 as the Governor of Hispaniola and was governor till 1509. He brought with him 2,500

spanish people to colonise the islands. This brought heavy violence and genocide. Ovando wanted
to remove all the powers of caciques and replace them with the colonising spaniards. In 1502 - the
very first year of Ovando, one of the Taino Cacique was killed by a Spanish dog which was let loose
on him and when the Tainos objected to these outrages. Ovando rounded up about seven hundred
Taínos, put them in the very chief’s bohio, and had them all cutup to death by his followers. Their
bodies were then dragged into the plaza and was publicly burned.
Ovando described indian tribes as “Canibals” and declared them as “prisoners of war” and
marked their faces with G labeling as “esclavos de guerra” (war slaves). Some others were marked
with R indicating they were “sclavos de rescate” (ransomed slaves).
He distributed land of the indian tribes to the Spanish colonisers who were allowed authority over
those who stayed within their land as vassals so that they could demand tribute and force them into
labor.
Caciqe Queen Anacaona
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Anacaona became chief of Jaragua after her brother's death. Her husband Caonabo, suspected of
having organized the attack on La Navidad (a Spanish settlement on north-western Hispaniola),
was captured by Alonso de Ojeda and shipped to Spain. He died during the journey following a
shipwreck.

Anacaona | Léogâne, Haiti (1474-1503) was a Taíno cacica (chief), born into a family of chiefs, and
sister of Bohechío, chief of Jaragua. Her husband was Caonabo, chief of the nearby territory of
Maguana. Her brother and her husband were two of the five highest caciques who ruled the island
of Kiskeya (now called Haiti and Dominican Republic) when the Spaniards settled there in 1492.
She was celebrated as a composer of ballads and narrative poems, called areítos
http://ontheshoulders1.com/2015/08/queen-anacaona/
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During a feast organized by to honor Anacaona, who was friendly to the Spaniards, the Spanish
Governor Nicolás de Ovando ordered the meeting house to be set on fire to burn them alive,
“ In 1502 Governor Ovando requested a meeting with Queen Anacaona, which she kindly
accepted.
The meeting evolved into a reception by Anacaona and 84 regional chieftains and other the
noblemen of the Xaragua. During the reception Anacaona and her noblemen were ambushed by
the governor and captured. All of the chieftains and noblemen were killed and Anacaona was taken
to Santo Domingo, where she was killed by hanging, at the age of 29. Queen Anacaona was fierce
and beautiful, a queen of many talents and a symbol of freedom. She was known for her ballets,
poetry, plays and ornaments her royal court often displayed. She was the first known woman to be
of significance amongst the Tianos, she stood in solidarity with her people to the death; even after
being offered a position as a concubine for the Spanish. Anacaona was amongst the first of the
Tianos to fight off the Spanish conquerors when they arrived on the Island of Hispaniola, although
she was defeated she will always be remembered as a brave warrior and a champion of freedom.
Revered by her people because of her fearless actions, and leadership, she is often thought of as a
myth rather than an actual historical person.
Queen Anacaona, we proudly, stand on your shoulders.” J.A. Ward.
Queen Anacaona was 29 years old when she was hanged.
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CHAPTER IV
BIRTH OF LIBERATION THEOLOGY
& THE TAINO GENOCIDE (1492-1518)
Christianity and colonialism are often closely associated because Catholicism and Protestantism
were the religions of the European colonial powers and acted in many ways as the "religious arm"
of those powers. At least these nations pretended that the purpose of their colonial expansion was
to save the pagans. Did not Jesus order his disciples to go and preach to the whole nations.
However pupose of colonialism was not the gospel but exploitation of the wealth and labor of other
nations. They went out in the pretext of “the obedience to the Great Commission”. What
happenned in the colonies will bear testimony to that.
Meador, Jake. "Cosmetic Christianity and the Problem of Colonialism – Responding to Brian
McLaren". Retrieved 2010-11-17. "According to Jake Meador, "some Christians have tried to make
sense of post-colonial Christianity by renouncing practically everything about the Christianity of the
colonizers. They reason that if the colonialists’ understanding of Christianity could be used to justify
rape, murder, theft, and empire then their understanding of Christianity is completely wrong."
During the Age of Discovery, the Catholic Church inaugurated a major effort to spread Christianity
in the New World and to convert the Native Americans and other indigenous people. The
missionary effort was a major part of, and a partial justification for the colonial efforts of European
powers such as Spain, France and Portugal. They took over the land in the name of Jesus carrying
a cross literally and then claiming the land for their country just as Columbus did.
Christian Missions to the indigenous peoples ran hand-in-hand with the colonial efforts of Catholic
nations. In the Americas and other colonies in Asia and Africa, most missions were run by religious
orders such as the Augustinians, Franciscans, Jesuits and Dominicans.

In both Portugal and Spain, religion was an integral part of the state and evangelization was seen
as having both secular and spiritual benefits. Wherever these powers attempted to expand their
territories or influence, missionaries would soon follow. By the Treaty of Tordesillas, the two powers
divided the world between them into exclusive spheres of influence, trade and colonization. The
Roman Catholic world order was challenged by the Netherlands and England. Catholic nations
were particularly guilty of using religion for subjugation. Portugese and Spanish inquisition stood
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by them in supporting cruelty. However there were some Christians who went with the colonialists
as missionaries who saw through this fraud. There is one Catholic priest who stood by the christian
teaching of liberation from bondage to all the colonies who was with Columbus.
Christian leaders and Christian doctrines have been accused of justifying and perpetrating violence
against Native Americans found in the New World
Adriaan van Oss wrote:
“If we had to choose a single, irreducible idea underlying Spanish
colonialism in the New World, it would undoubtedly be the
propagation of the Catholic faith. Unlike such other European as
England or the Netherlands, Spain insisted on converting the
natives of the lands it conquered to its state religion. Miraculously,
it succeeded. Introduced in the context of Iberian expansionism,
Catholicism outlived the empire itself and continues to thrive, not
as an anachronistic vestige among the elite, but as a vital current
even in remote mountain villages. Catholicism remains the
principal colonial heritage of Spain in America. More than any set
of economic relationships with the outside world, more even than
the language first brought to America's shores in 1492, the
Catholic religion continues to permeate Spanish-American culture
today, creating an overriding cultural unity which transcends the
political and national boundaries dividing the continent.
The Spaniards were committed, by Vatican decree, to convert
their New World indigenous subjects to Catholicism. We have seen this in India where the Roman
Catholicism forced the local Thomas Christians to subjugation to accept Roman Catholicism using
inquisition.
However, often initial efforts were questionably successful, as the indigenous people added
Catholicism into their longstanding traditional ceremonies and beliefs. The many native
expressions, forms, practices, and items of art could be considered idolatry and prohibited or
destroyed by Spanish missionaries, military, and civilians. This included religious items, sculptures,
and jewelry made of gold or silver, which were melted down before shipment to Spain.” Can we say,
“the end justifies the means?”
In the Americas and the Caribbean, such a success was only after the total decimation of the
Tainos, the original owners of the land. I have been in Jamaica for an year. My students
introduced me to their ancient owners of the land none of whom have escaped death from the
Spaniards. They know the history of Spanish who took wagers about how many Indians they can
kill with one swing.
Ralph Bauer describes the Franciscan missionaries as having been "unequivocally committed to
Spanish imperialism, condoning the violence and coercion of the Conquest as the only viable
method of bringing American natives under the saving rule of Christianity."[Bauer, Ralph (2001).
Finding colonial Americas: essays honoring J.A. Leo Lemay. University of Delaware Press.] Jordan
writes "The catastrophe of Spanish America's rape at the hands of the Conquistadors remains one
of the most potent and pungent examples in the entire history of human conquest of the wanton
destruction of one culture by another in the name of religion"["In the Name of God : Violence and
Destruction in the World's Religions", M. Jordan, 2006,]
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A
ANTONIO DE MONTESINO
(1475 - 1545)
”I am the voice of Christ in the desert of this island.”

FromThe spanish struggle for Justice in the conquest of America by Lewis Hanke (Boston: Little, Brown and Company
1965),

On the Sunday before Christmas in 1511 a Dominican friar named Antonio de Montesinos
preached a revolutionary sermon in a straw-thatched church on the island of Hispaniola. Speaking
on the text “I am a voice crying in the wilderness”, Montesinos delivered the first important and
deliberate public protest against the kind of treatment being accorded the west Indians by his
Spanish countrymen. This first cry on behalf of human liberty in the New World was a turning point
in the history of America and, as Pedro Henriquez Urefla termed it, one of the great events in the
spiritual history of mankind.The sermon, preached before the people of the first Spanish town
established in the New world, was designed to shock and terrify its hearers.
Montesinos thundered, according to Las Casas:
“In order to make your sins against the Indians known to you I have come up on this pulpit, I who
am a voice of Christ crying in the wilderness of this island, and therefore it behooves you to listen.
not with careless attention, but with all your heart and senses, so that you may hear it; for this is
going to be the strangest voice that ever you heard, the harshest and hardest and most awful and
most dangerous that ever you expected to hear. . . .
This voice says that you are in mortal sin, that you live and die in it, for the cruelty and tyranny you
use in dealing with these innocent people.
Tell me,:
by what right or justice do you keep these Indians in such a cruel and horrible servitude?
On what authority have you waged a detestable war against these people, who dwelt quietly and
peacefully on their own land? . . .
Why do you keep them so oppressed and weary, not giving them enough to eat nor taking care of
them in their illness?
For with the excessive work you demand of them they fall ill and die, or rather you kill them with
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your desire to extract and acquire gold every day. And what care do you take that they should be
instructed in religion? . . .
Are these not men?
Have they not rational souls?
Are you not bound to love them as you love yourselves? . . .
Be certain that, in such a state as this, you can no more be saved than the Moors or Turks.”
Montesinos thereupon strode out of the church with head high, leaving a muttering crowd of
colonists and officials behind him, who were astounded, but not one was converted.
The colonists gathered at the house of the governor, Diego Columbus, protested against the
sermon as a scandalous denial of the lordship of the king in the Indies,and delegated a group which
went indignantly to the monastery to exact an apology and disavowal. The vicar, Pedro de C6rdoba,
unimpressed by the delegation's threat to expel the offensive friar, assured them that Montesinos
had spoken for the Dominican group. He promised, however, that Montesinos would preach the
next Sunday on the same topic. The colonists thereupon retired, believing they had won their
point.Word of the expected retreat spread quickly, and the following Sunday most of the leading
Spaniards crowded into the church. Montesinos mounted the pulpit and announced the disquieting
text.
Suffer me a little, and I will show thee that I have yet to speak on God's behalf. Rather than
explaining away his previous sermon with dialectic subtleties, he proceeded to belabor the
colonists anew, and with even more passion than before, warning them that the friars would no
more receive them for confession and absolution than if they were so many highway robbers. And
they might write home what they pleased, to whom they pleased.
These words were soon heard in Spain, even by the King. On March 20, 1512,Ferdinand ordered
Governor Diego Columbus to reason with Montesinos. If the Dominican and his brothers persisted
in their error, previously condemned by the canonists, theologians, and learned men gathered to
deliberate on the problem ten years before, the Governor was instructed to send them to Spain by
the first ship so that their Superior might punish them because every hour that they remain in the
islands holding such wrong ideas they will do much harm.
Three days later on March 23,1512, the Dominican Superior in Spain, Alonso de Loaysa, reproved
Montesinos in an official communication to the Dominican Provincial in Hispaniola and ordered him
to prevail upon the friars to stop preaching such scandalous doctrine. The Provincial was warned
that no more friars would be sent if such preaching were permitted to continue.Thus began the first
great struggle for justice in the New World
Ferdinand at first referred to the preaching of Montesinos as "a novel and groundless attitude" and
a "dangerous opinion that would do much harm to all the affairs of that land." After returning to
Spain, Montesinos and his companions were able to persuade the king of the righteousness of their
position.
As a result, the king convened a commission that promulgated the Laws of Burgos, the first code of
ordinances to protect the indigenous people, to regulate their treatment and conversion, and to limit
the demands of the Spanish colonizers upon them.
In June 1526, with Anthony de Cervantes and Las Casas, Montesinos accompanied 500 colonists
under the leadership of Lucas Vásquez de Ayllón to found San Miguel de Guadalupe. We know
that he died “martyred” in Venezuela sometime around 1545, as suggested by a note in the margin
of the registry of his profession in the convent of St. Stephen at Salamanca, which says: "Obiit
martyr in Indiis".
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Antonio de Montesino ”I am the voice of Christ in the desert of this island.”

Copy of the sermon on 21 December 1511
at the bottom of the 1982 statute in Santo Domingo
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B
BARTOLOMÉ DE LAS CASAS’
(1474-1566)

Bartolomé de Las Casas’
Bartolomé de Las Casas crossed the Atlantic at the age of twenty-eight, coming to the Caribbean
as a priest in 1502 with Governor Nicolás de Ovando. Later, in 1512, he took part in the conquest of
Cuba. While there he received an encomienda, a grant by the Spanish Crown to a colonist in
America conferring the right to demand tribute and forced labor from the Indian inhabitants of an
area.
Bartolomé de Las Casas was one of listerners of the sermon of Dominican friar, Antonio de
Montesinos, in 1511. He soon realized that the slaves and their exploitation was part of the system.
Deeply troubled by the system, the actions of the conquistadores and the encomenderos, he
renounced his holdings in 1514 and committed himself to defending the Native Americans. Las
Casas and his supporters had a major impact on the New World.
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He then gave a series of sermons in the Caribbean denouncing the conquistadores as sinful for
their actions in the Caribbean. He continued his campaign for Native Americans, even after he
returned to Spain later in his life. Las Casas also wrote constantly,appealing to the King of Spain to
change colonial practices. He says:
“Yet into this sheepfold, into this land of meek outcasts there came Spaniards who immediately
behaved like ravening wild beasts, wolves, tigers, or lions that had been starved for many days.
And Spaniards have behaved in no other way during tla! past forty years, down to the present time,
for they are still acting like ravening beasts, killing, terrorizing, afflicting, torturing, and destroying
the native peoples, doing all this with the strangest and most varied new methods of cruelty, never
seen or heard of before, and to such a degree that this Island of Hispaniola once so populous
(having a population that I estimated to be more than three million), has now a population of barely
two hundred persons.”
To the total depopulation of the Indies, De Las Casas includes Jamaica, Cuba, Hispaniola/ Hiaiti:
“ They have the healthiest lands in the world, where lived more than five hundred thousand
souls; they are now deserted, inhabited by not a single living creature. All the people were slain or
died after being taken into captivity and brought to the Island of Hispaniola to be sold as slaves.
When the Spaniards saw that some of these had escaped, they sent a ship to find them, and it
voyaged for three years among the islands searching for those who had escaped being
slaughtered, for a good Christian had helped them escape, taking pity on them and had won them
over to Christ; of these there were eleven persons and these I saw. More than thirty other islands in
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the vicinity of San Juan are for the most part and for the same reason depopulated, and the land
laid waste.”
“We can estimate very surely and truthfully that in the forty years that have passed, with the
infernal actions of the Christians, there have been unjustly slain more than twelve million men,
women, and children. In truth, I believe without trying to deceive myself that the number of the slain
is more like fifteen million.”
The Spaniards did not content themselves with what the Indians gave them of their own free
will, according to their ability, which was always too little to satisfy enormous appetites, for a
Christian eats and consumes in one day an amount of food that would suffice to feed three houses
inhabited by ten Indians for one month. And they committed other acts of force and violence and
oppression which made the Indians realize that these men had not come from Heaven. And some
of the Indians concealed their foods while others concealed their wives and children and still others
fled to the mountains to avoid the terrible transactions of the Christians.
“And the Christians attacked them with buffets and beatings, until finally they laid hands on the
nobles of the villages. Then they behaved with such temerity and shamelessness that the most
powerful ruler of the islands had to see his own wife raped by a Christian officer. From that time
onward the Indians began to seek ways to throw the Christians out of their lands.”
“They took up arms, but their weapons were very weak and of little service in offense and still
less in defense. (Because of this, the wars of the Indians against each other are little more than
games played by children.) And the Christians, with their horses and swords and pikes began to
carry out massacres and strange cruelties against them. They attacked the towns and spared
neither the children nor the aged nor pregnant women nor women in childbed, not only stabbing
them and dismembering them but cutting them to pieces as if dealing with sheep in the slaughter
house.” – De Las Casas.
https://www.college.columbia.edu/core/content/bartolom%C3%A9-de-la
s-casas
Bartolomé de Las Casas1484 CE – 1566 CE
Bartolomé de Las Casas was born in 1484 in Sevilla, Spain. In 1502
he left for Hispaniola, the island that today contains the states of
Dominican Republic and Haiti.
He became a doctrinero, lay teacher
of catechism, and began evangelizing the indigenous people, whom the
Spaniards called Indians.
He was probably the first person ordained
as a priest in America, on either 1512 or 1513. During his first twelve years in the New World, Las
Casas participated in various expeditions of conquest in the Caribbean. Due to his service, the
Spanish crown rewarded him with an encomienda (a royal land grant including native inhabitants)
as it was the custom of the time to pay for the services of those Spaniards participating in the
exploration of the new territories.
Like many other Spanish missionaries who had traveled to America and experienced the brutality
of the conquest, Las Casas became an advocate for the Indians and a critic of the brutal
exploitation of indigenous slave labor and the lack of serious religious instruction. In 1514, he
returned his Indian serfs to the governor of Santo Domingo, and a year later, traveled to Spain to
defend the natives and plead for their better treatment. Las Casas sought to change the methods of
the Spanish conquest, and believed that both the Spaniards and indigenous communities could
build a new civilization in America together. For this reason, during his stay in Spain he conceived
the Plan para la reformación de las Indias (Plan for the Reformation of the Indies). The emperor
Charles V appointed Las Casas as the priest-procurator of the Indies, the head of a commission to
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investigate the status of the Indians, and in 1519 supported his project to found communities of
both Spaniards and Indians. This settlement was located on the Gulf of Paria in the present-day
Venezuela. Las Casas traveled to the new colony from Spain in 1520, but two years later had to
return to Santo Domingo after his experiment failed due to the opposition of the powerful
encomenderos and the attacks of native communities of the region.

After his failure, Las Casas decided to devote his life to religious service. In 1523, he joined the
Dominican order and became the prior of the Convent of Puerto De Plata.
This was the
beginning of a very prolific writing period. During the following years, Las Casas produced his
most important works.
In 1527, he began to write the Historia Apologética (Apologetic History),
one of his major works, which served as an introduction to his masterpiece Historia de las Indias
(History of the Indies). The work was published by his own request after his death.
Las Casas became an avid critic of the encomienda system. He argued that the Indians were free
subjects of the Castilian crown, and their property remained their own.
At the same time, he
stated that evangelization and conversion should be done through peaceful persuasion and not
through violence or coercion. Between 1531 and 1540, he wrote several texts attacking the
encomenderos and accusing persons and institutions of the sin of oppressing the Indians. He
also developed a new system of evangelisation that the Dominicans used favorably in Central
America. In 1542, Charles V signed the “New Laws” that reformed the encomienda in response to
Las Casas and some of his supporters complain. It ceased to be a hereditary grant, and the
encomenderos had to set free their Indians. Slaves from Africa who had begun arriving in the
1530s had slowly replaced the indigenous labor force. After the emperor approved these new laws,
Las Casas became bishop of Chipas in today’s Guatemala, where he oversaw their enforcement
and the evangelization campaigns. In 1547, Las Casas returned to Spain where he became an
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influential advisor to the emperor and the Council of the Indies until the moment of his death in
1566.

In 1550, Las Casas debated in Valladolid his views on the American Indians with Juan Ginés de
Sepúlveda in front of the Spanish court. Sepúlveda, a humanist lawyer born in 1490, was an
important figure in the court of Charles V where he served as the Emperor's chaplain and his official
historian. In 1544, Sepúlveda wrote Democrates Alter (or, on the Just Causes for War Against the
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Indians). This became the most important text at the time supporting the Spanish conquest of the
Americas and their methods. The text justified theoretically following Aristotelian ideas of natural
slavery the inferiority of Indians and their enslavement by the Spaniards. He claimed that the
Indians had no ruler, and no laws, so any civilized man could legitimately appropriate them. In
other words, Sepúlveda considered the Indians to be pre-social men with no rights or property. The
debate, which continued in 1551, reached no firm conclusion; but the court seemed to agree with
Las Casas, and demanded a better treatment for the Indians.
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Bartolome-de-Las-Casas

He joined the Dominican order in 1523. Four years later, while serving as prior of the convent of
Puerto de Plata, a town in northern Santo Domingo, he began to write the “Historia apologética”.
He then followed it with “Historia de las Indias”.
The Historia, which by his request was not published until after his death, is an account of all that
had happened in the Indies just as he had seen or heard of it. The purpose of all the facts he sets
forth is the exposure of the “sin” of domination, oppression, and injustice that the European was
inflicting upon the newly discovered peoples. It was Las Casas’s intention to reveal to Spain the
reason for the misfortune that would inevitably befall it when it became the object of God’s
punishment.
He went on to write the “Brevísima relación de la destrucción de las Indias” (A Short Account of the
Destruction of the Indies), which he wrote in 1542 and in which he accused : “The reason why the
Christians have killed and destroyed such an infinite number of souls is that they have been moved
by their wish for gold and their desire to enrich themselves in a very short time.”
King Charles signed the so-called New Laws (Leyes Nuevas). According to those laws, the
encomienda (the grant of regions and working taino people who were in the region as serfs) was
not to be considered a hereditary grant; instead, the owners had to set free their Indian serfs after
the span of a single generation. To ensure enforcement of the laws, Las Casas was named bishop
of Chiapas in Guatemala, and in July 1544 he set sail for America, together with 44 Dominicans.
Upon his arrival in January 1545, he immediately
issued Avisos y reglas para confesores de
españoles (“Admonitions and Regulations for the
Confessors of Spaniards”), the famous
Confesionario, in which he forbade absolution to be
given to those who held Indians in encomienda. The
rigorous enforcement of his regulations led to
vehement opposition on the part of the Spanish
faithful during Lent of 1545 and forced Las Casas to
establish a council of bishops to assist him in his
task. But soon his uncompromisingly pro-Indian
position alienated his colleagues, and in 1547 he
returned to Spain.
There, he came into direct confrontation with the
learned Juan Ginés de Sepúlveda, an increasingly
important figure at court. Gines has written an
apologie for colonisation behaviour in his
“Democrates segundo; o, de las justas causas de la
guerra contra los indios (“Concerning the Just
Cause of the War Against the Indians”), in which he
maintained, theoretically in accordance with
Aristotelian principles, that the Indians “are inferior
to the Spaniards just as children are to adults,
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women to men, and, indeed, one might even say, as
apes are to men.” Las Casas finally confronted him in
1550 at the Council of Valladolid, which was presided
over by famous theologians. The argument continued
in 1551, and its repercussions were enormous.
The servitude of the Indians was already irreversibly
established, and, despite the fact that Sepúlveda’s
teachings had not been officially approved, they were,
in effect, those that were followed in the Indies. They
got an biblical excuse in Gines.
http://www.columbia.edu/acis/ets/CCREAD/lascasas.htm,
http://www.bookrags.com/studyguide-a-short-account-of-the
-destruction/#gsc.tab=0 gives this summary of his books:

A Short Account of the Destruction of the Indies was
written with the task of informing the King of Spain about the murder and gold hoarding that was
occurring in the New World. The purpose of the expeditions was primarily to convert the natives to
Christianity and save them from eternal damnation. However, the Spaniards that were sent did not
abide by the rules they were given and killed millions of people for their gold. Only a small
percentage of the gold they took was given to the Spanish purse. Christian missionaries such as
De Las Casas were also present and did their best to try to bring justice to the lands.
According to De Las Casas and the other friars who were either Dominican Friars or part of the
Order of Saint Francis, the natives were the most docile people they had ever met. Every time a
Spanish group of men entered their territory they welcomed them with open arms. Most of the time
they were too welcoming and were beaten out of their homes. However, this generosity was their
custom and the Spaniards could count on it. The
soldiers actually used this hospitality as an
advantage to pillage the cities and villages since
they were faced with less opposition. This
allowed them to get the gold, jewels, and slaves
that they so desired quicker and with greater
ease. The Spaniards massacred millions of
natives as a result, raping women and killing
innocent children and infants along the way.
Those that were not killed were taken as slaves
and sold in Peru and Hispaniola where they got
the best prices for them. The slaves were used
for everything from carrying packs, building large
buildings, pearl diving, and even attacking other
villages when the Spaniards didn't want to use
their own men. Once they were sold they were
worked to death within months, sometimes even
days because they were overworked and never
fed. The majority of the natives died en route to
being sold as slaves on the ships and simply
thrown overboard.
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Theodore De Bry's Illustrations
for
Bartolome de Las Casas's
’Short Account of the Destruction of the Indies ‘
https://www.lehigh.edu/~ejg1/doc/lascasas/casas.htm

Theodor de Bry (also Theodorus de Bry) (1528 – 1598) was a Belgian engraver, goldsmith, editor
and publisher, made a large number of engravingss on European expeditions to the Americas. He
was a protestant. The Spanish Inquisition forced de Bry, to flee his native, Spanish -controlled
Southern Netherlands. Here are a few of them. There are lot more and they are in the internet if
you are interested.

.
They killed even women and children. Even babies: the Spanish threw babies against rocks and
into rivers – and laughed. They cut off pieces of Tainos for entertainment. They cut off their heads
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for practice. They raped women and girls – and brought back syphilis to Europe. They even raped
the wife of a king.
The Spanish were kinder to their animals than to the Tainos.
If a Taino killed a Spaniard, the Spanish killed 100 Tainos in return.
They killed Tainos by the thousands, even those who brought them food and gifts. They killed half
the people of the kingdom of Maguana outright.

 Strung up and burned alive 13 at a time – in memory of Jesus and his 12 Apostles
Columbus made La Taina, the land of the Tainos, into a living hell. It went way beyond simply killing
those who fought Spanish rule. The Spanish had the Tainos: grilled, cut up into pieces like sheep,
run down by hunting dogs and torn to pieces,
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slow roasting of slaves

Everyone over 14 should bring their share to the Lords
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Babies fed to the dogs
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On Columbus’ second voyage, he began to require tribute from the Taíno in Hispaniola. According
to Kirkpatrick Sale, each adult over 14 years of age was expected to deliver a hawks bell full of gold
every three months, or when this was lacking, twenty-five pounds of spun cotton. If this tribute was
not brought, the Spanish cut off the hands of the Taíno and left them to bleed to death.
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In 1511, several caciques in Puerto Rico, such as Agüeybaná II, Arasibo, Hayuya, Jumacao,
Urayoán, Guarionex, and Orocobix, allied with the Carib and tried to oust the Spaniards. The revolt
was suppressed by the Indio-Spanish forces of Governor Juan Ponce de León. Hatuey, a Taíno
chieftain who had fled from Hispaniola to Cuba with 400 natives to unite the Cuban natives, was
burned at the stake on February 2, 1512. When Hatuey was about to be burned at the stake
(pictured), a Franciscan brother told him him about the Christian faith to save his soul. When
Hatuey found out that most good Christians were going to Heaven, he chose Hell.
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According to one estimate, genocide and disease wiped out 3 million of the 3.5 million Tainos –
85%.
Most were already dead when smallpox arrived in 1518.
These were the eye witness stories of attrocities committed by the Spaniards in the west indies.
Unfortunately the the Catholic Encyclopedia do not see him as an Apostle to the Native Indians nor
his stories true. Here is their summary
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/03397a.htm

“With the exception of what he wrote on the Indians of the Antilles, in the "Historia de las Indias", he
has left very little of value to ethnology, for the bulky manuscript entitled "Historia apologética" is so
polemical in its tone as to inspire deep mistrust. He did almost nothing to educate the Indians. The
name "Apostle of the Indies", which has been given him, was not deserved; whereas there were
men opposed to his views who richly merited it, but who had neither the gifts nor the inclination for
that noisy propaganda in which Las Casas was so eminently successful. Although for over fifty
years an ecclesiastic, he always remained under the spell of his early education as a lawyer. His
controversy with Juan Ginés de Sepúlveda on the Indian question is a polemic between two
juris-consults, adorned with, or rather encumbered by, theological phraseology.”
Yet in 1964 when I went to Jamaica as a teacher, there was not even one Taino in the whole island.
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Monument to Bartolomé de las Casas in Seville, Spain.
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1492 ->1992 500 year birth anniversary of Fray Bartholome de Las Casas
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CHAPTER V
THE JAMAICA STORY STARTS
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The Spanish colonial period (1494–1655) and the beginning of Slave Trade
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Colony of Santiago
Santiago was a Spanish territory of the Spanish West Indies and within the Vice royalty of New
Spain, in the Caribbean region. Its location is the present-day island and nation of Jamaica. The
Taíno culture developed on Jamaica around 1200 AD. They brought from South America a system
of raising yuca known as "conuco." To add nutrients to the soil, the Taíno burned local bushes
and trees and heaped the ash into large mounds, into which they then planted yuca cuttings.
Most Taíno lived in large circular buildings (bohios), constructed with wooden poles, woven straw,
and palm leaves. The Taino spoke an Arawakan language and did not have writing. Some of the
words used by them, such as barbacoa ("barbecue"), hamaca ("hammock"), kanoa ("canoe"),
tabaco ("tobacco"), yuca, batata ("sweet potato"), and juracán ("hurricane"), have been
incorporated into Spanish and English.
Origin of Jamaica’s Taino Tribe
The first inhabitants of Jamaica probably came from islands to the east in two waves of migration.
The first migration took place around 600 AD when the culture known as the “Redware People”
arrived. An even more primitive tribe called Ciboneys or 'Rock-Dwellers', who had made their way
down from Florida was already there. Very simple fisher folk, they lived primarily on the coast.
Very little is known of these people, however, beyond the red pottery they left. Alligator Pond in
Manchester Parish and Little River in St. Ann Parish are among the earliest known sites of this
Ostionoid people, who lived near the coast and extensively hunted turtles and fish.
The Redware people were followed by the Arawakan-speaking Taino, who arrived in jamaica
around 800 AD. They eventually settled throughout the island . Their economy, based on fishing
and the cultivation of corn (maize) and cassava, sustained as many as 60,000 people in villages led
by caciques (chieftains).
Spanish Governors of “Santiago” (1510–1660) Jamaica
Jamaica was claimed for Spain in 1494 when Christopher Columbus first landed on the island.
Spain began occupying the island in 1509, naming it Santiago. The second governor, Francisco de
Garay, established Villa de la Vega, now known as Spanish Town, as his capital.
The Spanish Empire began its official governance of Jamaica in 1509, with formal occupation of the
island by conquistador Juan de Esquivel and his men. Esquivel had accompanied Columbus in his
second trip to the Americas in 1493 and participated in the invasion of Hispaniola. A decade later,
Friar Bartolomé de las Casas wrote Spanish authorities about Esquivel's conduct during the Higüey
massacre of the Tainos in 1503.
The first Spanish settlement was founded in 1509 near St Ann's Bay and named Seville. In 1534
the settlers moved to a new, healthier site, which they named Villa de la Vega, which the English
renamed Spanish Town when they conquered the island in 1655. This settlement served as the
capital of both Spanish and English Jamaica from its foundation in 1534 until 1872, after which the
capital was moved to Kingston.
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St. Jago de la Vega Cathedral of Spanish Town, Jamaica

Jamaica was originally inhabited by the Arawak Indians and possible the Taino from South America.
The Arawak Indians were a gentle peace loving farming and fishing race. They survive mainly on a
diet of maze, cassava, vegetables and fish. They grew cassava (yuca) and maize which were their
main staple food which flourish in the humid, wet tropical climate.
From evidence uncovered by Jamaican National Heritage Trust we know that the Arawak Indians
were great crafts men. They created intricate basket weaving, pottery, cotton weaving, stone tools,
wooden and stone sculpture. There is also evidence that they grew tobacco which they made into
cigars that they smoke and trade. Also produce alcohol from fermented corn which they then drank
at ritual ceremonies. Jewellery was found that were made of gold, shell, bones and shell.
The demise of the Arawak Indians came shortly after Christopher Columbus landed in Jamaica
from Spain 1494. They were not accustom to hard labour and were force to work by the Spaniards.
They were never exposed to the European disease such as smallpox and constant attack from the
Carib tribe lead to their extinction. The entire native population was extinct by 1600.
Without any labor support, the Spanish settlers found it impossible to continue and they began to
bring in slaves from Africa. The Portuguese were also the first to use African slave labour in gold
mines, and on sugar plantations on their parts of the colonies followed by the Spanish.
The Portuguese were also the first to use African slave labour in gold mines, and on sugar
plantations on the small equatorial island of São Tomé. By 1471, under the patronage of Prince
Henry the Navigator, they had reached the area that was to become known as the Gold Coast. In
1482 the Portuguese built their first permanent trading post on the western coast of present-day
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Ghana’s Cape Coast. This is the Elmina Castle. It then served all those who took over the slave
trade from them.
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/pathways/blackhistory/africa_caribbean/caribbean_trade.htm

Africa 1600 AD
In fact the African areas were referred to by such names as Slave Coast, Gold Coast, Ivory Coast
etc.
+++<<
THE STORY OF JESUS OF LUBEK
Wiki

Jesus of Lübeck was a large ship built in the Free City of Lübeck in the early 16th century. Around
1540 the ship, was acquired by Henry VIII, King of England. The ship was used the French
invasion of the Isle of Wight in 1545. In 1563 Queen Elizabeth used Jesus of Lübeck in the
Atlantic slave trade under John Hawkins, who organized four voyages to West Africa and the West
Indies between 1562 and 1568. During the last voyage, Jesus, along with several other English
ships, encountered a Spanish fleet off Mexico in 1568. Jesus was captured by Spanish forces.
And was later sold for 601 ducats .----->>
During the 1590s, the Dutch challenged the Portuguese monopoly to become the main slave
trading nation. Later, Scottish, Swedish and Danish companies entered the arenat. With so many
European powers on the coast, conflict was inevitable, culminating in the Anglo-Dutch war of
1665-7. Forts built by the Portuguese and Dutch on the Gold Coast (Ghana) were captured by the
British in 1667.
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I actually had the occasion to be in Ghana for three years as a teacher prior to going over to
Jamaica in 1961-1964 and had the chance to see the elaborate arrangement with the forts and
dungeons and the port holes through which to put the slaves in the ships at Elmina.
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CHAPTER VI
SLAVE TRADE & ELMINA CASTLE
As the original people of Jamaica were totally extinct within a few years of Spanish occupation, they
were forced to bring in slaves from Africa. The first Africans that were brought came in 1513 from
the Iberian Peninsula. They were servants, cowboys, herders of cattle, pigs and horses, as well as
hunters.

Images of African Slavery and the Slave Trade.
Source: "Journey of the Discovery of the Source of the Nile" by John Hanning Speke, New York
1869
Africans were captured in wars, as retribution for crimes committed or by abduction and marched to
the coast in "coffles" with their necks yoked to each other. And these war prisoners were normally
sold as slaves in local markets. This was indeed a common practice in all countries from time
immemorial. This is reflected in the Bible where a person may sell even himself to pay off a debt
or a child. But more often they sold their enemies who were caught as war prisoners. They were
paraded through the streets in chain as a declaration of victory before they were sold as slaves.
But in Africa this took another turn when foreigners entered the scene to buy slaves.
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Images of African Slavery and the Slave Trade.
Source: "Boy Travelers on the Congo" by Thomas W Knox, New York 1871
Slavers were often transported considerable distances to be sold to Europeans.

The Europeans brought in more serious powerful long distance war instruments like guns. This
gave the impetus for the black middlemen to actually go into war with these superior weapons just
for the sake of taking war criminals so that they can be sold at high prices. Thus the slave trade
took a serious turn . If you were caught you were put in chains and marched to a slave fort on the
coast. Because you were on foot that could take months. About one in five – 3 million in all – died in
these death marches.
It is strange that I went to Jamaica soon after serving Ghana National College at the time of Kwame
Nkruma for three years. I have personally seen the forts and the place from where these slaves
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were loaded into ships and taken away to Jamaica.
tribess who were caught in war.

These slaves even included the Chiefs of

Castle of Cabo Corso (Capecoast Castle) Elmina Castle.
This also led to the buying foreigners to venture into capturing people from nearby villages often
with the help of the chieftains of other clans who want to make quick buck. Once at the fort you
were put behind bars and there you waited for a slave ship and a good wind. That might take yet
more months. And if the ship was not full it would spend weeks or months visiting yet other slave
forts along the coast to fill up.
The Middle Passage:
It took as little as a month to get to Brazil, two months or more to get to North America.
Ships were packed so full that you had just enough room to lay down. Sometimes you did not even
have enough room to roll over and lay on your side. It was dark and hot and airless and you lived in
shit, piss, vomit and menstrual blood. The ship’s crew raped the women and girls. You had little to
eat but even worse you had little to drink: fresh water was extremely limited on the high seas.
Disease was common. In the 1500s as many as half died on board. In the 1800s that dropped to
5%. Some who lived went mad.
So many slaves came that it was not until the 1840s and the Irish Potato Famine that more whites
than blacks crossed the Atlantic.

The most common means of enslaving an African was through abduction. They were placed in
trading posts or forts to await the horrifying six- to twelve-week Middle Passage voyage between
Africa and the Americas during which they were chained together, underfed, kept in the ship's hold
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in the thousands - packed more like sardines than humans. Those who survived were fattened up
and oiled to look healthy prior to being auctioned in public squares to the highest bidders.
The Origin of Slaves from Africa
according Trans-Atlantic Slave Database
Here are the African points of origin for the 1,019,597 enslaved Africans arriving to
Jamaica:









Gold Coast (modern Ghana): 301,576 disembarked in Jamaica
Bight of Biafra (modern Eastern Nigeria and Cameroon): 296,600
West Central Africa (modern Angola and DRC): 179,917
Bight of Benin (modern Togo, Benin, and Western Nigeria): 128,109
Windward Coast (modern Liberia and Cote d’ Ivoire): 41,055
Sierra Leone: 34,314
Senegambia (modern Senegal, Gambia, and Guinea Bissau): 29,711
Southeast Africa: 8,315

Slave Castles in Africa

Cape Coast Castle, Inner Courtyard, Ghana,
Slave trading forts or castles were built by the Europeans along the coast of Africa, and sometimes
on islands off the coast. At Cape Coast Castle, under British control, the fort housed the
governor-in-chief, the director-general, the factors, clerks, and mechanics, as well as the soldiers.
There were magazines, warehouses, storehouses, granaries, guard rooms, and two large water
tanks, or cisterns, built of English brick and local mortar. Slave holds were established to confine a
thousand to fifteen hundred captives in the lower level. There were also vaults for rum, workshops
for smiths, armorers, and carpenters. The fort was guarded by seventy-six cannon and there was,
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in the armory, a substantial quantity of small arms, soldiers' coats, blunderbusses, buccaneer guns,
pistols, cartridge cases, swords and cutlasses. There were gardens capable of producing plantains,
bananas, pineapples, potatoes, yams, maize, cauliflowers, and cabbages. Walks were planted with
orange trees, limes and coconut palms. There was also a chapel

In 1637 the lodge was occupied by the Dutch. Then, in 1652, it was captured by the Swedes, who
named it Fort Carolusburg. For a time, both the local people and various European powers fought
for and gained possession of the fort. Finally, in 1664, after a four-day battle, the fort was captured
by the British and re-named Cape Coast Castle. The Castle served as the seat of the British
administration in the then Gold Coast (Ghana) until the administration was moved to Christianborg
Castle in Accra on March 19, 1877.
Slaves were kept at Cape Coast Castle in dungeons while awaiting transport to the New World.
Around 1000 male slaves and 500 female slaves occupied the castle at any one time in separate
dungeons. Each slave would be locked up for 6 to 12 weeks, waiting for their turn to board one of
the ships. The dungeons must have been unbearable with hundreds of slaves crammed in together
and no toilet facilities. There were only a few windows to let in fresh air, and a channel down the
middle to carry away urine and feces which completely covered the floor of the dungeons.
The nearby Elmina Castle, also a major European slave trade fort, was established 155 years
earlier than Cape Coast Castle. The Portuguese built the castle of São Jorge da Mina in 1482, in a
region rich in gold and ivory resources. Da Mina means 'of the mine' in Portuguese. The Castle is
one of West Africa's oldest standing buildings; it was the first permanent structure south of the
Sahara built by the Europeans.
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Cape Coast Castle, Ghana, Door of No Return
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There is a church between the two dungeon entrances. On the wall of the Church are these words
from Psalms 132:14 ”Here shall I rest for evermore, here shall I make my home as I have wished”
Psalms 132:11, 13-14, 17-18
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11 Yahweh has sworn to David, and will always remain true to his word, 'I promise that I will set a
son of yours upon your throne. 13 For Yahweh has chosen Zion, he has desired it as a home. 14
'Here shall I rest for evermore, here shall I make my home as I have wished. 17 'There I shall raise
up a line of descendants for David, light a lamp for my anointed; 18 I shall clothe his enemies with
shame, while his own crown shall flourish.'
This of course was the prophesy for the remnants of David whom God had promised to sustain.
Was this a promise to the blacks? Were they the remnants God has prepared for the years to
come?

IN EVERLASTING
MEMORY
OF THE ANGUISH OF OUR
ANCESTORS.
MAY THOSE WHO DIED REST IN
PEACE;
MAY THOSE WHO RETURN FIND
THEIR ROOTS;
MAY HUMANITY NEVER AGAIN
PERPECTUATE SUCH INJUSTICE
AGAINST HUMANITY.
WE THE LIVING VOW TO UPHOLD
THIS.
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Africans thrown overboard from a slave ship, Brazil, ca. 1830s.
This woodcut was originally published in The Liberator, the American abolitionist newspaper, 7 Jan.
1832 (vol. 11, p. 2)
[Library of Congress photo, LC-USZ62-30833]
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When the ships arrived at Cape Coast Castle, the slaves would be chained and taken through the
'door of no return' leading to the waterfront. The slaves had little idea what would happen to them;
some believed that they were being transported to another land where they would be eaten by the
white men. Many of them (10-15%, or more) would die of infections or illness during the
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sea voyage, which typically lasted five to eight weeks with good winds and calm seas, or
sometimes up to three months with unfavorable weather. The men were packed into the ships'
holds in very tight quarters with no toilet facilities, chained together, and infrequently would be
allowed to come up to the top deck to get some air and exercise. The women were often allowed
more freedom to move about the ship, where they were subjected to sexual abuse by the crew.

1880

1891

They were mostly employed in the sugar plantations of Jamaica.
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They were resettled in a land far away to start all over.
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Based on the phoenix ship records, enslaved Africans mostly came from the Akan people (Ashanti,
Akyem, Fante and Bono) followed by Igbo, Yoruba, Kongo, Fon people and Ibibio people. Akan
(then called Coromantee) culture was the dominant African culture in Jamaica.
The Portuguese arrived on the coast of Guinea in 1471as the first Europeans.They built their their
fortress on the coast. In 1482 they called it the “Elmina Castle” meaning the castle for the mine
befitting the name of the country as Gold Coast. This was soon followed by other Europeans in the
hunt for gold either in the form of mineral or in the form of humans (slaves). Around 1650: The first
Danish ship arrived The Danes were the last of the Europeans to Arrive.
In1661, the Danish fort "Christiansborg" (sometimes known as Osu Castle) is built in Osu
(modern-day Accra). It becomes the home of the Danish governor and later the centre of Danish
slave trade. It later became the palace for the president of Ghana
The sea captain John Hawkins pioneered English involvement in the Atlantic slave trade in the 16th

century. Hawkins was the first Englishman to deport Africans from the west coast of Africa for sale
in the West Indies. From the 17th century, Britain joined the Portuguese, Dutch and French in this
large-scale, global commercial enterprise, becoming masters in the trade in human cargo..
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Within short time the main merchandise has become human life. Enslaved Africans for plantations
in the Americas becomes even more valuable than gold. England, the Netherlands, Portugal,
Germany, France, Sweden and Denmark all competed for the trade,
By 1700's several Ghanain tribes got involved with the Europeans in selling slaves to them. These
included Akwamu, Fante and Asante. They sold slaves in exchange for modern weaponry of that
time which in turn made them capable of success in war with other tribes and for more war
prisoners who became commodity in slave trade with the European slave traders.
In 1792: Britain passed a law to stop importing slaves from 1807. It was not a decision to actually
abolish slavery itself. It was only in 1833 only slavery was officially abolished in all British colonies.
All British-owned slaves were freed.
Britain officially bought all the Danish establishments for 10,000 pound sterling and gradually
became the power presence in Ghana. The freedom loving powerful chiefdom of Asante stood
against Britain and eventualy resulted in British-Asante war. Even though Asante were
dominating eventually they surrendered and Gold Coast became a colony of Great Britain.
By 1863: Great Britain dominates the region completely. Only the Asante kingdom is still resisting
British control. The British efforts to control the Gold Coast and especially the gold trade results in
the third British-Asante war. Asante history records a victory, but they only managed to hold back
the enemy for a few more years.
Gold Coast was proclaimed a British crown colony in 1874
As in all other British Colonies Gold Coast became free under the leadership of Kwame Nkrumah in
1957

Dutch and British forts in Secondi.
Dutch sold all their belongings to Britain for 10,000 pounds including the Elmina Castle.
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I was invited by the School that was started by Nkrumah to start the GCE A level courses in Physics
and Mathematics and I served them for three years and did exactly that. It is from there I went
over to Jamaica.
1964: Nkrumah suspended the democracy by suspending the constitution. Ghana officially
becomes a one-party state and Nkrumah became a dictator. Criticised by the West, Nkrumah now
turns to the Soviet Union and other communist countries.
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As the Arawaks died out, Spanish immigrants were forced to import African slaves inorder to
maintain their plantations. The Jamaican Maroons are descendants of Africans who escaped from
slavery on the island of Jamaica and established free communities in the Blue mountain, in the
eastern parishes. In Jamaica this group was referred to as Coromantie or Koromantee. They
were fierce and ferocious fighters who preferred death to slavery. Between 1655 until the 1830’s
they led most of the slave rebellions in Jamaica.The Maroons are mostly descendants of West
Africans, mainly people from the Akan Asante people of Ghana. African slaves imported during the
Spanish period likely were the first to develop such refugee communities. Since they knew the
mountainous areas well, they were able to keep the Spanish landlords at bay.
When in 1655 English forces forced the Spanish, they left everything and fled. Before leaving,
however, Spanish settlers freed their slaves and let loose all their cattle. It is these freed slaves
that established some of the maroon communities and dominated the hill regions of Jamaica to
became independent fighting community of the Black. These remained especially as a place where
the slaves who dared to run away could find shelter and refuge.
The word “Maroon” comes from the word “cimarrone” which means runaway slave or savage in
Spanish.

As was the case elsewhere in the Caribbean, Jamaican planters began to cultivate sugar in the
latter half of the seventeenth century. The plantation system of Jamaica relied entirely on enslaved
labor and the island imported almost a million Africans as slaves. While the slave community
increased, the disillusioned British community preferred to remain as absentee landlords.
The maroon community remained as a constant threat to the planter communities since it provided
a means of refuge to the the runaway slaves. They also began to attack the plantations as a
guerilla warfare and took slaves to freedom. The British Army “Red Coats” tried to fight them. The
Maroons established an early-warning system - using an abeng (horn) to warn their villages of
attack by the red-coats (British).
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Traditional Maroon house (sans the window and electrical box). Traditionally homes were only used
for sleeping and storage - so there is no need for windows. Neighbors lived close to each other and
shared responsibilities for child rearing, etc.

Maroons: photograph from collection of Sir H.H. Johnston, a government administrator and anthropologist. Jamaica,
1899-1910.
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The First Maroon War between the Maroons and the colonial British started around 1728 and
continued until the British incapable of defeating the Maroons, were forced into peace treaties of
1739 and 1740. Though more and more British troops were sent into Jamaica they were no match
for the guerrilla tactics of the maroons largely owing to the easily defendable, dense forest of
Cockpit Country.

Nanny, known as Granny Nanny, Grandy Nanny, and Queen Nanny was one of the Maroon
leaders in Jamaica. Nanny and her brothers themselves were escaped slaves who had been
from the Ashanti tribe of Ghana. Nanny and one brother, Quao, founded a village in the Blue
Mountains, on the Eastern (or Windward) side of Jamaica, which became known as Nanny Town.
Nanny has been described as a practitioner of Obeah, a form of folk magic and religion based on
West African traditions.
She made numerous successful raids to free slaves held on plantations and it has been widely
accepted that her efforts contributed to the escape of almost 1,000 slaves over her lifetime.
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This Maroon settlement referred to as "the great negro town" in most official documents is situated
on the southern slopes of the Blue Mountains in the Stony River Valley. A recent expedition
discovered the long buried remains of this town. Its inhabitants were the Windward Maroons of
Queen Nanny and Captain Quaco who as an excellent guerilla fighter. They successfully terrorized
the plantocracy in that end of the island. The town was captured in 1734 by a successful expedition
of white forces, prior to the signing of the June 1739 Peace Treaty.
https://ksamc.gov.jm/historic-features/nanny-town

Accompong is a historical Maroon village located in the hills of St Elizabeth in Jamaica. It
was formed after the Maroons signed a peace treaty with the British in 1739.
It is listed as one of the two areas where runaway slaves settled. It was isolated enough to be safe
first from the Spanish, and then later, from the British.
It is said that rebel slaves and their descendants wrested land from the colonial plantation and
transformed a marginal mountainous reservation, imposed by a subsequent colonial legal treaty,
into a sacred landscape rooted in common land.
The treaty granted the Maroons their long-sought-after autonomy.
However, when the Second Maroon War broke out in 1795, the Accompong Maroons remained
neutral and the British left them alone.
At the end of the war, all the other Maroon settlements in Jamaica were destroyed; Accom-pong
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alone remained.
The town of Accompong was named after the Maroon leader Accompong, who was from an
Ashanti family and was the brother of a number of other Maroon leaders - Quao, Cuffy, Cudjoe,
and Nanny.
Cudjoe is credited for uniting the Maroons in their fight for autonomy. Descendants and friends of
the Maroons come together in celebration of the treaty on January 6 each year, which is also
Cudjoe's birthday.
The Accompong Maroons share practices and a culture similar to that of their African ancestors.
- Information from Accompong history documents.
Captain William Cuffee, known as Captain Sambo, is credited as having killed Nanny in 1733
during one of the attacks. Nanny Town was eventually captured by the British and destroyed in
1734.
Nanny’s life and accomplishments have been recognised by the Government of Jamaica and on
March 31, 1982 the Right Excellent Nanny of the Maroons was conferred the Order of the National
Hero as per Government Notice 23 Jamaica Gazette along with Sam Sharpe.
Slavery was abolished in the British Empire by the Slavery Abolition Act in 1834.

Celebrating the abolition of slavery medallion 1834
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https://news.nationalgeographic.com/2016/10/nat-turner-slave-rebellion-legacy/

NAT TURNER’S SLAVE UPRISING
By Justin Fornal
PUBLISHED October 5, 2016
Nat Turner was an African-American slave preacher in Virginia who led the bloodiest slave
rebellion in American history.
The Beginnings and an Early Prophecy
Nat Turner was born into slavery on October 2, 1800, on the Benjamin Turner family plantation in
Southampton County, Virginia. He was born with several marks on his chest that family members
regarded as the marks of a prophet. Having learned to read at an early age, he was considered an
intellectual at the time, as it was highly frowned upon to teach slaves to read.
Throughout his life, Turner would look to the Bible to better understand the reason behind the
enslavement of his people. His wisdom and natural orating skills led him to become a respected
preacher among the surrounding slave community. Early on, he interpreted that the Bible said that
slaves should remain subservient to their earthly masters, but a series of prophetic visions changed
his views.
“I had a vision … I saw white and black spirits engaged in battle, and the sun was darkened … the
thunder rolled in the heavens and flowed in the streams,” Gray quotes Turner as saying in "The
Confessions of Nat Turner." “I discovered drops of blood on the corn as though it were dew from
heaven.”
These visions convinced Turner that it was his destiny to unite black men and women, both
enslaved and free, to overthrow their masters. For years he waited for a sign from God to begin the
fight for freedom. On February 12, 1831, Turner saw a solar eclipse. Upon seeing this "sign,"
Turner discussed his plans with four other slaves, and they set the date for July 4. Turner fell sick,
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however, and that date passed. Around August 13, he witnessed a second atmospheric
disturbance in which the sun appeared bluish green from volcanic dust in the air.
The Plan
On August 21, Turner met with a group of fellow conspirators in the swampy woodlands around
Cabin Pond. The group ate a meal and took a vow to kill all slave owners they encountered,
including women and children. They decided the first victims would be Turner’s current master,
Joseph Travis, and his family, and that Turner should deliver the first blow.
The group traveled from farm to farm, slaughtering whites and freeing blacks. Many of the enslaved
chose not to join the revolt, and some even fought to protect their masters. At most stops the rebel
force grew, at one point reaching around 40 recruits. Over the next two days they killed at least 55
whites. Turner's presumed goal was to reach Jerusalem, where he believed there was an armory
that his forces could use to further their rebellion.
The group never made it to Jerusalem and within two days were scattered and captured by the
local militia. Turner eluded capture for two months by hiding out in the woods. Records show that
out of the 53 suspected to be involved, more than 50 were brought to trial, 18 were executed, 12
were transported and sold South, and 21 were discharged to return to their masters. Of the four
free blacks brought to trial, one was executed and the other three found not guilty.
Turner’s Capture
It is written that Turner was discovered hiding out on October 30 by farmer Benjamin Phipps. He
surrendered to Phipps and was taken to be tried. On November 5, 1831, he was sentenced to
death for "conspiring to rebel and make
insurrection." On November 11 he was
hanged.
it is estimated that around 53 blacks were
arrested and tried, 20 were hanged, 21
acquitted, and 12 transported out of Virginia.
Nat Turner's Aug. 21, 1831 slave rebellion in
rural Southampton took dozens of lives and
sparked a brutal rampage of revenge.
Desperate to regain control in the wake of the
rebellion, white militias unleashed a wave of
violence and intimidation against both
enslaved and free blacks throughout the
region. Many innocent people who had
nothing to do with the insurrection were killed
as a result of this campaign. In one case a
severed head was put on display at a
Southampton County crossroad. To this day,
the street located outside Courtland, Virginia,
bears the name Blackhead Signpost Road. In
Virginia, strict laws were passed to further
limit the right of blacks to gather.
A Changing Legacy and a Memorial
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It is rumored that after Nat Turner was hanged, he was then decapitated, quartered, and skinned.
Allegedly his skull and brain were sent off for study, his fat was rendered to wagon-wheel grease,
and pieces of his tanned skin were given out as souvenirs. This would have been done in an
attempt to crush Turner’s legacy and prevent him from being exalted as a martyr.

Here is the reaction of the Nat Turner’s Massacre.
Was he right? Was his interpretation of the Bible
correct?

We regretted to see that, in the Association of the
Shiloh district of colored Baptists, held in Manchester
few days since, the horrid massacre set on foot by Nat.
Turner in Southampton in 1830 was alluded to with the
appearance of much eclat and parade. The delegates
from that county were referred to as coming from the
county “where Nat. Turner struck the ﬁrst blow for
freedom,” and they were marched forward, and there
was much shaking of hands and general felicitation
upon the occasion. Now this was all very bad and very
much out of place. Nat Turner's massacre was the
most barbarous and brutal of all the human butcheries
of this century. Studying the moon more than he did
the Bible and the fantastical shapes in the clouds more
than the principles and sentiments of justice and
humanity, the poor monomaniac Turner set on foot the
bloody and savage massacre, in which men, and
women, and innocent girls, and even helpless ‘babes,
were slaughtered by his insensate followers. It was a
horror of horrors, a brutal and phrensied shedding of
human blood, such as has never been exceeded in its
unprovoked and brutal character.
It was a bad-hearted set in the Moderator Williams (colored) to call up such a horrid reminiscence
as worthy of special commendation. We suppose that few persons of the colored congregation
present were aware of the true nature of the Southampton feast of blood. That very year the people
of Virginia. were strongly inclined to the abolition of slavery.
Mr- JEFFERSON had exerted a. powerful influence. once on the public mind by his views against
the practical benefits of slavery, end. his serious apprehensions as to the injury it would inflict upon
his State. The Convention of 1829-30 came near adopting a measure for the prospective abolition
of slavery; and but for the efficiency of Messrs. Arthur Tappan, his brother, and Garirson and others,
it was then believed such a measure would have passed the Convention. The horrors of
Southampton reversed the tide of sentiment in the legislature which succeeded the Convention,
and abolition was postponed indeﬁnitely. "First blow, for freedom," indeed ! It was the deadliest
blow to kind feeling for the blacks and to the growing sentiment in favor of abolition which could
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have been inﬂicted. It was an event horrible to all men, civilized. and savage, and which should not
be revived by any one save for deprecation and regret.
The Rev. Mr. Williams would much better subserve the cause of Christianity- would much better
advance the interests of the colored people and inculcate the kind and conciliatory feeling which is
indispensable to peaceful and prosperous relations between the blacks and the whites- if he would
refrain from reviving such bloody and revolting recollections. But to revive them only to endorse
them is an act of hostility. It can receive no other interpretation. The Rev. Mr. Colver, of
Massachusetts, who is reported to be a kind-hearted and philanthropic man, was present, and
would have done himself credit and subserved the cause of justice by excepting to the use made of
that horror of horrors -the Southampton massacre.
The bad teachers of the. blacks of Virginia, who ﬁnd it to their interest to separate them from the
great body of the people for party purposes, are weaving in with their orations such reminiscences
as may accomplish their objects; all of which tend to foment bad feeling and suggest distrust in the
minds of the freedmen of the people amongst whom they live, and upon whom they must depend
for employment—the people with whose welfare theirs is clearly identiﬁed. But these things will
pass away. The blacks will ﬁnd out the shallow-hearted- ness of the unscrupulous and selﬁsh
persons who are widening the breach between them and those whose prosperity is theirs, and
whose peace alone can give them repose; and they will curse the day when they listened to the
cunning and heartless stories of the hypocrites now misleading them.

Map of Barbados, by Richard Ligon, ca. 1647-50, Latin American Library, Tulane University. Ligon,
who lived in Barbados between 1647 and 1650, wrote about the enslaved society that contributed a
significant number of the first permanent African descended settlers in Carolina. Large sugar
estates identified on Ligon's map occupied the best land on the island, displacing many small
farmers. By the mid seventeenth century, an enslaved black majority grouped together on large
plantations was a constant source of anxiety to the declining white population. Ligon may have
been thinking of a failed slave revolt that took place in Barbados in the 1640s when he included the
drawing of runaways being pursued by the militia on the map. The militia were responsible for
controlling the slave population and defending white English rule on the island.
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CHAPTER VII
THE COMING OF THE COOLIES
DISCOVERY OF “INDENTURED LABOR”
A NEW FORM OF SLAVERY?
Jamaica National Heritage Trust - The People Who Came www.jnht.com/disndat_people.php
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indo-Jamaicans
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/help-with-your-research/research-guides/indian-indentured-labourers/
https://jamaicans.com/10-contributions-indian-immigrants-made-to-jamaica/
http://nlj.gov.jm/caribbeanregister/docs/The%20Indentureship%20Collection.pdf
http://www.aapravasighat.org/English/Resources%20Research/Documents/History%20of%20Indenture.pdf
http://www.striking-women.org/module/map-major-south-asian-migration-flows/indentured-labour-south-asia-1834-1917
http://www.gopio.net/publications_articles/Immigration_lecture_Sandew_Hira.pdf

‘
Once the slaves were given freedom, practically no slave remained to work within the plantations.
This emergency was met by the substitution of indentured laborers from Europe, Africa, and Asia.
India to work essentially in the sugar plantations, the then important crop of Jamaica.

COOLIES : HOW BRITAIN REINVENTED SLAVERY

The slave trade was officially abolished throughout the British Empire in 1807.
This documentary reveals one of Britain's darkest secrets : a form of slavery that continued well into
the 20th century - the story of Indian indentured labour.
Indentured workers from North India.
The British East India Company imported Indentured Laborers from Portugal,Syria, Lebanon, India,
China, Sri Lanka, Madagascar and Indonesia to replace the African captives.
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The first people from India came to Jamaica on board the S. Blundel Hunter on May 10, 1845. 200
men, 28 women, and 33 children embarked in Old Harbor Bay.
The next year (1846) 1,852 people had arrived
The year after that (1847) 2,439 people had arrived in Jamaica.
Thus between 1845 to 1921, over 36,000 Indians migrated to Jamaica as ‘indentured labourers’.
A few Indian immigrants were brought to Jamaica by 1860 making a total of 36,400
Most of them were from North India - Agra, Bihar, and Oudh, Bengal, and Nepal. They took their
four-month journey in the holds of the ship from their homeland to Jamaica. More came from
Madras and Punjab after 1900.
Like African slaves on the notorious Middle Passage, the Coolies were crammed in ships that
sailed what is referred to as the Pacific passage. The average mortality rate of coolies headed to
Cuba was 15.2 percent. Ships headed for Peru had an average mortality rate of 40 percent. 75
percent of the coolies in Cuba died before fulﬁlling their contract. More than 2/3 of the coolies that
arrived in Cuba died before their contract was met.
Their contracts of indenture usually covered a period of one year, but were increased to five years
after 1860. These contracts were arranged in Calcutta (modern Kolkata) and Madras (modern
Chennai) The service contract included return passage. But only about
12,100 returned
home in accordance with the contract. Others were forced to take up another term as the contract
was breached by the employers. Others made the choice to settle in Jamaica. They were given
some land as part of the termination of contract. They earned their livings by growing vegetables
and rice, fishing, and working as silversmiths and goldsmiths, and also became merchants and
shop keepers.
The indentured labor program ended in 1917 as it became too costly during World War I. The last
Indian workers arrived in June 1916, fulfilled their contracts by 1921, and in 1929, were free to
settle where they pleased. Approximately 81,500 Indians live in Jamaica today, maintaining their
traditional culture.
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<<
It was a voluntary migration, but implemented through deception, duplicity and sharp-dealing. The
illiterate laborer put their thumb print on the indenture contract, but they had little idea of what they
had signed in.
Inveigled by the recruiters hired by the British, with visions of abundant land portrayed to them as
available freely for tilling, fanciful tales of a comfortable living, and the dreams for an “Ache din”
(good days) they were anxious to get in. But many did not know where they were going, that they
did not even knoe that were going abroad the length of travel involved or the length of the contract.
>><<<
http://old.jamaica-gleaner.com/pages/history/story0057.htm
https://madrascourier.com

The term ‘coolie’ is of disputed origins: some believe it derives from an aboriginal tribe in the
Gujarat region of India, and others believe it comes from the Tamil word ‘kuli’, meaning ‘payment
for occasional menial work’ (Oxford English Dictionary).
The labourers were mostly young, active, able-bodied people used to demanding labour, but they
were often ignorant of the places they agreed to go to or the challenges they were going to face.
Before 1840 a large proportion of the labourers were so-called ‘Hill coolies’, aboriginal people from
the plains of the Ganges. Later many others signed indentured labour contracts, including Hindus,
Brahmins, high castes, agriculturists, artisans, Mussulmans, low castes (untouchables) and
Christians.
Over 41,000 Bengali labourers were sent to Mauritius in 1834, but the Indian government banned
‘coolie’ shipments in 1838 because there were reports of repression and abuse.
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In 1842 the British Prime Minister Robert Peel directed the Indian government to re-open these
lines of emigration under proper safeguards. A Protector of Emigrants was appointed to ensure that
the labourers had adequate space, food, water and ventilation on the journey.
Emigration to Jamaica, British Guiana and Trinidad was legalised in 1844. Emigration to Grenada
and St Lucia was legalised in 1856 and 1858 respectively.
The last indentured labourers went to the West Indies in 1916. Repatriation continued for many
years after the time limit. The last ship carrying returning emigrants left the West Indies for India in
1954.

A group of East Indians re-enact their arrival to Jamaica, stepping onto new ground at Old Harbour
Bay, where they first landed in May 1845.
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Due to deteriorating socioeconomic conditions in British India, more than 36,000 Indians came to
British Jamaica as indentured laborers under the Indian indenture system between 1845 and 1917,
mostly from the Bhojpuri region and the Awadhi region (present-day states of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar,
and Jharkhand) of the Hindi Belt in North India and other places in the Hindi Belt of North India
(present-day states of Rajasthan, Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh, and Uttarkhand). A significant
minority were from South India.
Around two-thirds of the laborers who came remained on the island. The demand for their labour
came after the end of slavery in 1830 and the failure to attract workers from Europe. Indian
labourers, who had proved their worth in similar conditions in Mauritius, were sought by the British
Jamaican government, in addition to workers coming from China. Indian workers were actually paid
less than the former West African slaves. This, along with fundamental cultural and linguistic
differences and a tendency to not mix with the local population, caused the Africans as well as the
British to look down on them. Indians were harassed with the derogatory term, "coolie," referring to
their worker status. They were initially placed at the bottom of the social ladder. Although, today
many Indians in Jamaica who are descendants of the indentured laborers have retained their
culture and religions like Hinduism and Islam. Some Indians either married into the local population
of Africans, Creoles, Chinese, Hispanics-Latinos, Arabs, and Europeans. Today the Indian
population of Jamaica is either full-blooded Indians who are descendants of the indentured laborers,
full-blooded Indians who are recent immigrants or descendant of recent immigrants, or mixed
Indians, such as Douglas, Chindians, Asian Latin Americans, Luso-Indian, and Anglo-Indians.
Worldwide the British displaced 3.5 million Indians who they recruited to work sugar plantations
which include the Caribbean, South Africa, Réunion, Ile de Maurice, Fiji, and South America.
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Lunch time 1920
http://eastindiacompany1600-1857.blogspot.com/2015/01/indian-slaves-indentured-labourers-for.h
tml
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The British Indian government encouraged indentured labour, and recruiting depots were
established in Calcutta and Madras, although agents were paid significantly less per recruit than for
a European worker. Most Indians who signed contracts did so in the hope of returning to India with
the fruits of their labour rather than intending to migrate permanently. The Indian Government
appointed a Protector of Immigrants in Jamaica, although this office tended to protect the interests
of the employers rather than the workers. Although technically the workers had to appear before a
magistrate and fully understand their terms and conditions, these were written in English and many
workers, signing only with a thumb print, did not comprehend the nature of their service.
In the mid 20th century, smaller numbers of Indians from the Sindh, Gujarat, Kutch, and Punjab
regions came to Jamaica not as labourers but as merchants conducting business alongside
Chinese and Arab immigrants.
Arrival in Jamaica
The first ship carrying workers from India, the "Maidstone", landed at Old Harbour Bay in 1845. It
bore 200 men, 28 women under 30 years old and 33 children under 12 years old from various
towns and villages in Northern India. The next year (1846) 1,852 had arrived The year after that
(1847) 2,439 arrived in Jamaica. In seven decades between 1845 to 1921, over 36,000 Indians
migrated to Jamaica as ‘indentured labourers’.
Indian Government halted the scheme to examine its working. The programme resumed in 1859
and continued until the outbreak of World War I. Indian indentureship ended in 1917 to the
Caribbean since the cost of transportation became large.
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http://rajkumari.weebly.com/jahanee-ship-of-lights.html

Indian indentured laborers call themselves "jahajee" "people of the ship"





1938 - The Whitby, the first ship of Indentured Indians to the Americas, landed in Guyana.
1845 - The Maidstone, the first ship of Indentured Indians landed at Old Harbour Bay ,
Jamaica.
1845 - The Fatal Al Razak, the first ship of Indentured Indians landed in Trinidad and
Tobago.
1873 -The Lalla Rook, the first ship of Indentured Indians landed in Suriname.

The labourers were given one suit of clothing, agricultural tools and cooking pots on their arrival,
divided into groups of 20 or 40 and sent, first by mule cart and in later years on overcrowded freight
trains to the plantations all over Jamaica. Here they would work for a shilling a day and live in
rudimentary barracks, with several families having to share a single room. Two shillings and six
pence were deducted from their wages for the rice, flour, dried fish or goat, peas and seasoning
which constituted their rations. Children received half rations The overwhelming majority of the
immigrant labourers were Hindu but no provision was made for their faith and cultural practices.
One of the major problem was that non-Christian marriages were not recognised until 1956 and as
a result the children born in those unions were not recognized. This had serious consequences in
the repartiation and inheritance of these children. As a result many accepted Christianity and
adopted English names.
The conditions of the indenture varied from between one and five years, with the workers being
released if they fell ill or bought themselves out of their contract. They were not allowed to leave the
plantation without a permit, on pain of fines or even imprisonment. Many of the workers and their
families suffered from yaws, hookworm, and malaria.
Settlement and repatriation
Although most of the workers originally planned to return to India, the planters lobbied the
Government to allow them to stay and defray their settlement costs, largely to save on the costs of
returning them to the Indian subcontinent. Money and land were used as incentives, with time
expired Indians offered 10 or 12 acres of Crown land. Often the land was mountainous and
infertile so many chose to take the cash in hand and by 1877 close to £32,000 had been spent by
the Jamaican authorities.
The monetary grants were suspended in 1879, with the land grants being halted from 1897 to 1903
and abandoned in 1906 as there was little difference in the costs of repatriating a worker (£15 per
person) and offering land grants of £12 per head.
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The coolies at work in the sugar cane field

Problems in returning
The lack of ships available to repatriate the workers was another factor in many of them staying on.
Ships refused to sail if not full, and at other times were oversubscribed, leading to some time
expired workers being left behind. During World War I German submarine warfare and a lack of
ships further cut the numbers able to return. The Indian Government did not encourage the return
of workers as many were destitute, ill or had lost touch with their own culture.
The final group of Indian indentured immigrants arrived in Jamaica in 1914 and the last repatriates
left in 1929 with legal repatriation ending in 1930. After 70 years of indentured labour, over half of
the Indians who arrived in Jamaica between 1845 and 1916 remained and the Indian community on
the island developed and strengthened.
In 1964 when I went to Jamaica as a teacher in the DeCarteret College, Mandeville, I have been
told about this Indian “coolies”. I was told that though in other West Indian islands, the Indians
became business men and small scale industrialists, none of the Jamaican Indians came near to
that level. In comparison all Chinese indentured labors when their period of service was over
became small scale merchants and shop keepers and not one remained as servant. In contrast in
the midst of the problems the Trinidad and Tobago Indian community thrived and many became
part of the ruling government of the island. Several indians both male and female were in high
position within the political parties and ruling people since 1960. After the freedom of the country
Prime Ministers included both male and female of the Indian community there. Today about 40% of
Trinidad Tobago Island are of Indian origin.
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In Jamaica, they were a much smaller group and were not able to assert their identity until much
later. After one generation the new generations became educated and prospered. They are now
more involved in the country’s politics and enterprises especially in medicine and Technology.
Hinduism in Jamaica
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Jamaica was once home to 25,000 Hindus until the mid 20th century. They retained their religion by
personal and family worship at home. Now there is at least one temple in Kingston. However,
most of them converted to Christianity. In the last few decades, the population of Hindus in Jamaica
decreased steeply. In the 1970s, 5,000 identified themselves as Hindus. There were 1,453 Hindus
in Jamaica according to the 2001 census. The 2011 Census showed that the number of Hindus in
Jamaica increased only to1,836 adherents.
There is one Hindu Temple located outside of
downtown Kingston, the Sanatan Dharma Mandir built in 1970.

DOOKHEE GUNGAH, born of Indian migrants, began life in 1867 in a shed in Mauritius and
worked as a child cutting sugar cane. By the time of his death in 1944, he was one of the island’s
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richest businessmen. He is a notable example of how some indentured labourers prospered
against the odds.
In 1995, the Government of Jamaica proclaimed May 10 Indian Heritage Day in recognition of the
Indians’ contribution to the social and economic development of the country. The arrival of the
Indians more than 170 years ago is commemorated in stamps.
On March 1, 1998 the National Council for Indian Culture in Jamaica was formed. It is the umbrella
organization of Indian associations with the mission to preserve and promote Indian culture.
<<
https://jamaicans.com/10-contributions-indian-immigrants-made-to-jamaica/
The above website itemises 10 basic contributions by Indians in Jamaica.
1. Innovative methods of farming, including rice cultivation
2. Introduction of spices like curry powder to Jamaican cuisine.
3. Skilled metalsmiths and jewelry workers who created brass, silver and gold ornaments
4. Distinctive music, dance and traditional dress that were incorporated into Jamaica’s culture.
5. Introduction of social practices like arranged marriages.
6. Introduction of new plants and trees and their products, including betel leaves, betel nut, coolie
plum, mango, jackfruit, and tamarind.
7. The use of ganja/marijuana for spiritual and medicinal purposes.
8. Incorporation of traditional Indian foods like curry goat, curried potato, eggplant, bitter gourd okra.
roti and callaloo, which have become part of the national cuisine.
9. The source of the appellation “Gong,” a name applied to Leonard Howell and then to Robert
Nesta Marley, who was called “Tuff Gong.” The term is an abbreviation of the Hindi word
‘Gangunguru” that means “great king” or “king of kings.”
10. Influence of Indian belief systems incorporated into Jamaica’s religious practices.
>>
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Chinese Indenture
There were two main waves of Chinese migration to the Caribbean region.
The first wave of Chinese consisted of indentured labourers who were brought to the Caribbean
predominantly Trinidad, British Guiana and Cuba, to work on sugar plantations during the
post-Emancipation period.
The second wave was comprised of free voluntary migrants, consisting of either small groups
(usually relatives) to British Guiana, Jamaica and Trinidad from 1890’s to 1940’s. In fact the most
modern Caribbean Chinese are descended from this second group.
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In 1806, 192 Chinese immigrants arrived in Trinidad . . Approximately 18,000 Chinese entered
the Caribbean during 1960s . The Chinese indentured immigrants were given contracts for three
and then five year periods with no repatriation to China. Chinese were able to leave their
plantations by buying out their freedom. From the 1870’s onwards the Chinese increasingly moved
into the setting up of shops and small businesses. In 1964 I was told that not one Chinese who
came as indenture remained in plantations. They all succeeded in starting their own shops or
other business.
In general we may mention that it was not the rich nor even middle class that came as indentured
laborers. They were laborers - coolies which actually meant one who receive payment in lieu of
labor. In India they were probably the same- working class. So the offer of migration indicated to
them an opening to improve their social and economic status. A quick look at how they faired in
the end of their period indicating that they achieved what they came in for. In most west Indian
islands the Indians were a powerful political presence. The fact that even some Brahmins also
came along with others speak much of what it gave back to the people who ventured.
Independence of Jamaica
The Colony of Jamaica gained independence from the United Kingdom on 6 August 1962. In
Jamaica, this date is celebrated as Independence Day, a national holiday.

Gandhi as the product of problems of indentured labor
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Mahatma Gandhi, the leader of the Indian freedom movement, saw first hand the plight of Asian
indentured laborers in South Africa and campaigned on this issue during the first decade of the
20th century. It was the plight of the indentured Indian coolies that introduced him to the system of
British imperialism. He went fighting for them and went to jail for them four times in South Africa,
before he came back to India and led the freedom struggle. The system of indentured labour was
officially abolished by British government in 1917.

Mahatma Gandhi’s rejection of both slavery and indenture.
Gandhiji said :
How can one be compelled to accept slavery?
I simply refuse to do the master’s bidding.
He may torture me, break my bones to atoms and even kill me.
He will then have my dead body, not my obedience.
Ultimately, therefore, it is I who am the victor and not he,
For he has failed in getting me to do what he wanted done.
Gandhi was a ‘coolie’ as soon as he stepped into South Africa, first as a “coolie lawyer” and then
leading Indian struggles against racial oppression.
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CHAPTER VIII
BASIC BIBLICAL THEOLOGY OF LIBERATION
There appears to be a lot of confusion in the relation between redemption, liberation and their
biblical roots. As such I am giving a basic description of their relation just to show how they are
intrinsically based on the scripture and the purpose of incarnation as a whole.
Old Testament
The book of Genesis is the story of how the whole system of exploitation of one man by another
started which form the basic original sin. It started with one brother killing the other and how the
civilization and human development became a power struggle. The problem was how to eradicate
the DNA transmission of the preponderance of selfishness over lover of the mankind and the whole
life forms. The ability to balance these two tendencies is a delicate processs which is controlled by
the freedom of the will of each person.
These are called in Jewish terminology Yetser ha Ra (Selfish tendencies) and Yetser ha Tov (Unselfish sacrificial tendencies for the total
good).
I had elsewhere proposed the model of God as though he is a Purusha - a person whose body is
the creation itself. The whole person can be in harmony and in good health only if every individual
organ performs at it best without interfering with the other organs. It is a question of synchronising.
Self fulfilment which requires Ra affirmation, while the prosperity of society as a whole (the whole
cosmos) requires Tov.
YHVH even tried to give mankind a new beginning once through the flood leaving one family of
Noah, to start over. It all ended up again in one enslaving the other.
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When Israel was in Egypt land,
Let my people go,
Oppressed so hard they could not stand,
Let my people go.
Go down, Moses,
Way down in Egypt land,
Tell old Pharaoh
To let my people go.
"Thus spoke the Lord" bold Moses said,
Let my people go,
"If not, I'll smite your first-born dead"
Let my people go.
Go down, Moses,
Way down in Egypt land,
Tell old Pharaoh
To let my people go.
"Your foes shall not before you stand,
Let my people go,
And you'll possess fair Canaan's land,
Let my people go.
Go down, Moses,
Way down in Egypt land,
Tell old Pharaoh
To let my people go."
"You'll not get lost in the wilderness,
Let my people go,
With a lighted candle in your breast,
Let my people go.
Go down, Moses,
Way down in Egypt land,
Tell old Pharaoh
To let my people go."
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Alan Lomax, The Penguin Book of American Folk Songs, Penguin, 1964
http://www.joe-offer.com/folkinfo/forum/1076.html

This famous freedom spiritual of the Negro slaves is intimately connected with the underground
railroad which led the slaves into freedom of the Canada. Some think that the Moses here refer to
Harriet Tubman, an escaped slave, who returned time after time into the South to lead bands of her
people to freedom over the underground railroad.

Harriet Tubman
Sarah H. Bradford had written a book on Tubman, which is also in the Ducumenting the South
collection: Scenes in the Life of Harriet Tubman (Auburn, N. Y.: W. J. Moses, Printer, 1869). pp.
26-27. suggests another variation of the song which is the right way Harriet sang them to give
warning and safety:
"De first time I go by singing dis hymn, dey don't come out to me," she said,
"till I listen if de coast is clar;
den when I go back and sing it again, dey come out.
But if I sing:
“Moses go down in Egypt,
Till ole Pharo' let me go;
Hadn't been for Adam's fall,
Shouldn't hab to died at all,
den dey don't come out, for dere's danger in de way."
And so by night travel, by hiding, by signals, by threatening, she brought the people safely to the
land of liberty.
But after the passage of the Fugitive Slave law, she said, "I wouldn't trust Uncle Sam wid my people
no longer; I brought 'em all clar off to Canada."
As a tireless Underground Railroad conductor, Harriet Tubman made scores of journeys into
"Egypt's land," returning to the North after each trip with a band of runaway slaves, and amassing a
record of never having lost a soul.
If you notice, the song contains the the theology of liberation.
This exodus motive was always the foundation of the liberation theology.
“The God of Exodus is the God of history and of political liberation more than he is the God of
nature.”Gustavo Gutiérrez
In exodus God clearly expresses that He is there for liberation from slavery.
Isra-el experimented with a free socialistic communistic society which was known as the judges
period under the Laws of YHVH imposed by the charismatic leaders of the society. At the end of the
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period of Prophet Samuel, Israel opted for a King.
“And the LORD said to Samuel, ‘Obey the voice of the people in all that they say to you, for they
have not rejected you, but they have rejected me from being king over them’” (1 Samuel 8:7).
So let them have their own way. But warn them of what they’re in for. Tell them the way kings
operate, just what they’re likely to get from a king.
10-18 So Samuel told them, delivered GOD’s warning to the people who were asking him to give
them a king. He said, “This is the way the kind of king you’re talking about operates. He’ll take your
sons and make soldiers of them—chariotry, cavalry, infantry, regimented in battalions and
squadrons. He’ll put some to forced labor on his farms, plowing and harvesting, and others to
making either weapons of war or chariots in which he can ride in luxury. He’ll put your daughters to
work as beauticians and waitresses and cooks. He’ll conscript your best fields, vineyards, and
orchards and hand them over to his special friends. He’ll tax your harvests and vintage to support
his extensive bureaucracy. Your prize workers and best animals he’ll take for his own use. He’ll lay
a tax on your flocks and you’ll end up no better than slaves. The day will come when you will cry in
desperation because of this king you so much want for yourselves. But don’t expect GOD to
answer.”
Whatever the period of Judges can be called, It did not survive and Israel became a kingdom like
all other nations of the world - but still supposed to be under the rule of the law as given in mount
Zion which form the basics of human societies even today.

The law required that everyone be freed from debt and slavery at the Year of Jubilee, to start over A new beginning.

And you shall count seven Sabbaths of years for yourself, seven times seven
years; and the time of the seven Sabbaths of years shall be to you forty-nine
years.
Then you shall cause the trumpet of the Jubilee to sound on the tenth day of the seventh
month; on the Day of Atonement you shall make the trumpet to sound throughout all your
land. And you shall consecrate the fiftieth year,
and proclaim liberty throughout all the land to all its inhabitants.
It shall be a Jubilee for you;
and each of you shall return to his possession,
and each of you shall return to his family.
That fiftieth year shall be a Jubilee to you;
in it you shall neither sow nor reap what
grows of its own accord, nor gather the
grapes of your untended vine. For it is the
Jubilee;
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it shall be holy to you;
you shall eat its produce from the field. Lev 25:8-12
In the Jubilee, there is:
REST for the land,
RESTORATION of lost state,
RELEASE from captivity and prison,
REMISSION,
REFRESHING,
RECONCILIATION
RETURN and
REUNION.

Sins are forgiven and every one in the community is given another start.
This is exactly what the every human wants today.
This is just a foretaste of the ultimate redemption of the cosmos as a whole
NO JUDGEMENT.
Behold “I make all things NEW”
Just as there were cities of refuge for those who inadvertedly killed someone, there was a much
wider refuge for those servants who ran away from their masters for whatever reason:
Deut. 23: 15, 16,
"Thou shalt not deliver unto his master the servant who has escaped from his master unto
thee.
He shall dwell with thee, even among you, in that place which he shall choose in one of thy
gates, where it liketh him best, thou shalt not oppress him."
A runaway slave can get refuge anywhere within the Israelite territory without asking them for an
explanation. His protection is guaranteed. No questions asked.

New Testament.
Begins with the manifesto of Jesus
Luke 4:17-21:
“And He came to Nazareth, where He had been brought up: and, as His custom was, He went into
the synagogue on the Sabbath day, and stood up for to read. And there was delivered unto Him the
book of the prophet Isaiah. And when He had opened the book, He found the place where it was
written,
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And He closed the book, and he gave it again to the minister, and sat down. And the eyes of all
them that were in the synagogue were fastened on him. And He began to say unto them, ‘This day
is this scripture is fulfilled in your ears.’”
Did Jesus spoke against slavery. You bet. Can you explain this manifesto in any other way.
But he also realized that there is choice to be made by each human and each person should
transform himself to be free from the bondage of the original sin. This is possible only through
Jesus. Jesus provided a way to this redemption through his body.
<<
Jubilee implied++>

divine sanction of equal shares in the means of production
and divine prohibition of private accumulation,
The prophets provided++>
examples of denunciations of injustice.
New Testament furnishes++> strictures against the rich and the money changers.
Christ’s message was ++>
that instead of the love of self that is implied by accumulation of
wealth, people should love one another and share all their wealth
with the needy.
These led to the claim that ++> Jesus indeed was the first Socialist and Communist.
"Socialism, Christian." International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences. . Encyclopedia.com.
https://www.encyclopedia.com.>>
Thus the first form the body of Christ was a form of community where the principles of Christian
Communism was the foundation.
Christian communism is a form of communism based on Christ. It is a theological and political
theory based upon the view that the fact that the ideal society is to be founded on “love one another,
as I have loved you.” - each giving themselves fully in ones brothers even to the extent of dying. If
Christ did not teach that would the Apostles start such a community as soon as the body of Christ
was formed? Evidently the teachings of Jesus Christ compel Christians to support communism as
the ideal social system.

Acts 4:32–35 clearly indicates hat the first Christians lived in a communist society.
"All the believers were one in heart and mind. No one claimed that any of their possessions was
their own, but they shared everything they had. With great power the apostles continued to testify to
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the resurrection of the Lord Jesus Christ. And Gods grace was so powerfully at work in them all that
there were no needy persons among them. For from time to time those who owned land or houses
sold them, brought the money from the sales and put it at the apostles feet, and it was distributed to
anyone who had need".
“And they continued steadfastly in the apostles’ doctrine and fellowship [communism, koinonia from
which we have the world Communion and Holy Communion that is still acted out as just a symbol in remembrance], and in breaking of bread, and in prayers ... And all that believed were together,
and had all things common; And sold their possessions and goods, and parted them to all men, as
every man had need” “And the multitude of them that believed were of one heart and of one soul:
neither said any of them that ought of the things which he possessed was his own; but they had all
things common ... Neither was there any among them that lacked: for as many as were possessors
of lands or houses sold them, and brought the prices of the things that were sold, And laid them
down at the apostles’ feet, and distribution was made unto every man according as he had need” (4,
verse 32f.).

It is this communistic living that fell apart. The living together as one family with everything in
common was reduced to eating together. In time the rich began to impose on the poor and the
church began to reduce the eating together to symbolic eating together by eating a tiny round wafer
and a little red juice. This evidently is the symbol which indicates we are one in Christ if your mind
can interpret it that way.

Yet they remind us of the ultimate Kingdom of God community which is the real body of Christ.
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“When you come together, it is not the Lord's Supper you eat, for as you eat, each of you goes
ahead without waiting for anybody else.
One remains hungry, another gets drunk.
Don't you have homes to eat and drink in?
Or do you despise the church of God and humiliate those who have nothing?
What shall I say to you?
Shall I praise you for this?
Certainly not! “ (1 Cor 11. 20-22, NIV).
"Command those who are rich in this present world not to be arrogant nor to put their hope in
wealth, which is so uncertain, but to put their hope in God, who richly provides us with everything
for our enjoyment. Command them to do good, to be rich in good deeds, and to be generous and
willing to share. In this way they will lay up treasure for themselves as a firm foundation for the
coming age, so that they may take hold of the life that is truly life." (I Timothy 6:17-19, NIV)
We are given the true reason for the failure of these Christian Communes. One couple Ananias and Saphira, The ingrained sin of selfishness.
Gustavo Gutiérrez Merino in "A Spirituality of Liberation" states:
"conversion to God implies conversion to neighbor in an act of gratuitousness which allows one to
encounter others fully, the universal encounter which is the foundation of communion of men
among themselves and of men with God" producing a joy and celebration which is "the feast of the
Christian Community." (p. 207)
According to John the twelve apostles had a common purse even in Jesus’ lifetime. But Jesus
requires that every other disciple as well contribute all his property. The Christian Communes after
the ascension was simply the continuation of the community of disciples which Jesus started. The
Acts of the Apostles nowhere states that the apostles first organized the community after the death
of Jesus. Acts of the Apostles clearly states that : “And they continued steadfastly in the
apostles’ doctrine and fellowship, and in breaking of bread, and in prayers” (2, verse 42).
There is evidence that what is described in Acts 4:32–35 is historical and was practiced widely and
taken seriously during at least the first two centuries of Christianity. Even as late as 50 years ago,
Christian Ashrams were found everywhere in South India. I had spent a lot of my vacation in
several such Ashrams and was asked to lead seminars of these principles on which the very
foundation of Kingdom of God stands. They lasted only for the generation of the founder. When the
Puritans emigrated to North America they experimented with Christian Communes based on the
Principles given in the Bible. Most of them failed due to lack of incentive to work.
St.Ambrose, wrote, “Nature has poured forth all things for all men for common use… Nature has
therefore produced a common right for all, but greed has made it a right for a few.”
Economist Murray N. Rothbard noted, “For centuries the alleged ideal of communism had come to
the world as a messianic and millennial creed. Various seers, notably Joachim of Fiore, had
prophesied the final state of mankind as one of perfect harmony and equality, one where all things
are owned in common, where there is no necessity for work or need for the division of labor.”
Thomas Aquinas, the father of the modern Catholic Church, taught that someone in great need to
can take what he or she needs from others. In his assessment of Aquinas’ concept of justice,
Alasdair MacIntyre writes, “The condemnation of theft presupposes the legitimacy of private
property. Aquinas, however, inherited from the patristic tradition a view of the limitation of the right
to property… Ownership is limited by the necessities of human need.”
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Sir Thomas More, whom the Catholic Church later made a saint, was the author of “Utopia,” who
presented the total communistic Kingdom of God as the Utopia. Diggers and the Ranters in
seventeenth-century England were the original Christian Socialist movement.
“Slave Bible”
In Washington DC’s Museum of the Bible, a copy of the so-called “Slave Bible” sits on
display.

https://theurbannews.com/national-news/2018/slave-bible-on-display/

Washington, DC – On display at the Museum of the Bible in Washington, D.C., is one of only
three known copies of the abridged version named as the ‘Slave Bible.’
The bible was printed by the Missionary Society For the Conversion of Negro Slaves, a group of
missionaries that was formed in 1794. It was originally published in London in 1807 on behalf of the
Society for the Conversion of Negro Slaves, an organization dedicated to improving the lives of
enslaved Africans toiling in Britain’s lucrative Caribbean colonies. The society’s original intent was
to convert Native Americans to Christ,but later they began to focus on enslaved Africans Their
aim was to convert the slaves brought into the Americas to Christianity. The bible was a censored
version which removed 90 percent of the Old Testament and 50 percent of the New Testament,
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which contained anti-slavery assertions. Its publishers deliberately removed portions of the
biblical text, such as the exodus story, that could inspire hope for liberation. Instead, the publishers
emphasized portions that justified and fortified the system of slavery that was so vital to the British
Empire.

“It starts off with the creation story…then it jumps to Joseph getting sold into slavery by his
brothers and how that ends up being a good thing for him,” Schmidt told CBN News. “They’re
highlighting themes of being submissive, the same thing goes on with the New Testament as well,”
he said. “The whole book of Revelation is left out, so there is no new Kingdom, no new world,
nothing to look forward to,” Schmidt explained.
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CHAPTER IX
MARXISM AND COMMUNISM
Atheism and communism
When we speak about Communism including Christian Communism we are immediately connected
with the Communism as presented by Marx, Engels, Lenin, Stalin, Mao etc. Christians are vary of
speaking about them. What we have seen was that the concept of Communism pre-dates Marx to
many centuries at least to Moses.
Basic philosophy of Marxism is Materialism. Why was materilism imposed on the members of
the Marxist Communists since the concept of communism has no connection with materialism?
This connection came because Marx wanted to establish his theory as a science. His insistence
was that the history of mankind is inevitably proceeding from exploitative societies to Socialism and
then on to final consumation as Communism. Marx used Hegelian Dialectical reasoning and
applied it to conflict within the capitalistic society; and said “the transformation of Capitalism to
Socialism and then to Communism is inevitable.
It is as good as any scientific law and is deterministic. It is inevitable and absolutely certain.
How fast will the process take place alone is determined by the activity of the change enforcing
class - the exploited. At the time of Marx, Newtonian Science was insisting on a deterministic world.
Everything moves as a clockwork to final predictable end. Newton lived in 1642–1726 and Marx
lived soon after in 1818-1883. If history is predetermined then his explanation was as good as
predictions of any science; as good as the statement: “if a coconut falls from the tree, it will certainly
fall on the ground beneath”. Marx called it scientific communism. Early communist cells had
regular study of Dialectical Materialism which asserted just that. Today the Quantum Theory
(Heisenberg 1927) asserts that even in the physical science there is uncertainty, essentially in the
microscopic level. It is very large when it involves Spiritual dimensions. It is the spirit that gives
life and whenever life forms are involved the uncertainty becomes very large. The human freewill
is the greatest uncertainty factor. According to this argument, capitalism under its conflict with the
working class will be taken over by the working class to establish Socialism. Socialism eventually
will bring in Communism as the “State will wither away”
Now looking back on the Dialectical Materialism and the predestined ending of all human society in
communism history has definitely proved him wrong.
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Here is how the Australian for the informed Matt Ridley puts it,

Marxism belongs in history’s bin after 100 years of hellish failure
By Matt Ridley
The Times
11:00PM January 2, 2017
Human beings can be remarkably dense. The practice of bloodletting, as a medical treatment,
persisted despite centuries of abundant evidence that it did more harm than good. The practice of
communism, or political bloodletting as it should perhaps be known, whose centenary in the
Bolshevik revolution is reached this year, likewise needs no more tests. It does more harm than
good every time. Nationalised, planned, one-party rule benefits nobody, let alone the poor.
The diseases that Marxism-Leninism was intended to treat, poverty and inequality, were ancient
scourges just beginning to fade, even in Russia. Higher living standards were starting to reach
ordinary people, rather than just the feudal elite, for the first time. Radicals had long seen
government as the problem, not the solution: that to enrich the masses required liberating people
from kings and priests.
Along came Karl Marx with essentially the opposite suggestion: a powerful state creating wealth,
distributed from each according to his ability to each according to his need, as a result of which
classes would disappear and with them, eventually, the state itself.
The progressive Left rather suddenly fell in love with the idea of expanding, rather than limiting,
state power. It was in such a good cause. Unfortunately, the wealth never materialised and the
state, far from withering way, became tyrannical.
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Russia’s Bolsheviks, seizing power in a coup after the fall of the tsar, set a pattern that would be
repeated again and again during the following century. A communist party takes power on behalf of
the people, outlaws all other parties, holds no elections and after a sanguineous power struggle is
soon dominated by one man. Famine results from the destruction of incentives inherent in the
collectivisation of agriculture. Millions die. The nationalisation of all commerce and the cessation of
most foreign trade result in shortages of consumer goods.
The leader becomes paranoid and kills a lot of people, especially independently minded ones, in
purges. More are imprisoned without trial or charge. A secret police grows powerful. The regime
destroys free speech but is excused and praised by left-leaning sympathisers in Western
democracies.
Living standards stagnate or fall, except for those of the elite, who live a privileged existence. Many
people try to flee.
Communism was not unique in ruling through violence. Fascism, founded by an ardent socialist,
Benito Mussolini, and German National Socialism, pursuing racial rather than class-based
collectivism, were at least as bad, though they ended up killing fewer — not for lack of trying.
But from this distance they are all manifestations of the same phenomenon: centrally planned
dictatorship justified as popular rule. Hitler’s bombers over London in 1940 burnt Soviet fuel.
In 1949, China repeated the Russian experiment with the same result. Mao Zedong managed to kill
even more people, probably 45 million in the four years of the Great Leap Forward, through forced
collectivisation and selling food to Russia in exchange for nuclear technology. When that did not
work and he began to lose his grip on power, he embarked on a purge of the entire country, called
the Cultural Revolution, plunging his people into abject poverty while himself living like an emperor.
In 1959, Cuba tried Marxism-Leninism with a similar outcome: 5000 people executed, an unknown
number imprisoned for dissent and tens of thousands dead after trying to escape on makeshift rafts.
Cuba’s GDP per capita was about the same as South Korea’s in 1959. Today, South Korea’s is five
times higher.
In 1962, Burma followed suit when Ne Win seized power and set out to create a “socialist state”. He
introduced one-party rule, nationalised business and isolated the country from world trade, while
imprisoning and executing perceived rivals. He impoverished the country while its neighbours
prospered.
In 1974, it was Benin’s turn for the purges and oppression. The economy stagnated for a quarter of
a century. Elsewhere in Africa, the Republic of the Congo and Zimbabwe also tried communism,
Robert Mugabe having come to power (lest we forget) as an enthusiastic Marxist-Leninist.
East Germany had to build a wall to stop people escaping. Vietnam, like Cuba, sent thousands to
sea in leaky boats. Cambodia deserves special mention for the thoroughness with which it stuck to
Marx’s plan of “sweeping aside” the bourgeoisie. As head of the Khmer Rouge, Pol Pot enslaved
the entire population on collective farms, his thugs clubbing or starving any who showed less than
total obedience, so that from 1975 to 1979 approximately 1.7 million people were killed.
North Korea managed to turn communism into a feudal dynasty of unparalleled paranoia, which not
only executes supposed dissidents in unusually gruesome ways but managed to starve millions of
its citizens during the 1990s, a time when the rest of the world was feeding itself ever more
abundantly.
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Oil-rich Venezuela has ruined itself through socialism, creating shortages of loo paper and soap.
It’s been said that if they tried communism in the Sahara, there would soon be a shortage of sand.
Those communist countries that discovered economic growth, notably Vietnam and China after
Mao, did so by abandoning nationalisation of the means of production, the very core of the Marxist
prescription. They were exceptions that proved the rule.
Need I go on? Communism has killed on average a million people a year for a century, far more
than any other ism, let alone what Marxists call “capitalism”, and the rest of us call freedom.
The first communists meant well. Their crime was to bet the farm on an untried idea and then, when
it failed (as Lenin’s half-hearted New Economic Policy conceded), to be pig-headedly insensitive to
the negative empirical data coming back from the experiment.
Like bloodletting medics, they elevated a principle into a dogma, with no regard to human suffering,
in spite of overwhelming evidence.
The Times
End justifies the means.
The next problem is how are we going to hasten this evolutionary process to Communism. Here the
materialistic approch has the easy answer - take over the enemy use violent revolution. Is it right to
violently kill and take over the enemy? In the materialistic thought there is nothing absolutely
defines right and wrong. It is right for me if it is good for me. In direct opposition we have the solid
admonition of Jesus:
“For all who take up the sword, will die by the sword” (Matt. 26:52).
The process is as important as the end.
The history verifies Jesus at every step of the communist countries.
It was Gandhi who realized it in South Africa. He put it in practice for the freedom of India.
others followed this method and were successful.

Many

Christian communists hence almost universally insist on nonviolent means, such as passive
resistance or winning elections. Some groups are pacifists, such as the Hutterites and Bruderhof ,
who regard all force as wrong, including forcing a new society on someone.
Religion is the opium of people
But in one case at least he was right.
In the matters relating to the class struggle leading to liberation, even though the biblical support is
all for non-violent protests and stuggle asking for “let my people go” church was not always in
support of it. Evidently the initial commune experiments under the power of the Holy Spirit failed
due to sinfulness of one or more persons within the community, the hermeneutics of the verse was
changed.
These words were reinterpreted as liberation after death. Everything was spiritualized.
It appears we have grossly misunderstood Jesus. In that process we have reintroduced caste
system and slavery. We missed the reality that life goes on and death is only a interim period until
even death will be conquered. Just as the Israelites refused to proclaim the year of liberty in
accordance with the laws of YHVH,, the church refused to proclaim the liberty here and now and
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postponed it to the life to come. God may have to restart all over again. It is this attitude and stand
that Marx defined as “Religion is the Opium” It was simply a temperary painkiller showing the great
hope not on earth but after death.
It also gave a temperary relief to the Capitalists telling them, it
is OK now, there is no judgment after the death, It is only heaven depending only on their faith.
Novelist Charles Kingsley (One of the founders of Christian Socialism in England) asserted even
before Marx that the Bible had been wrongly used as “an opium-dose for keeping beasts of burden
patient while they were being overloaded” and as a “mere book to keep the poor in order” (in
Politics for the People, 1848) (https://www.britannica.com/topic/Christian-Socialism)

“The preaching of the bliss of heaven amid the sordid brutalities and squalid abomination of our
modern capitalistic hell always seemed to me to ring of insincerity. The doctrine of the Kingdom of
God, which was the central doctrine of the teaching of Jesus, interpreted only in a mystical and
spiritual sense, failes to satisfy my conscience” (Cummings vicar of Owthorne, Sunday Chronicle 8
December 1912.)
This was a new approach even to Christianity Early Christian leaders such as Gregory of Nyssa
and John Chrysostom called for good treatment for slaves and condemned slavery, while others
supported it in an attempt to live within the given context without disruption of the social system
suddenly.
However within the early Christian Churches in Rome, they gave slaves an equal place within the
religion, allowing them to participate in the liturgy. After all Christianity was then the religion of the
Slaves. They often worshipped underground in caves. According to tradition, Pope Clement I (term
c. 92–99), Pope Pius I (158–167) and Pope Callixtus I (c. 217–222) were former slaves. So we
see two distinct approaches to the problem of caste within the early Christian Period. One group
condemned it and wanted equality at least in treatment and within the Church. Others condoned
the slavery for the sake of stability of the existing society. But both groups demanded equality
within the Church which was not always easy. James points this out clearly:
For if there come unto your assembly a man with a gold ring, in goodly apparel, and there come in
also a poor man in vile raiment; And ye have respect to him that weareth the gay clothing, and say
unto him, Sit thou here in a good place; and say to the poor, Stand thou there, or sit here under my
footstool: Are ye not then partial in yourselves, and are become judges of evil thoughts? (Jas
2:2-4)
This was particularly serious in the Indian context where the church even had to start new church
building and new services for the untouchables and low class and slaves. The Brahminic
Christians did not want these outcastes even to sit in their churches. I was told that the problem
was there even in the Americal Churches. To solve that problem American Churches had always
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two floors. The whites sat in the top floor and the blacks in the ground floor so that they cannot be
see each other.
Essentially Marx was able to bring the issue of the underprivileged exploited class all over the world
that Capitalists were able to amend themselves to create a Socialist System.

https://www.theeuropean-magazine.com/tomas-sedlacek--3/8477-the-failure-of-the-left-an
d-communism-today
Sedláček a historian from Czech Republic has this interesting finding: “I find that Marxism as an
ideology has utterly failed. History has proven that it is a dead end and eventually turns into a
nightmare. On the other hand, modern capitalism itself owes its existence to Marx – and today it is
much more sensitive and social than it used to be a hundred years ago. Children do not need to
work, workers are protected, and the rich care about the poor, weak, sick and old through the
obligatory taxation and relatively generous social system. So Marx proved to be a much better
inspiration to capitalism than to communism itself. Communism has failed while capitalism has
developed to incorporate the most burning points. I think that Marx would much rather live in a
capitalist country in 2014 than in a communist one, past or present. Marx himself was not a
Marxist – that is well known.
His call to revolution against the system has failed, but he actually served the evolution of the very
system he criticized quite well.
The Thrust of the theological implication of these principles is clearly stated in the following article
which was written in 1965 soon after I left Jamaica. This gives the tempo of the
situation of
Jamaica at that time.
https://www.nyu.edu/projects/ollman/docs/practical_christianity_content.php
SOCIALISM IS PRACTICAL CHRISTIANITY
(Written for the People's National Party of Jamaica, 1965)
By Bertell Ollman
[Bertell Ollman is a professor of politics at NYU. He received his D.Phil. at Oxford University in 1967,
and has also taught at the University of the West Indies (Jamaica) and been a Visiting Professor at
Oxford and Columbia Universities.]
SOCIALISM IS PRACTICAL CHRISTIANITY
Is this true? Listen to the words of Jesus and decide for yourselves whether Socialism is Practical
Christianity.
SOCIALISM MEANS BROTHERHOOD:
"all ye are brethren." (Matthew"23;8)
"Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."(Matthew: 22; 39)
"All things whatsoever you would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them."
(Matthew: 7; 12)
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"Let everyone who possesses two shirts share with him who has none, and let him
who has food do likewise." (Luke: 3; 11)
"Give to every man that asketh of thee." (Luke: 6; 30)
SOCIALISM MEANS JUSTICE:
"Give and it shall be given unto you...for with the same measure that ye mete withal it
shall be measured to you again." (Luke: 6; 38)
SOCIALISM MEANS BEING FOR POOR PEOPLE AND AGAINST THEIR OPPRESSORS:
"The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he hath anointed me to preach the gospel
to the poor...to preach deliverance to the captives." (Luke: 4; 18)
SOCIALISM MEANS OPPOSITION TO THE GREEDY RICH:
"Woe unto you that are rich, for ye have received your consolation."(Luke: 6; 24).
"No man can serve two masters Ye cannot serve God and mammon." (Matthew: 6;
24)
"It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter
into the kingdom of God."(Matthew: 19; 23)
SOCIALISM MEANS CHRISTIAN CONCERN FOR SOCIAL PROBLEMS:
Jesus' life, as well as his teachings, was a model of concern for his fellow human beings. Though
poor in material things, he and his disciples shared what they had with all about them. For centuries
afterwards, those who called themselves Christians were most noteworthy for the cooperative
fellowship that characterized the community in which Jesus lived. For these men, Christianity was a
matter of making over their lives to bring the greatest good to mankind. So, too, for many of the
early Christian missionaries who came to Jamaica. It was Churchmen like Knibb, Burchell and
Sharpe who fought the planters and got slavery abolished. Land settlement to provide land for the
freed slaves and public education for the children of the poor also came about through the efforts of
these true Christians. George Williams Gordon and Bogle of St. Thomas were Churchmen who
were willing to suffer martyrdom to improve the conditions of the people.
SOCIALISM MEANS THE SOLUTION:
Then, as now, it was not possible to love God without loving one's fellow man, and putting this love
into practice. In the modern period, unemployment and its accompanying ills have replaced slavery
as the principal evil. Today in Jamaica no true Christian can remain indifferent while hundreds of
thousands of his countrymen are ill-fed, badly housed, illiterate, and without proper medical care.
Pained by the sight of so much suffering, many high minded Christians have turned to socialism as
the solution.
SOCIALISM MEANS AN END TO CAPITALIST INJUSTICE:
Capitalism, the system under which we are now living, may be described as a way of life in which,
"One soweth, and another reapeth"(John: 4; 37). Well might we say to the wealthy few who own our
large estates and factories what Jesus said to his disciples: "you reap that whereon ye bestowed
no labor"(John: 4; 38). The capitalists cease from resting only to eat, while you cease from working
only to rest, and eat only when you can. Do you believe that Jesus favored such injustice, he who
said, "by their fruits ye shall know them"(Mathew: 7; 20)? The fruits of capitalism in Jamaica can be
seen even by the blind; they are poverty, unemployment, illiteracy, crime, greed, and disease.
Could the kind and loving Jesus have wanted us to live like this?
SOCIALISM MEANS LIVING THE GOLDEN RULE:
Socialism is the exact opposite of capitalism. In socialism, every man carries an equal burden of
work and shares equally in the good things that society has to offer. There is no poverty, because
all the idle land and machines have been put to use to produce the things people want. Production
is aimed at satisfying the needs of the masses rather than the profit interest of a few. There is no
unemployment, because a plan has been created to put everyone to work. Illiteracy is soon
abolished, and the diseases that plague people are reduced to the few for which advanced
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medicine has not found a cure. Each individual is given the chance of developing himself to the
fullest, with everyone helping him in whatever way they can. The Golden Rule—"as ye would that
men should do to you, do ye also to them likewise"(Luke: 6; 31)—has become the rule which all
men follow in their daily lives.
SOCIALISM MEANS THE PEOPLE OWN THEIR COUNTRY:
The journey to socialism is long and hard; but Jesus never said Christianity was easy. The road to
socialism passes by way of public ownership of large estates and factories, that is the replacement
of private capitalists by the workers, the consumers, the local community, or the national
Government. In this way people will own their places of work, either directly or through some body
duly elected to represent them. If a man works on his own as a farmer or craftsman, he will continue
to do so or become a member of a local cooperative. The choice is his, and, no matter what he
chooses, socialism will bring him outstanding benefits in the way of a fair price for his products,
security during ill health and old age, greatly improved educational, medical, recreational, and
cultural facilities, and much else. Those who work for large firms and estates, on the other hand,
will become the common owners of their enterprises. Throughout, cooperation, the brotherhood
called for in Christ's teachings, is at the center of socialism, and it will be encouraged in all walks of
life and by every possible means.
SOCIALISM DOES NOT MEAN WHAT ITS ENEMIES SAYS IT DOES:
There are a few rich people in Jamaica who hate socialism, because it would take away their
special privileges and make them our equals. These selfish men, who own the press and the radio,
try to scare people by telling them lies about socialism. These are the "false prophets" of our day.
Jesus, too, had put up with many lies told by those who disliked his teachings. Here are some of the
worst lies you are likely to hear about socialism. Don't you be fooled.
It is a LIE that socialism is against Christianity. How can it be when socialism is Christianity put into
practice? It is a LIE that people cannot worship freely in socialism. It is a LIE that socialism means
cutting your goat or house in two and giving half to the government. It is a LIE that socialism means
that the small farmer will have his land taken away from him. It is a LIE that socialism will make us
all prisoners of the Russians or the Chinese or the Cubans. What nonsense, yet our capitalists are
counting on you to believe it.
SOCIALISM IS COMING—WITH YOUR HELP: I
f, indeed, SOCIALISM IS PRACTICAL CHRISTIANITY, it is the duty of every Christian to help bring
it about as quickly as possible. Keep in mind—all that is needed to win a victory for EQUALITY and
BROTHERHOOD is for enough of you, the people of Jamaica, to want it and to will it. In politics, as
in religious matters, we have much to learn from Jesus' words:
"Ask, and it shall be given to you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be
opened to you"(Mathew: 7; 7).
Your children are depending on you. Don't fail them.
SOCIALISM IS PRACTICAL CHRISTIANITY
SOCIALISM MEANS BROTHERHOOD
SOCIALISM MEANS EQUALITY
SOCIALISM MEANS JUSTICE
SOCIALISM MEANS BEING FOR POOR PEOPLE AND AGAINST THEIR OPPRESSORS
SOCIALISM MEANS OPPOSITION TO THE GREEDY RICH
SOCIALISM MEANS CHRISTIAN CONCERN FOR SOCIAL PROBLEMS
SOCIALISM MEANS THE SOLUTION
SOCIALISM MEANS AN END TO CAPITALIST INJUSTICE
SOCIALISM MEANS LIVING THE GOLDEN RULE
SOCIALISM MEANS THE PEOPLE OWN THEIR COUNTRY
SOCIALISM DOES NOT MEAN WHAT ITS ENEMIES SAY IT DOES
SOCIALISM IS COMING—WITH YOUR HELP
SOCIALISM IS PRACTICAL CHRISTIANITY
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According to Prof. Bertell Ollman
“Only Marxism, as an account of the rational unfolding of a basically irrational capitalist system,
makes sense of our current chaos. In class struggle, it also points the way out. The rest is up to us.”
Though Marxism as a solution failed miserably just because “without an ultimate authority who will
be our standard for what is right and what is wrong except the self of every individual the society will
fall back into sin and exploitation one by the other”. Any success of the atheistic movement based
on the Power Struggle, will simply lead to another Power which will be more difficult to overcome
than Capitalism as was the case in Soviet Union and Mao’s China.
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CHAPTER X
EMERGENCE OF RASTAFERIANS

Marcus Garvey was born in St Ann's Bay, Jamaica on 17 August 1887, the youngest of 11
children. At the age of 14 he became a printer's apprentice where he led a strike for higher wages.
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From 1910 to 1912, Garvey travelled in South and Central America and also visited London. He
returned to Jamaica in 1914. He founded the Universal Negro Improvement Association and
African Communities League (UNIA-ACL) in in August 1914 in Akron, Ohio.
In 1916, Garvey moved to Harlem in New York and continued his work there and in March 1916,
Garvey inaugurated the New York Division of the UNIA in 1917 with 13 members which soon
gathered strength. UNIA established 700 branches in 38 states in the US. This was probably the
biggest black movement in history.
The organization was founded to work for the advancement of people of African ancestry around
the world. Its motto is "One God! One Aim! One Destiny!" and its slogan is "Africa for the Africans,
at home and abroad!" The broad mission of the UNIA-ACL led to the establishment of numerous
auxiliary components, among them the Universal African Legion, a paramilitary group; the African
Black Cross Nurses; African Black Cross Society; the Universal African Motor Corps; the Black
Eagle Flying Corps; and businesses such as the Black Star Steamship Line, the Black Cross
Trading and Navigation Corporation, and the Negro Factories Corporation.

Marcus Mosiah Garvey
He is called the Black Moses since his main thrust was a return of the Blacks to their homeland
Africa; to "establish a country and absolute government of their own." In 1920 UNIA International
Convention was held at Madison Square Garden Liberty Hall in New York’s Harlem, attended by
twenty five thousand delegates from 25 nations of the world.. It was here Garvey issued the
Declaration of Rights of the Negro Peoples of the World.
(https://blackpast.org/primary/declaration-rights-negro-peoples-world-1920) . Universal Ethiopian
Anthem. And release of his newspaper The Negro World. The Negro world was read in four
continents and had over 200,00 readers.
"No race has the last word on culture and on civilization. You do not know what
the black man is capable of; you do not know what he is thinking and therefore
you do not know what the oppressed and suppressed Negro, by virtue of his
condition and circumstance, may give to the world a surprise."
( Speech, June 6, 1928, Royal Albert Hall, London. Quoted in Adolph Edwards, Marcus
Garvey)

Marcus Garvey (1887 – 1940) was a Christian and thought in terms of Biblical exodus as a
liberation movement. He took the history of the nation of Israel as a parable of the future
redemption and restoration. Black people were the true Israel. The land of Zion is Africa and the
Jerusalem was Ethiopia. This Israel went into slavery because of their rejection of YHVH.
However when they repent YHVH will send a Moses to lead them back and give them their land for
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a perpectual possession under a Kingdom. He therefore asked the black people to look to Africa
for a redeemer King. Garvey is considered by Rastafarians as a prophet. But Garvey was never a
part of the Rastaferian religious movement since it was not yet born.

Additional Notes
Wherever slavery existed, the slaves found themselves identified with the slaves of Egypt - the
Israel - who were redeemed and led back to their home in Canaan - Jerusalam. This liberation was
initiated by Moses The Black slaves always felt this obvious identity to the enslaved Hebrews.
Taking it further even identified themselves as the real Jews. They always look forward to a Moses
sent by YHVH who will release them from their bondage.

a123a1b1061a1d164533fb2536ea04c4–history-facts-black-people
THE HEBREW ISRAELITES AND THE TRANS-ATLANTIC SLAVE TRADE CONNECTION

The supportive arguments came from the Ethiopian connection to Judaism. The story of Solomon
and Queen of Sheba is given in I Kings 10:1-13 and in II Chronicles 9:1-12 in the Bible
(c.600-500BCE), then in the later Aramaic Midrash Targum Sheni (of c30CE- 1000CE), then the
Quran(c632-700CE), and finally the Ethiopian work known as the Kebra Negast (c. 1300-1400CE).
The Kebra Negast gives the story of how Solomon had a son with Queen of Sheba Mekaadam
called Menelik 1 to whom Sheba gave the land of Ethiopia to rule over. Menelik went to visit
Solomon his father and got the Ark of the Covenant brought to Axum where it is still under the care
of the Bishop in charge of the temple in Axum.
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The Ark of the Covenant is claimed to be inside this temple under the care of the Abuna in charge.
It is not openned to the public.

Haile Selassie became the 225th descendant of Solomonic dynasty.
According to the Jewish Encyclopedia, a colony of Jews exists in Abyssinia known under the
denomination of "Falashas" or "Emigrants." (They are also called "Kaila"; in the Walkait and
Tchelga regions they are known as "Foggara," and the Ilmormas or Gallas give them the name of
"Fenjas.") In their families they make use of the expression "house of Israel," or simply "Israel".
The origin of the Falashas is unknown. According to a tradition preserved by them and recorded by
Bruce, who traversed Abyssinia in the eighteenth century, they left Jerusalem in the retinue of
Menilek, the son of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba. After a lengthy residence on the coast,
about the time when the commerce of the Red Sea passed into foreign hands they appear to have
withdrawn into the interior of the country, where they applied themselves to the fabrication of
pottery. Others believe the Falashas to be descendants of prisoners of Shalmaneser, or of Jews
driven from Judea when Jerusalem was destroyed in the time of Titus and Vespasian. But Joseph
Halévy, who visited them in 1868, thinks that the Jewish element of the Falashas proceeds
especially from the Himyarites captured in Ethiopia by the king Kaleb, conqueror of Dhu-Nuwas.
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Taking refuge in the mountains beyond the Takazze, they converted a part of the Agaus, and
through intermixture with them produced the Falasha type.
There are bodies of opinion (some of which are anti-Jewish) that suggests that Jews are different
from the Israelites of the Bible. Logically, one would see a greater affinity between Sephardic Jews
and Afrikans than between Sephardic (Mediterranean) Jews and Askenazi (European) Jews . In
fact, there is some support for the view that many of the patriarchs of the Old Testament were, in
fact, black.

FOUNDATIONAL SCRIPTURES
HOLY PIBY

The development of the Rastafari as a religion independent of Jewish and Christian religion may
probably be assigned to the Holy Piby
The Holy Piby, published in 1924 (Newark, New Jersey), is an occult bible which was allegedly
translated from “Amharic”. The Piby emphasizes the destruction of white “Babylon” and the return
of the Black Israelites to Africa which is the true Zion. It is also known as the “Black Man’s Bible”. It
was quickly adopted by Rastafarians as one of their foundation books for Theological references in
the sect.The “Holy Piby” was complied 1913-1917 by its author Robert Athlyi Rogers (Shepherd
Robert Athlyi Rogers), who was born in Anguilla. He committed suicide on 24th August 1931. Many
Rastafarians say he “took himself away from this life” versus saying he committed suicide when
referring to his death.

1913-1917 Robert Athlyi Rogers (1891-1931) founded a Black Supremacist Afro-centric religion
called Athlicanism, or the "Afro-Athlican Constructive Church" (AACC), and proclaimed Marcus
Garvey as an apostle. Rogers wrote or compiled the Holy Piby, which was published in 1924.
Copies of the Piby were used by the AACC with the diamond mine workers of Kimberly, South
Africa. From there Charles Goodridge and Grace Jenkins Garrison of the AACC brought it to
Jamaica when they founded a sister-church, the "Hamatic Church" in 1925. Goodridge and
Garrison met with opposition from Christian churches, but the oppressed Blacks of Jamaica
responded to their message, and between 1920 and 1930 the seeds of Rastafari were sown.
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One Chapter of the book pays tribute to Marcus Garvey as the Prophet of the Black who was one of
the most prominent black men fighting for civil rights during the time of publication.
Below is an excerpt from the Holy Piby Chapter 2.
“Holy Piby Chapter 2 page 23 First Paragraph -“And it came to pass that God gave his name Elijah,
and he called upon the name of the Lord God even though he himself was God. Now when the time
had appeared for God to return, the supreme angel commanded the chariot of heaven to meet him.
And when the chariot appeared unto Elijah, he ascended and returned to his throne in heaven
where he reigned from the beginning and shall unto the end, King of kings and God of gods.”
"Holy Piby", bible allegedly translated from "Amharic" and emphasizing the destruction of white
"Babylonia" and the return of the Israelites to Africa, the true Zion. The Piby was adopted by
Rastafarians as the source of their liturgical texts. Additional texts were added in course of history.
The theology outlined in this work saw Ethiopians (in the classical sense of all Africans) as the
chosen people of God. The church preached self-reliance and self-determination for Africans, using
the Piby as its guiding document.
The Holy Piby today is made up of four books.
The first, entitled "The First Book of Athlyi Called Athlyi", has only two chapters.
The next, "The Second Book of Athlyi Called Aggregation", is the largest, with fifteen chapters,
the seventh of which identifies Marcus Garvey as one of three apostles of God.
 The "Third Book of Athlyi Named The Facts of the Apostles" presents two prominent members
of the UNIA-ACL, Robert Lincoln Poston and Henrietta Vinton Davis, as the other
apostles in the Holy Trinity.
 The last book is "The Fourth Book of Athlyi Called Precaution".
 This is followed by a series of catechism-style questions and answers wherein Garvey, Davis
and Poston are proclaimed to be the saviors of the "down trodden children of Ethiopia".
 Together with the Royal Parchment Scroll of Black Supremacy by Fitz Balintine Pettersburg
and

Leonard P. Howell's The Promise Key, the Holy Piby is today recognized as a root document
of Rastafari thought.
It actually defined the Rasta by presenting
 His Imperial Majesty, Emperor Haile Selassie I of Ethiopia, as Christ or as the second
coming of Christ.
 Haile Selassie I is presented as Christ in His Kingly Character as written in the Book of
Revelation, Chapter 5 and Marcus Mosia Garvey, as a prophet.



The Three Apostles: Marcus Garvey,

Robert Lincoln Poston and Henrietta Vinton Davis
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The original edition of the Holy Piby was published in the United States, at Newark, New Jersey, in
1924. You can download a free copy in pdf form here. http://www.hh-bb.com/holy-piby.pdf
“In heaven there are few while in hell there are many. But those who are in heaven are the
Champions of time who have conquered over sin and slothfulness."
"The fool slights the things in life and seeketh heaven after death.
"Verily, Verily I say unto you, he shall not find it. But the spirit of him that establishes a heaven on
earth shall dwell in heaven everlasting.”
― The Holy Piby
THE ROYAL PARCHMENT SCROLL OF BLACK SUPREMACY
By Fitz Balintine Pettersburg
[1926?]

You can download a copy at http://hh-bb.com/royal-parchment-scroll.pdf
The Royal Parchment Scroll of Black Supremacy is a text from Jamaica, written during the 1920s
by a proto-Rastafari preacher, Fitz Balintine Pettersburg. Along with The Holy Piby and Leonard P.
Howell's The Promise Key, the Royal Parchment Scroll is today recognized as one of the root
documents of Rastafari thought. The book professes Black Supremacy and self-determination
under “Afro Centric Ethiopian constructs”.
It is a reinterpretation of bible in terms of Black Supremacy.
which gives the tone of the book.

Here are a few sample statements

“ Chapter 8
PERFECT BAPTISM UNDER WATER

Black Supremacy, The Church Triumphant is Perfect Baptism, K.A.Q.O.
We fully appreciate the Baptism of Black Supremacy, Our Triumph over white Supremacy, Our
SLAVE MASTER.
His and Her Majesty KING ALPHA and QUEEN OMEGA The King of Kings, KNEW The Perfect
Value of Holy Baptism UNDER Water, and they taught us how to appreciate The Power of Holy
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Baptism.
Now Ethiopia and Africa and Egypt and Vast Creation of Black Supremacy will plant their seeds on
the Soil of Black Supremacy.
And we have no Pardon to beg white supremacy, no favors to ask her, for she is an
ACKNOWLEDGE Deceiver.
From B.C. 4004 to A.D. Second Score, she faked all Christianity.
Black Supremacy The Church Triumphant have Denounced Her openly.
Baptism is a very important Subject to Black Supremacy . Ethiopia is a Baptized Dynasty.
Every Black Man and Woman is Black Supremacy, and must Rush his and her BAPTISM. His and
Her Biblical Sovereign Queen Lula May Fitz Balintine Pettersburgh, King of Kings.”
Chapter 35
EVE, THE MOTHER OF EVIL
Adam and Eve, and Abraham, Anglo-Saxon peoples-are all white.
s.s.s.s. I am his and her Arch sovereign of Most Holy Time, His and Her Perfect Virginity, King
Alpha and Queen Omega, His and Her Dynasty Queen Lula May Fitz Balintine Pettersburgh,
Owner of Creation.
We are Black Supreme Crown Head of Most Holy Time, The Pay Master and Keeper of The Perfect
Tree of Life.
We are Creators of Creation. Dynasties and Kingdoms, Holy Genealogy and Holy Theocracy, and
Celestial and Terrestrial Mediator if you wish to know Our Professions.
Chapter 39.
NEW TESTAMENT PORT
There is no Book of Isaac, nor his Father Abraham in the New Testament.
Father, most sacred and Ever Living God, Heaven and Earth's Creator.
And there's is no "Book" in the Bible for the Anglo-Saxon Creation, Most Living and Eternal and
Ever Living Sovereign, Owner of Life.
Adam-Abraham-Angle-Saxon, is not entitled to any ETERNAL……
Chapter 40
THE ETHIOPIAN PEOPLE'S ORDINATION
My dear Ethiopia, Creation Vast, is now Ethiopian Triumphant Dynasty.
The Ethiopian is the CROWN HEAD of this Earth Field since Heaven and Earth has been BUILT by
the Living God.
Thank and Praise the Ever Living God, as long as Eternal Ages Roll.
We are your Parents, His and Her Triumphant Dynasty, King Alpha and Queen Omega, the
Keepers of The TREE OF LIFE.
We are not any family at all to Adam and Eve and Abraham and Isaac, and the Anglo-Saxon
Slave-Owners.
For that is exactly how His Majesty King Noah the Black Monarch was DROWN at Antediluvia by
Adam-Abraham, THE ANARCHY.
Judge Samson lost his TRIBUNAL and his life by marrying the Philistine white woman. See Judges
14, 15 & 16 Chapters.
'King Alpha and Queen Omega' were identified as Fitz Balintine Pettersburg and his wife
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KING JAMES BIBLE
The King James Version of the Bible is the most popular Holy Bible and is the one used by
Rastafarians. It was published in 1611 and has been the Standard English version for nearly 400
years. They believe that all other versions are corrupt and this version is the closest to the original
manuscripts. Like Christians, the Rastafarians believe that the 66 books of the bible tell the account
of God’s actions, purpose for creation and man’s redemption. However their interpretation of many
of the books, passages and prophecies in the Bible are very different. Many passages are
attributed a reference to the Emperor Haile Selassie. Rastafarians are avid daily Bible readers.

The Promised Key
“The Promised Key” (published under the Hindu name Gangunguru Maragh which means “teacher
of famed wisdom”) by Leonard Percival Howell. It contains the foundations for Rastafari and used
many of the same concepts found in The Royal Parchment Scroll of Black Supremacy (some have
accused him of plagiarizing from this book due to the many similarities) and the Holy Piby.
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The glory that was Solomon greater still reigns in Ethiopia. We can see all the Kings of the
earth surrendering their crowns to His Majesty Ras Tafari the King of Kings and Lord of Lords
Earth's Rightful Ruler to reign forever and ever.
Upon His Majesty Ras Tafari 's head are many diadems and on His garments a name written King
of Kings and Lord of Lords oh come let us adore him for he is King of Kings and Lord of Lords, The
Conquering Lion of Judah, The Elect of God and the Light of the world.
His Majesty Ras Tafari is the head over all man for he is the Supreme God. His body is the fullness
of him that fillet all in all. Now my dear people let this be our goal, forward to the King of Kings must
be the cry of our social hope. Forward to the King of Kings to purify our social standards and our
way of living, and rebuild and inspire our character. Forward to the King of Kings to learn the worth
of manhood and womanhood. Forward to the King of Kings to learn His code of Laws from the
mount demanding absolute Love, Purity, Honesty, and Truthfulness. Forward to the King of Kings
to learn His Laws and social order, so that virtue will eventually gain the victory over body and soul
and that truth will drive away falsehood and fraud. Members of the King of Kings arise for God's
sake and put your armor on.
Dear inhabitants of the Western Hemisphere, the King of Kings warriors can never be defeated, the
Pope of Rome and his agents shall not prevail against the King of Kings host warriors you all must
stand up, stand up, for the King of Kings.
All ye warriors of the King of Kings lift high King Alpha's Royal Banner, from victory to victory King
Alpha shall lead his army till every enemy is vanquished…………..
Black People, Black People arise and shine for the light has come and the glory of the King of
Kings is now risen upon thee. Let not the preachers of the white man's doctrine persuade you to
turn your back against H. M. Ras Tafari the Lord God of Israel. Every man was created for the earth
in order that he might have and enjoy the fullness of the richness of the Earth.
The white man's doctrine has forced the black man to forsake silver and gold and seek Heaven
after death. It has brought us to live in disgrace and die in dishonor. Now we the black man have
found out that their doctrine was only a trick, and all their intention was to make themselves strong
and to fool the black man.
As I G. G. Maragh speak unto you, this is a very serious affair and must not be forsaken. The wise
black man woman and children gaining knowledge diligently toward the truth of H. M. Ras Tafari
Kingdom must be had before one could possibly receive the truth, for he is King of Kings and Lords
of Lords, therefore he is earth's rightful ruler. In this name alone will the black people receive
happiness. His throne is forever and ever and a Scepter of righteousness is the Scepter of his
Kingdom..
KEBRA NEGAST
http://www.yorku.ca/inpar/kebra_budge.pdf
https://holybooks-lichtenbergpress.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/Queen_of_Sheba.pdf

The “Kebra Negast” which literally translates to “Glory Of The Kings” in Amharic, (the Ethiopian
national language), is the National Epic of the Ethiopia State. Rastafarians see it as Prophecy. This
is one of the main contentions between Rastafarians and the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, as they
see it as a historical epic of Ethiopian Royalty.
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In Këbra Nagast,the author summarizes the prophecies in the Old Testament that concern the
Coming of the Messiah, and applies them to Jesus Christ with very considerable skill. And he
devotes much space to the Virgin Mary, and quotes numerous passages from the Old Testament,
with the view of identifying her symbolically with the Tabernacle of the Covenant.
It also Describe How the Kingdom of David was Transferred from Jerusalem to Ethiopia and the
reason thereof.

Following this emphasis, in 1919 Garvey founded the Black Star Line, to provide transportation
back to Africa and to establish trade and commerce between America, the Caribbean, South and
Central America, Canada and Africa. The company owned and operated three ships which were
owned and operated by black people and made travel and trade possible between their United
States, Caribbean, Central American, and African stops. Black Star Line failed in 1921 and ended
its operations because of expensive repairs, discontented crews, and top-level mismanagement
and corruption..Early in 1922 Garvey was indicted on mail fraud charges regarding the Black Star
Line's stock sale. Garvey was convicted and imprisoned. President Coolidge commuted his 5-year
sentence. He was released after serving three years in federal prison and was deported to
Jamaica.
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He also started his news paper “The Negro World”

The S.S. Yarmouth, Black Star Line,
New York City, 1923

http://www.isop.ucla.edu/mgpp
http://www.english.illinois.edu/maps/poets/a_f/dumas/garveyblackstar.htm
He also started the Negro Factories Corporation to encourage black economic independence to
start production of marketable products with black people in control in all main centers of the world
where they existed. Convinced that black people should have a permanent homeland in Africa,
Garvey sought to develop Liberia. He founded by the American Colonization Society in the 19th
century as a colony to free blacks from the United States.The UNIA became the largest mass
movement in African-American history, and attracted followers throughout the Caribbean, Africa,
South America, and Great Britain
http://www.inmotionaame.org/migrations/topic.cfm;jsessionid=f830245241543563503048?migratio
n=4&topic=8&bhcp=1
The Black Star fleet did carry passengers on several journeys from New York to Central America
and the Caribbean, but it never reached Liberia. As the line faced bankruptcy resulting from shady
dealings by some UNIA officials, the federal government launched an unrelenting investigation of
the man millions revered as the "Black Messiah." He was convicted in 1925 of defrauding investors,
sentenced to five years in prison, and, after serving half of his term, deported to Jamaica. .Garvey
also unsuccessfully tried to persuade the government of Liberia in west Africa to grant land on
which black people from America could settle. In 1922, Garvey was arrested for mail fraud in
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connection with the sale of stock in the Black Star Line, which had now failed. Although there were
irregularities connected to the business, the prosecution was probably politically motivated, as
Garvey's activities had attracted considerable government attention. Garvey was sent to prison and
later deported to Jamaica. In 1935, he moved permanently to London where he died on 10 June
1940. In 1964, his body was returned to Jamaica where he was declared the country's first national
hero.
Garvey is considered to be the Prophet of Rastaferian Religious Movement.
Garvey was a powerful orator and preached in the idioms of Ethiopia as a symbol of the black
power. He routinely used the phrase

"Ethiopia shall soon stretch forth her hands unto God."

Garvey also made a reference that black people need to see God in their own image. Just as the
white see their God as white, the black should see their God as black. Garvey is reputed to have
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prophesied thus:
"Look to Africa where a black king will be crowned and when you see that the day of deliverance
will be near."
So Garvey's teachings formed a foundation for what would become Rastafari. All of
this—Ethiopianism, Garveyism and Biblical literacy—kind of came together to form the basis of
Selassie's divinity that began to be preached in the early 1930s. It's about reclaiming an African
identity, about seeing one's self through the spectacles of Ethiopia.

Marcus Garvey prophesied the coming of Haile Selassie I, because in his philosophy he stated that
black people must look to the east,through the spectacles of Ethiopia for their God and King. In the
crowning of H.I.M. Haile Selassie I in 1930, on the Throne of David, the followers of Marcus Garvey
saw a revelation that Jah (God) had manifested himself as King upon the Earth.

Soon after the coronation
The editorial of Garvey’s newspaper, the Blackman, to the coronation of Ras Tafari published on 8
November 1930, six days after the coronation said:
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”The Psalmist prophesied that Princes would come out of Egypt and Ethiopia would stretch forth
her hands unto God. We have no doubt that the time is now come. Ethiopia is now really stretching
forth her hands. This great kingdom of the East has been hidden for many centuries, but gradually
she is rising to take a leading place in the world and it is for us of the Negro race to assist in every
way to hold up the head of Emperor Ras Ta.fari.
This gave the followers of Garvey a new inspiration. It was they who were the first expounders of
the Rastafarian faith
Garvey certainly had a great impact in the freedom struggle of many African nations. Kwame
Nkruma, the first president of Ghana says:”Long before many of us were even conscious of our
own degradation, Marcus Garvey fought for African national and racial equality. I think that of all
the literature I studied, the book that did more than any other to fire my enthusiasm was “The
Philosophy and Opinions of Marcus Garvey”
Jomo Kenyatta, the first President of Kenya has this to day: “in 1921, Kenyan nationalists, unable to
read, would gather round a reader of Garveys news paper The Negro World and listen to an article
two or three times. Then they would run various ways through the forest, carefully to repeat the
whole, which they had memorized, to Africans hungry for some doctrine which lifted them from the
servile consciousness in which Africans lived."
Martin Luther King Jr., in his "Letter From Birmingham Jail.”:"Marcus Garvey was the first man of
color in the history of the United States to lead and develop a mass movement. He was the first
man on a mass scale, and level, to give millions of Negroes a sense of dignity and destiny, and
make the Negro feel that he was somebody."
The carribean black slaves as in all America and the New World retained the memory of the painful
past that was associated with the capture, transfer and putting to work as slaves. The black
people were seen as sub-human, non Adamic, pre-Adamic creatures. The traits associated with
being black were demonized while the qualities of Caucasians were promoted as superior. The
message of Christianity was manipulated in order to assuage the consciences of slave owners and
validate the enslavement of a fellow human being and expected by God. The extreme cruelty we
saw in the treatmet of blacks was tolerated,to the extent that instantenous death was far better than
life. This evidently is shown as is to be expected in the history of slavery in the ongoind rebellion
and revolt on a continuous basis. Even after freedom these memories remained. The only remedy
was to rebuild the self esteem. This is what led to the development of Rastafarian Movement. In
Jamaica it took the spiritual religious form as opposed to Marxian materialism of other parts of the
world. It all started from Christian Liberation seeing Moses and Jesus the divine agents.. But the
issue was how to make the black people to identify the liberated in the Old Testament and the
people under liberation in Christ. This is where the the eternal promise of the return of Jesus to
take his people back home played its part. In order to bring justice, a complete reversal of the social
order has to take place - Blacks over White. This is exactly the story of Rasta.
BLACK LIBERATION ARMY
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Though we are directly dealing with the Black Power Movement as a liberation theology within the
Christian Biblical base in Jamaica, there were similar organizations which were active in other
geographical areas. America found the Black Liberation Movement in 1970 -1981. It was in 1964
that I passed through United States of America on my way to Jamaica where I have seen the
remnants of slavevery and state of the black as a class that needed to free themselves from
shackles of poverty and mental subjugation by the predominant white population.

These movements were active from 1970 to 1981 as an active movement with the aim of liberation
and self determination of the black people as in other Carribean islands and was called Black
Panther Party. Their idealogy included Anti-capitalism, Anti-imperialism,Black nationalism,Black
separatism,Feminism and in political area - Socialism. This movement eventually turned out to be
an armed terrorist movement to became finally “the May 19th Communist Organization. This Black
Liberation Army (BLA) went underground with the declared aim "Take up arms for the liberation
and self-determination of black people in the United States." The BLA carried out a series of
bombings, hijacking of airline flights, killings of police officers and drug dealers, robberies (which
participants termed "expropriations"), and prison breaks until the country brought them into
subjugation and stopped terrorism.
It is in contrast to the liberation without and outside of God that we should be looking at the
Rastafari movement and its current form after the tragedy of the death of HIM Haile Selassie.
Leonard Percival Howell
http://www.nowpublic.com/culture/remembering-founding-father-rasta-leonard-howell

The first person to include a spiritual implication leading to a Liberation Spirituality was Leonard
Percival Howell.

Leonard Percival Howell was born in the Parish of Clarendon, Jamaica. on June 16th, 1898. In
the 1920’s he left Jamaica on a ship to the United States of America, where he continued his
studies and returned to Jamaica in 1932 and went round on a speaking tour all around Jamaica. A
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small group of followers were formed. They were initially known as the Howellites. Later when
his teachings were formalized they called themselves Rastafarians.

Leonard Percival Howell, known as the First Rasta
According to one police reporter this is what Howell said,
“The Lion of Judah has broken the chain, and we of the black race are now free. George the Fifth is
no more our King. George the Fifth has sent his third son down to Africa in 1928 to bow down to our
new King Ras Tafair. Ras Tafair is King of Kings and Lord of Lords. The Black people must not look
to George the Fifth as their King anymore — Ras Tafair is their king too...The negro is now free and
the white people will have to bow to the Negro Race.” At the end of the meeting, he said “You must
sing the National Anthem, but before you start, you must remember that you are not singing it for
King George the Fifth, but for Ras Tafair our new king."

Queen Elizabeth bowing down to Haile Selassie
At the coronation of Haile Selassie, the Duke was to represent his father, the Anglo-Saxon King. The
Duke handed to His Majesty Rastafari the King of Kings and Lord of lords a Scepter of solid gold twenty
seven inches long, which had been taken from the hands of Ethiopia some thousand years ago.
The Duke fell down on bending knees before His Majesty Ras Tafari the King of Kings and Lord of Lords and
spoke in a loud voice and said, "Master, Master my father has sent me to represent him sir. He is unable to
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come and he said that he will serve you to the end Master." See Psalm 72: 9 to 11 verses, also see Gen. 49
chap. 10 verse.

Howell Defended his claim that Haile Selassie was the second coming of Jesus the Mesiah himself
in the Colonial Court in the Morant Bay. He was sentenced to two years’ imprisonment for sedition
by the chief justice of Jamaica, Robert William Lyall-Grant.
The Daily Gleaner of 17 March 1934 announced the news thus:
“DENOUNCED as a fraud by the Chief Justice, Leonard Howell, the self-made disciple of Ras
Tafari, King of Abyssinia, and exponent of the doctrine that Ras Tafari is The Messiah returned to
earth, was given a two—year term of imprisonment yesterday in the St Thomas
Circuit Court at Morant Bay.”

The remains of the Pinnacle today
Leonard Howell in his book The Promise Key written in 1935 under the pen name G.G. Maragh
gives the 6. Rastafari principles.:
(1) hatred for the White race
(2) the complete superiority of the Black race
(3) revenge on Whites for their wickedness
(4) the negation, persecution, and humiliation of the government and legal bodies of Jamaica
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(5) preparation to go back to Africa and
(6) acknowledging Emperor Haile Selassie as the Supreme Being and only ruler of Black people.
(Maragh, G. G. 1935)

http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/rastafari/

The 1977 book The Rastafarians, The Dreadlocks of Jamaica by scholar Leonard Barrett who lists
what he regards as the six basic principles of Rastafari. He developed the list by attending public
meetings and through anthropological research into the movement.
1. Haile Selassie I is the Living God
2. The Black person is the reincarnation of ancient Israel, who, at the hand of the White person,
has been in exile in Jamaica
3. The White person is inferior to the Black person
4. Jamaica is hell; Ethiopia is heaven
5. The Invincible Emperor of Ethiopia is now arranging for expatriated persons of African origin
to return to Ethiopia
6. In the near future Blacks shall rule the world
Thus began the Ras Tafari Movement of Jamaica. The growth of the movement of hastened when
he bought 500 acres of land a in 1939,and founded Jamaica’s first self-sufficient agro-industrial
black community in the hills of St. Catherine. Thousands of Jamaican blacks started a mini-exodus
to form a nucleus of an independent nation - “the new Kingdom of Ras” - within the Island of
Jamaica. This became a threat to the Government of Jamaica which eventually destroyed it in
1954 under orders from the then Prime Minister Bustamante. Jamaica was still under the British.
A battalion of soldiers, raided Pinnacle and destroyed it completely. Many of the residence of
Pinnacle moved to another Rasta Village in Coral Gardens, which started in 1940. Even that was
destroyed later in 1969. The Rastafarians rebuilt Pinnacle to some extent and Howell died there in
1981. Apparently before his death he claimed the worship of the Ras instead of Haile Selassie.
People think that he went mad and he died in a mental assylum.
Pinncacle was the birth place and the epicenter of the Rastafarian movement.
“The experimentation of naturalism led to the development of a myriad of herbal root concoctions
such as tonics, and medicines that are still produced today. Unique creative art forms emerged
during this period of Black Renaissance. The grassroots poetry movement known as Dub Poetry,
Intuitive Art Masters, and world renowned musicians were spawned and inspired by The Pinnacle. ”

A mural of Leonard Howell in Tredegar Park, near where the first Rastafari community was formed
in the 1930s, Spanish Town, Jamaica, January 4, 2014.
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The Daily Gleaner, special magazine section, November 23, 1940
on Pinnacle Community formation
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MANSIONS OF RASTAFARI
http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/rastafari/subdivisions/nyahbinghi.shtml
http://www.rastafarispeaks.com

ONENESS
This was the place where the Rastafarian mantra of “oneness” was conceived.
Howell’s favorite song:
“ We are not divided all one family
One in hope and justice
One in charity
We are going to a land where milk and honey flow
We are not divided – All one family.”
Even though they emphasize the oneness of all humanity, in the umbrella of Rastaferians there are
sever groups with differing belief systems and practices. These groups are known as Mansions of
Rastafari. The term is taken from the Biblical verse in John 14:2, "In my Father's house are many
mansions."
Such groups include the , the Niyabinghi, Bobo Ashanti, the Twelve Tribes of Israel, and several
smaller groups, including African Unity, Covenant Rastafari, Messianic Dreads and the Selassian
Church. Howell designed the first divine structure and principles of what is now known as the
“Nyabinghi Order”.
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Rastafarians often refer to InI which is basic to their theology. It is to be understood as God I AM
that is inside of Me. Since the Spirit of God resides in the human body as its temple, every human is
a temple of God, the complete humanity becomes the Church of God. A part of God is in every
one so I in I in Jamaican parlor Patois becomes “InI”, "I and I" is the representation of One Love,
which means that because we (I & I) are the same, we should love one another like we love our
own self. Instead of saying “You and Me” we should be saying,” I and I” which in Jamaican Patois
becomes “InI”
MANSION A: “NYABINGHI ORDER”.

H.I.M. Haile Selassie I Theocracy Reign
InI Father who art in Zion, Ila be the I name
The I Kingman come, The I will be done on earth as it is in Zion.
Give InI this day InI Ila lamb's bread,
Forgive InI sins as InI forgive those who sin against InI
Lead InI not in temptation, and Iliver InI from evil
For the I is the Kingman of Power and Glory,
HAILE SELASSIE I
RAS TAFARI
Order of the Nyahbinghi

According to oral tradition, in the 1700s, a queen, named Nyabinghi, was sovereign over the Kingdom of
Karagwe,in modern Tanzani. Queen Nyabinghi then married Ruhinda who killed her to control her kingdom.
The Nyabinghi cult started soon afterwards, as a feminist movement
The Nyahbinghi Order (also known as Haile Selassie I Theocratical Order of the Nyahbinghi Reign) is the
oldest of all the Rastafari mansions, named after Queen Niyabinghi, a 19th-century Ugandan ruler who
fought against the British Empire. Muhumuza was the widow of one of the Kingdoms of Rwanda towards
the end of the 19th century and became the priestess and leader of the Nyabhinghi cult who fought against
the slave traders of her time. She died in 1944. But her spirit survived fighting the British in their slave trade.
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(https://everlivingroots.wordpress.com/2015/12/14/african-warrior-queen-muhumuza-the-legend-of-nyabing
hi-and-the-fight-against-european-colonialism-in-east-africa/)












Nyahbinghi is the oldest of all the Rastafarian subgroups.
Nyahbinghi attempts to keep the link between Rastafarian faith and African heritage close.
The group is named after Queen Nyahbinghi who ruled Uganda in the 19th Century and
helped reduce the influence of colonial powers.
The name Nyahbinghi is believed to mean 'Death to all Oppressors'.
The focus of this group is on the veneration of Haile Selassie, who is regarded by them as
the embodiment of God.
Ethiopia is very important to the sect who emphasise the repatriation of blacks to Africa.
The Nyahbinghi regard water, air and fire as representations of the elements of life. Fire is
believed to represent the wrath of Jah pouring down on Babylon.
Nyahbinghi eat organic produce only, such as vegetables, fruits, herbs and barks, and avoid
the consumption of salt.
Nyahbinghi take part in regular Groundations, often called Nyahbinghi Groundations. The
word 'groundation' means affirmation of life through earth.
The importance of Ethiopia to Nyahbinghi:
o The flag tends to have the colour green first. The Nyahbinghi flag also features a lion
in the centre, reflecting the Lion of Judah - Haile Selassie I.
o Nyahbinghi observe the Ethiopian Sabbath, Tuesday.
o Nyahbinghi try to use the Ethiopian language, Amharic.
MANSION B: BOBO ASHANTI

Bobo Shanti Congress or Ethiopia Black International Congress
The Bobo Shanti movement was founded in 1958 in Jamaica, by Prince Emmanuel Charles
Edwards (1915 –1994) , considered by many to be the black Christ. The "triune" positions of the
Bobo Shanti trinity are as follows; Haile Selassie is regarded as the King of Kings a prophet sent by
God, Garvey is perceived to be a prophet and Emmanuel, a High Priest and he is also believed to
be Melchizedek of the Bible
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Bobo Shanti is a spiritual Rastafari movement founded in 1958 in Spanish Town Jamaica, by King
or Prince Edward Emmanuel Charles Edward the 7th , who was also known as the Lord's Servant
or Melchizedec. He was the first Rastafari "leader" to hold an all island Rasta Convention/
Groundation in Kingston, Jamaica in March 1958. His camp was dejected from many locations
throughout Kingston until they finally settled the Bobo Camp at Zion Hill "the City on a Hill" in Bull
Bay.

The word Bobo Shanti is derived from Bobo, which stands for Black and Ashanti, which is a African
tribe from Kumasi, Ghana. It is believed that most of the slaves brought to Jamaica were from the
Ashanti tribe and are the ancestors of many Jamaicans.
Bobo Shanti are known as the Priestical House of Rastafari, also called EABIC (Ethiopian Africa
Black International Congress/ Church of Salvation), Who live separate from society, and function
similarly to the Accompong Maroons, even though it is not official, like an independent nation within
Jamaica with InI own constitution. They do not accept the values and lifestyle of the general
Jamaican society. InI lifestyle closely emulates those of the Old Testament Jewish Mosaic Law,
which includes the observation of the Sabbath from sundown on Friday to sundown on Saturday (or
6 PM), No work is allowed during the Sabbath and the consumption of salt and oil is avoided, we
wear the robe and turban, and observe the ten commandments.
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Women in the church wear clothes down to their ankles and cover their heads. Bobo Shanti women
also keep a 21-day "purification principle' related to their menstrual cycle. This limits the number of
days woman can interact with men and are allowed to enter the tabernacle and participate in
ceremonies.
The Bobo Shanti camps usually do not have electricity, or televisions or radios. We read psalms
and chant routinely in the morning, mid-morning to noon and evening. We deal with Niyahbinghi
music, the Niyahbinghi drums are the natural heartbeat; anything else does not represent Bobo
Shanti. The Bobo Shanti are self-sufficient, by making and selling straw hats and brooms to support
the community and grow InI own fruits, vegetables and herbs. The members of this order do not
smoke Herb in public as it is only reserved for worship among members.
International Freedom, Redemption, Repatriation, and establishing a Free Black Africa are part of
the Bobo Shanti mission.
Holy Trinity Concept in Bob Shanti

Elijah, Moses, Yahshua
Garvey, Howell and Haile Selassie

When Yahshua transfigured there were two other figures on the mountain with him that appeared
(Moses and Elijah), in this way Haile Selassie I transfigured with Marcus Mosiah Garvey as Elijah
and King Emmanuel as father Moses. But as the Father and Son are one, just as Yahshua, Moses
and Elijah formed that trinity on the mountain, we the house of the Bobo Shanti see these three
man as three different man in flesh but in one entity and spirit, as spirit has no boundaries.
Now Christ means anointed person or Messiah in Hebrew, we say Ha Masheak meaning Messiah
or Mashiah.
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Moses is also seen as the Black Christ because he was the anointed Messiah of his time to redeem
the house of Ysrayl. There are several titles for King Emmanuel as in terms of the Messiah and the
God Head, we call him king Jacob, Abraham, Father Moses, Yesus The Black Christ, Haile
Selassie I In his Priestly Character, Melchizedec Etc.
We know many will contest these reasonings and concepts but this is how we see the Almighty
YAH. In three persons Marcus Garvey being father, King Emmanuel our son, and Haile Selassie I
Our Holy One.
Bobo Shanti wear brightly coloured turbans and long flowing robes.
Women in Bobo Shanti must cover their arms and legs.
Bobo Shanti members live apart from society. Their current base is in Bull Bay, Jamaica.They do
not accept the laws and principles of Jamaican society.
Elements of their daily life reflect Old Testament Jewish Mosaic Law:







Honouring the Sabbath, from sundown on Friday.
During the Sabbath the use of salt and oil is avoided and no work can be carried out.
Special rules for menstruating women.
Special group greetings.
In the Bobo Shanti community men conduct religious gatherings, and are referred to as Priests.
Bobo Shanti fast twice a week and on the first day of every month.

The word Bobo means black. Ashanti was the name of an African tribe from Kumasi in Ghana.
Bobo Shanti fly their flag in a different way to other Rasta groups. They fly the Red, Gold and Green
flag with Red at the top, while other groups fly it the other way up.
MANSION C: TWELVE TRIBES OF ISRAEL
http://www.tozion.org/Rastafari%20Twelve%20Tribes%20of%20Israel.html
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Twelve Tribes of Israel headquarters in Shashamane, Ethiopia
Haile Selassie met with Rasta elders in Addis Ababa in the 1950s. In 1955, he offered 500 acres of his
personal land to black people wishing to return to Africa. Around 2,200 blacks, mainly Rastafarians, moved
to the land (in Shashemene) during the 1960s. A Rasta community established in Shashamane, Ethiopia.
After Haile Selassie’s death. the community faced many problems; 500 acres were confiscated by the
Marxist government of Mengistu Haile Mariam. There were also conflicts with local Ethiopians, who largely
regarded the incoming Rastas, and their Ethiopia-born children, as foreigners. The Shashamane community
peaked at a population of 2000, although subsequently declined to around 200. Essentially the community
ceased because of the new regimes which renounced the Ethiopian Royalty.

Rastafarian tabernacle in Shashamene
The Twelve Tribes Of Israel (TTOI) was founded on February 25, 1968 by the Prophet
Gad, Doctor Vernon Carrington, who resided at Davis Lane in Trench Town, Jamaica. He was a
member of The Ethiopian World Federation, founded by Emperor Haile Selassie of Ethiopia. This
Mansion emerged from his heart after being inspired by reading the Bible from Genesis to
Revelation a chapter a day. This method of studying the Bible later became one of the pillars of the
mansion.
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Gad began keeping meetings in Trench Town seeking the first Twelve Brethren and Twelve
Sistrens to become the executive Body of the Twelve Tribes Of Israel. Sister Vie or Sister Dinah,
brother Gad's wife played a positive role in supporting him on this journey, and presently she still
retains the post of Sis Dinah after more then forty years. Brother Dan 1st Chambers remains as an
original Executive member.
He also had overseers called “”shepherds” that watch over the tribes that are not in Gad’s presence.
There are 49 Executive Members who each hold a "seat on the bench." The 49 is comprised of 12
First Brethren and 12 Second Brethren, 12 First Sistren and 12 Second Sistren, and Sister Dinah,
who represents Dinah, daughter of Jacob. Altogether, they split into Twelve Tribes, each one
standing for a Tribe of Israel, a month, a color, a body part, and an apostle of Yahshua.
The Twelve Tribes of Israel are the most liberal of the Rastafari mansions, compared to the
Nyahbinghi and Bobo Shanti Orders which have more restrictions in InI livity. The TTOI have less
strict principles except for one; We must Love all mankind.
The Prophet, Brother Gad, taught about the Iception of All for One and One for All, and that there
can be no failure in operating in that manner.
The TTOI hold the faith that salvation is for people of all races within Rastafari. whereas the prime
attention of other Rastafari Mansions was primarily on African descendants, the cause of this is
mainly because of how the white race have proved themselves to be throughout our time: making
slaves out of InI and being the root of most evil being done in the world now and throughout history
The Twelve Tribes of Israel live by the teachings of Ras Tafari, King Haile Selassie I.
So aspects of this mansion resemble more to Ethiopian Orthodox Christianity as this is His
Majesties Faith. Because of this people of the other Christian religions can easily identify with InI
because of the similarities in faith. As also for the Jews, for who it would only be logical that they
honor or have at least some Raspect and interest for the last King of Ysrayl in an unending line of
Kings stemming from King David. Muslims could also find some peace with them, as His Majesty
had an Islamic mother and His Wife Empress Menen, Asfaw Wosen, is said to be a descendant of
the Prophet Mohammed.
These are three main staples in the faith of TTOI.

They call on one and all to read the Bible one chapter a day,
and work for the restoration of the Monarchy in Ethiopia
and the Repatriation of the diasporans to Africa and forward to the New Yerusalem in Ethiopia.
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The second staple is that Yes-us Christ is the only way to salvation.
The third keystone of the Mansion is the restoration of the ancient monarchy in Ethiopia the
Kingdom of David.” the scepter or throne will never depart from David.”
HAILE SELASSIE’S DIVINTY
Haile Selassie is seen as a divinely anointed King in the lineage of King David and King Solomon.
While he is considered a type/representation of The Messiyah in Kingly Character, He is not seen
as Yahshua the Messiyah/Yesus Kristos himself, but a representative of the everlasting Davidic
covenant, which is to be fulfilled by The Messiah Yahshua/ I-Yesus Kristos when he returns as The
Conquering Lion of the Tribe of Yahuda.
Some believe Haile Selassie was a physical, (symbolic) embodiment or manifestation of the Holy
Spirit, or the second coming of Yesu himself. At anyrate he is the one who will be "sent in my name"
and "bring all things into remembrance." The prophet's teachings are not forced on InI and leave
a lot leverage and space. Gad believed in reincarnations and that Christ will reincarnate again
and again.
The Jews of today are the ancient Ysraylite. But some believe that the ancient Ysraylites, the
Priests, Prophets and Kings of the Bible were indeed black African to begin with.
"There is no hair doctrine. You see,Salvation is by grace through Christ. So hair can't save
you."
RASTAFOLOGY

https://rec.music.reggae.narkive.com/N8FZ8Pp3/non-reggae-post-the-testimony-of-bro-karl-phillpotts-naphtali-twelve-t
ribes-rastaman
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/iniradio/2015/01/08/christ-the-bible-rastafari-wbro-karl-phillpotts-naphtali

The Testimony of Bro Karl Naphtali Phillpotts:
What I Testify as My Understanding of the Growth and Development of the Theology and Faith of
Rastafari Followers of H.I.M Haile Selassie I. by Karl Phillpotts Naphtali.
1.We accept the Holy Bible, the Ible from Genesis 1 to Revelation 22, as the inspired Word of The
Most High, The Father of the Universe.
2.We accept that God is a Spirit, the Creative Word, and they that worship Him must worship Him
in Spirit and in Truth, for the Father seeketh such to Worship Him. (John4:23-24)
3.We accept that man's body is the Temple of the living God, and therefore is His Chief
instrument. (1Corinthians3:16, 6:19)
4.We accept and proclaim with all our heart, soul, mind and strength that Jesus, (known in our
Hebrew tongue as Yeshua) who trod the earth 2000 years ago, is The Messiah, The Christ, The
only begotten Son of The Father and The Saviour and Redeemer of Mankind. That He lived the
perfect life and paid for our redemption from the curse of the Law, by His innocent blood
(Hebrew9:11-15, 22) And because no sin was found in Him, in that He was obedient to the Father
even unto death, it was impossible for Death, the curse of the Law, to have dominion over Him. He
therefore died for our sins and rose for our justification, laying down mortality and putting on
immortality. And as such, being the first fruits of them that slept (Romans5v19) and restored to the
original form that Adam was created, (i.e. immortal) it is Him Jesus who has fulfilled the seed that
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would come (Genesis3:15) to bruise the head of the serpent, the devil, and will restore mankind to
immortality and the Creation to perfection, in the Age to come. When he returns to overthrow the
existing social, political, economic, and religious disorder and establish Gods Righteous Kingdom
here on the earth (Daniel 2 :44, Isiah54:21-2). He will reign from the throne of David, from a New
Jerusalem, and the resurrected Saints and the living Faithful will reign with Him as Kings and
Priests upon the earth (Rev5 :10).
5. We accept that Until then, as the Scripture teaches, The Kingdom of God will remain in the
hands of the Sons of David, (2Chronicles 13:5,8) to whom it was given by an everlasting
Covenant, (Davidic Covenant, 2 Samuel 7) as long as the Sun and Moon endure. This throne of
God, established in the Royal House of David and King Solomon (2Chronicles 9: 8) was
transmitted to the Ethiopian Royal House via the Queen of Sheba who carried the Royal Seed from
Solomon to Ethiopia.
6. The Kings of Ethiopia, descended from King David and King Solomon through Menelek1
are therefore of Divine origin, meaning that their throne was established by The Eternal Himself,
when the children of Israel asked for a King, mainly because with their `fleshy' minds they could not
understand that the Eternal was their King. (1Samuel 8:1-9; Psm 10:16; 1Tim 1:17)
7. We as Rastafarians of the Twelve Tribes of Israel will never relinquish the Divinity of His
Imperial Majesty, Emperor Haile Selassie1. By this we mean that according to the anointing he
has received, according to the Royal tradition, (1Samuel 16:12-13) the Spirit of The Most High rests
upon him and His Words are in his mouth and speaks by his tongue. (2Samuel 23:2-3) We accept
His Imperial Majesty Emperor Haile Selassie1 to be the 225th restorer of the Solomonic Dynasty.
Therefore according to the Messianic Anointing he has received, His Imperial Majesty represents
the Father and His Christ. We therefore hold that The Eternal Word, Manifested in Our Lord
(Master) Jesus the Christ (Anointed) has been revealed to us the Rastafarian brethren and sisters
of the twelve tribes of Israel through the personality of His Imperial Majesty Emperor Haile
Selassie1.
8.As we accept that God is a Spirit, in the physical absence of His Imperial Majesty Emperor Haile
Selassie 1, the throne as promised will continue in the hands of the sons of David UNTIL Shiloh
comes. Let it be noted that as His Imperial Majesty has appointed Crown Prince Zere Yacob Asfa
Wossen Haile Selassi 1, (14th April,1974) his successor to the throne of David, we accept that the
throne is now in his hands. (See last two formal pronouncements of Emperor Haile Selassie1 in
Edward Ullendorff's Journal of Semitic Studies, Vol.22, 1977;pp209-210) And this Monarchy,
wherever residing, will continue as a Light to the fact that the House of David will hold, preserve,
and be custodians of this throne in the earth until Shiloh, comes.
9. We accept that the Scepter, that is, the Divine Authority to rule in God's stead or Custodianship
of God's throne will not leave the House of Judah, Until Shiloh comes (Genesis 49:10). Kings from
this House have come and have gone, but the one whose right it is (Shiloh) will be seated upon the
throne from everlasting to everlasting, not temporarily or over a temporary dispensable Kingdom
(St.Luke1:31-32). This means that He that is to come will be the immortal King ruling eternally. He
is the Lamb that was slain, (Rev 5: 9â€“10) 2000 years ago in Jerusalem, and rose from the grave
and He whom the Heavens must retain, ((Acts3: 20-21) UNTIL the restoration of all things spoken
of by the Prophets since the world began (Acts 3: 25-26). It is this same Jesus (Hebrew13v8,
Acts1v11) the Lamb of God that was found worthy and is now seated at the right hand of the Father
Until He Has put all enemies under His feet. It is He Jesus, the non-cohabited body of Christ who
will inaugurate the Kingdom of God in the Age to come, the Millennium, the reign of Christ for a
thousand years. His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie1 and the Royal House is the cohabited body of
Christ who holds the throne until Shiloh comes.
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10. We believe that what has been preached in the name of Christ and in the name of Christianity
by most Churches, has too often been a doctrine about Jesus but not what Jesus taught.
(Galatians1:6-8). We believe that when the Roman and Greek mind took over the interpretation of
the Scriptures, instead of the Hebrew mind, the world was deceived into believing in another Jesus,
the image of a Greek god, rather than the historical Jesus, the Son of God. (Rev.12:9) Jesus was
sent by His Father to proclaim or herald the Good News about the coming Kingdom of God to earth
and that we were to repent and believe in this message for the Kingdom was at hand or near. (Luke
4v43, Mark 1:14-15). When we accept this Word, this seed, this message, we conceive and new
life, a new birth occurs in us, (born again) and `quickens' us towards immortality in the Age to come.
It is in understanding and belief upon the Words that Jesus spoke that gives life, the seed of
immortality. (Luke 8:11-12). And we must also accept that it is His blood that paid the ransom to
open the gates of immortality once again as it was in the beginning before the fall of Man. So shall it
be in the end, when all the Saints that sleep will be awakened, or resurrected with an immortal
glorious body and the creation restored to its glorious state, as it was in the beginning
(Philippians3:20-21) (Acts24:14-15, & 26:28-23)
11. Those who embrace this Hope, this Faith that the Twelve Tribes of Israel waited earnestly for
day and night, have the Faith of Abraham and all the prophets of God. Those are therefore the
seed of Abraham and therefore inheritors of the promises made to Abraham. This is the Promise of
a land - grant, not in the sky but right here on earth where the Meek shall inherit the land or earth. It
is promised to the Faithful, IRRESPECTIVE OF RACE, NATIONALITY, OR GENDER. These are
the Israel of God, the New Israel. To them will be given the disputed land when Messiah returns.
Those who have suffered for this faith in Messiah (Christ), in the regeneration, they will be given
twelve thrones, Judging (administering) the 12 tribes of Israel. (Luke22v29-30)
12. Until then we believe that Ethiopia is our place of refuge, as Jacob took refuge in the tents of
Ham. We accept the legitimate right of all African descendants to Repatriate to the land of our
forefathers, Africa. The land given to us by our King in Shashamane should be developed to
sustain ourselves during the Great tribulation. This is also part of the Holy Land.
13. We accept that as followers of His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie1, (whose pre- coronation
name was Ras Tafari) we MUST study and obey His teachings and follow his example and not the
traditions, sayings of anyone which are contrary to his words or the Holy Bible. His Imperial Majesty
Emperor Haile Selassie 1, Himself a follower of Jesus, and holding the title of Defender of the Faith
and leader of the most ancient Christian Nation on earth, Ethiopia, has commanded us to: "â€¦arise
with the spiritual zeal and earnestness which characterized the Apostles and early Christians and
let us lead our brothers and sisters to Our Saviour Jesus, Who only gives life in its fullest sense". If
we claim to love Him we should follow His example and Teachings.
14.We also declare the Prophet Gad as the Rastafarian who pointed us to the Holy Bible, The
Historical Jesus, The identity of the Twelve Tribes of Israel, Jerusalem, Shashamanne Ethiopia and
the Ethiopian Royal Family. Glory be to the Father, The Son, and the Holy Spirit.
Amen.
Rastafari.

There are some smaller Tribes or Mansions,
the Bongo Dreads,
the Iyesus/jesus Dreads,
the Coptic Church,
Selassie I School of Vision,
the Messianic Dreads,
Remi Rastafari,
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The House of Melchizedek,
The Selassie I Church,
The Fulfilled Rastafari,
Zion Rastafari,
The Ethiopian Orthodox Church
African Unity,
Covenant Rastafari,
Muslim Rastafari.
and some more

Ras Tafari, His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie I,
Conquering Lion from the Tribe of Yahuda, Elect of Yah, Defender of the Faith and Light of this
World, living through the lineage of King David and King Solomon, 225th descendant of King
Solomon, heir to the Ark of the Covenant.
One belief that unites all mansions of Rastafari is that Ras Tafari Makonnen, who was crowned Haile Selassie I,
Emperor of Ethiopia on November 2nd, 1930, is the living God incarnate. He was addressed as Jah in consonance
with the name of God YHVH. He is considered as the black Messiah who will lead the Black people who are under
slavery and poverty distributed all over the Americas back into a promised land of Ethiopia.
https://debate.uvm.edu/dreadlibrary/cardillo.html
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This connection of Haile Selassie to the ultimate God head as incarnate was developed as His Imperial Majesty’s
coronation titles matched with titles of the Mesiah as described in the book of Revelatioss viz. King of Kings, Lord of
Lords and Conquering Lion of the Tribe of Judah. There is a long lasting tradition in Ethiopia that Haile Selassie was
the 225th descendant of Solomon, through Queen Sheba.
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They often start with the following greeting.
Greetings in the name of our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ, who has revealed
himself in the personality of His Imperial Majesty, Emperor Haile King Selassie I
the first.
Some Rastafari choose to classify their religion as Ethiopian Orthodox Christianity, Protestant
Christianity, or Judaism. Of those, the ties to the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church are the
most widespread. The Ethiopian Orthodox Church is the Church that Haile Selassie I defends, One
of His titles is Defender of the Faith and it is This Faith that he defends. There are major differences
between Rastafari and Haile Selassie's Church. The first being the worship of Emperor Haile
Selassie as the Messiah/Savior. The church has stated many times that their commission from
Emperor Haile Selassie was to lead Rastafarians away from worshiping him and turn to the
worshipping of the God he worshipped. It is said that upon his return to Ethiopia from Jamaica, the
Emperor spoke to Abuna Yesehaq, the Archbishop of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church and declared
"There is a problem in Jamaica.... Please, help these people. They are misunderstanding, they do
not understand our culture.... They need a church to be established and you are chosen to go."
Abuna Yesehaq did go and start a church in Jamaica. Initially many in the Rastafarian community
welcomed the church. However when it became clear that to be baptized in the church, a
Rastafarian had to renounce the divinity of Haile Selassie, the problems started. The church today
has continued to maintain the stance that it would only baptize in the name of Jesus Christ and not
Haile Selassie.
Rastafari believe that standard translations of the Bible incorporate changes created by the racist
white power structure. They uphold that the whites have removed some books and misrepresented
some others to assert white superiority. Some also revere the Ethiopian national epic, the Kebra
Negast, but many of these Rastas would classify themselves as Ethiopian Orthodox in religion and
Rastafarian in ideology.
For Rastafari, Selassie I remains their god and their king. They see Selassie as being worthy of
worship, and as having stood with great pomp and dignity in front of the world's press and in front of
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representatives of many of the world's powerful nations. From the beginning the Rastas decided to
treat themselves in effect as free citizens of Ethiopia, loyal to its leader and devoted to its flag.
Most Rastafari believe that the Emperor Haile Selassie is in the return of Jesus in person or in some way a
reincarnation of Jesus. The Rastafari asserts that they are the true Israelites the elect of God and Jesus himself was
black.

Rastas call Selassie Jah, or Jah Rastafari, and believe there is great power in these names. Jah
stands for the Hebrew YH, the ultimate name of God. They call themselves Rastafari (pronounced
Rasta-FAR-I with the last letter asserted as I as in eye) to express the personal relationship each
Rasta has with Selassie I. Rastas like to use the ordinal with the name Haile Selassie I, with the
dynastic Roman numeral one signifying "the First" deliberately pronounced as the letter I - again as
a means of expressing a personal relationship with God. They also like to call him H.I.M.
(pronounced him), for His Imperial Majesty.
When Haile Selassie I died in 1975, his death was not accepted by some Rastafarians who could
not accept that God incarnate could die. Many believe that it was a scam and that he will be back to
liberate his followers. A few Rastas today consider this a partial fulfillment of prophecy found in the
apocalyptic 2 Esdras 7:28.
Rastafari is a strongly syncretic Abrahamic religion that draws extensively from the Bible. They
particularly like the New Testament Book of Revelation, as this (5:5) is where they find the
prophecies about the divinity of Haile Selassie. Rastas believe that they, and the rest of the black
race, are descendants of the ancient twelve tribes of Israel, cast into captivity outside Africa as a
result of the slave trade.
Some believe that only half of the Bible has been written, and that the other half, stolen from them
along with their culture, is written in a man's heart allowing for variation in faith and personal
interpretations. This concept also embraced the idea that even the illiterate can be Rastas by
reading God's Word in their hearts. Rastas also see the lost half of the bible, and the whole of their
lost culture to be found in the Ark of the Covenant, a repository of African wisdom.
Haile Selassie I (1930 – 1974) was the ruler of Ethiopia from 1930 to 1974. Rastafarians believed
Haile Selassie an incarnation of the living God. He was not a member of the Rastafarian
movement. He simply understood their need for a future. Haile Selassie was an Ethiopian
Orthodox Christian throughout his life.

Empress Menen Asfaw,
Queen Omega, Living through the lineage of King Solomon and the Prophet Mohammed.
The association of who HIM Haile Selassie differs widely. Some believe him as YHVH, others as
second coming of Yesu and others some with the character of Yesu or even a human with the holy
spirit within HIM.
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Knowing the deep down desire of every black man to return and reestablish in their native home Africa - Haile Selassie himself have granted 500 acres of his personal property to anyone who
wants to return to Africa in ai48. This was in Shashamane, a small district village town in Ethiopia,
the heaven of the Rastafarians. Between 1952 and 1974 approximately 22 families migrated to
Shashamane to take up the offer of the Shashamane land grant. Here is the Jamaica observer
report on what happened.

Rastafarians struggle in Ethiopia
BY JUSTINE BOULO

Sunday, November 15, 2015
http://www.jamaicaobserver.com/news/Promised-land_19238767
SHASHAMANE, Ethiopia (AFP) -- They came from across the world to Ethiopia in search of their
"promised land", but for many Rastafarians, struggling to win even basic rights, the dream never
materialised.
"How did we survive so far? I wonder," said Reuben Kush, the grey-bearded president of the
Ethiopian World Federation, a branch of Rastafarianism.
Kush left his home in Birmingham in Britain a decade ago to join a Rastafarian community based in
the southern Ethiopian town of Shashamane, 250 kilometres (155 miles) south of Addis Ababa.
But in decades of existence, the settlement's around 500 members have failed to win legal rights to
property, education or work.
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Celebrating the 85th anniversary this month of the 1930 crowning of their messiah, Ethiopian
emperor Haile Selassie, the dreadlocked group sway in a circle chanting to a drum beat "Emperor
Selassie I, Jah Rastafari".
Rastafarianism -- which jettisoned to worldwide notice in the 1960s and 70s with the music of
reggae stars and committed Rastafarians Bob Marley, Peter Tosh and Bunny Wailer, among others
-- first emerged as a spiritual movement in the 1930s among descendants of African slaves in
Jamaica, who adopted Haile Selassie as their leader at a time when he stood out as the only
independent black monarch in Africa.
They even took their name from his pre-coronation title, "Ras" for "head" and his birth name "Tafari
Makonnen". The "King of Kings" was deposed then killed by a military junta in 1974.
A supporter of decolonisation and co-operation among African states then largely under European
control, Haile Selassie in the 1950s set aside 500 hectares (1,200 acres) in Shashamane to
welcome back descendants of slaves seeking to return "home".
"Ethiopia is our land, for we blacks in the West," said Kush.
Rastafarians say it was the "divinity" of the land that drew them to Ethiopia, mentioned in the Bible
more than 30 times and believed to be the birthplace of the Queen of Sheba, who visited the wise
King Solomon.
In the late 1970s, Mengistu Haile Mariam's Marxist-Leninist regime confiscated the Shashamane
plot, prompting most Rastas to flee its authoritarian rule. When Mengistu's rule was toppled in 1991,
some returned. But life in the promised land remains a struggle, with exile followed by exclusion.
"The Emperor had given us 500 hectares -- today we live on six or seven hectares," said Kush.
"Today, we have no control over our property."
Though many turned their backs on their country of origin by not renewing their passports, they
have not been granted Ethiopian nationality, leaving them effectively stateless. In tightly controlled
Ethiopia, still run by Communist-inspired ex-rebels, land is a sensitive issue with Rastas neither
allowed to file building permits or own property. Nor can they work, pay taxes or send their children
to university.
"What's disappointing is that I have to confess to my relatives back home that we aren't integrated
here either," Kush said.
On the recent anniversary of the emperor's coronation, Rastafarians gathered as reggae music
played and psalms were sung in a church painted red, yellow and green -- the colours of both the
Ethiopian and Rastafarian flags. The smell of marijuana hung in the air.
"We want to be identified as natural Ethiopians now -- not as Jamaican, nor American!" said Paul
Phang, a Rastafari leader, without fully clarifying what he meant.
The Rastas' political wing, the Ethiopian World Federation, started in the 1930s but is still lobbying
for their basic rights. "We're here to stay. We haven't been kicked out of Ethiopia after all these
years, that means we are accepted," Kush said.
But they remain in legal limbo.
"Our needs are basic human rights needs," Kush added. "We need to be able to tell our children
that they have a state. Children are being born here and being classed as stateless -- not able to
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get identification here and not able to get IDs from the countries where their parents come from. So
we're in a limbo."
But with each Rastafarian church celebrating its own way, there are political divisions within the
movement too.
"If every one of us was in accord, then these natural rights would have been granted to us already,"
said Phang, a priest from the Bobo Shanti Rastafari group.
"So because of this different ideology, different thinking, it's like we cannot approach the
government in our oneness."

SHASHAMANE, Ethiopia — Rastafarians play music, sing and pray on November 2, 2015 in
Shashamane as they celebrate the anniversary of late Ethiopian Emperor Haile Selassie’s
coronation which took place on November 2, 1930.
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Rastafarian Church in Shashamane.

July 31, 2017
Ethiopia’s government has announced it will issue identity cards to members of the Rastafarian
community, a religious group that has long been seen as stateless in the horn of Africa nation. The
foreign ministry said that the ID cards will grant Rastafarians residency and most legal rights in the
country, but will still not make them citizens, AFP reports.
Estimates of the number of Rastafarians in Ethiopia range from hundreds to 1,000, and they reside
mostly in the capital Addis Ababa or in Shashamane
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CHAPTER XI
REGGAE MUSIC

Bob Marley
In the 1960s and 1970s music gained increased respectability within Jamaica and abroad through
the popularity of Rasta-inspired reggae musicians like Bob Marley and his group “The Wailers"
When I was in Jamaica this music was called “Jamaican Ska”. In the late ‘60s, it evolved into
“rocksteady”, which was slower and gave more emphasis on the bass. Rocksteady soon developed
into the more modern form called reggae, which used more modern instruments and technology
and became more of Rastafarian content. The purpose of these music was to generate and restore
the black consciousness and a self awareness of the worthiness of the black people. In order to
establish this the message of the superiority of the black over the white was presented through all
forms of Art and through the religion. It is in this purpose the regae was developed. The religous
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language of Christianity was used whereby. the white were an oppressive evil force representing
the Babylon in fight with the Zion which is identified with Ethiopia.

It was probably regge that gave the maximum boost in the growth of the Rasta. It was most
notably, due to the Jamaican singer/songwriter Bob Marley. By 2000, there were more than one
million Rastafari faithful worldwide. About five to ten percent of Jamaicans identify themselves as
Rastafari. The first reggae single that sang about Rastafari and reached Number 1 in the Jamaican
charts was Bongo Man by Little Roy in 1969. Other reggae musicians with strong Rastafarian
elements in their music include Peter Tosh, Toots and The Maytals, Burning Spear, Black Uhuru,
Midnite, Ras Michael, Prince Lincoln Thompson, Bunny Wailer, Prince Far I, Israel Vibration, The
Congos, Mikey Dread, etc.
http://www.eurekafirstchurch.com/bob-marley-and-the-orthodox-church/
http://houseofjahrisingsun.com/index.html
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Singer Bob Marley (1945 – 1981)
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“Archbishop Abuna Yesehaq, head of the Kingston chapter of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church in
Jamaica, was initially sent to Jamaica by Emperor Haile Selassie to establish the church and to
dispel the worship of Selassie. “Selassie felt that if he personally commissioned someone to start a
church that worshipped Christ and not himself, the Rastafarians would follow the true Christ.
The Archbishop interviewed by Barbara Blake Hannah for Gleaners Sunday Magazine (November
25 1984), told how Bob Marley had come to his church for some time. When he had expressed a
desire to be baptized, people close to him who controlled him and who were aligned to a different
aspect of Rastafari prevented him from going ahead. The Jamaicans.com website says that Bob
remained outside the church for several yearseven after his wife Rita and their children joined the
church in 1972.
It is said that Bob Marley before he died of Cancer repudiated Ras faith and got himself baptized.on
4 November 1980. Robert Nesta Marley died on 11th May 1981 in a Miami hospital after an 8
month battle with cancer. He was only 36. When he was buried under Orthodox rites on 21st May
1981 it was with his Bible and his Gibson guitar!
Garvey declared his faith in 1928 at the Century Theater in London as follows::
(William David Spencer, Dread Jesus (London: SPCK, 1999), 134.)
”I believe in God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy

Ghost;

I endorse the Nicean Creed;
I believe that Jesus died for me;
I believe that God lives for me as for all men;
and no condition you can impose on me by deceiving me about Christianity will cause me to doubt
Jesus Christ and to doubt God.
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I shall never hold Christ or God responsible for the commercialization of Christianity by the
heartless men who adopt it as the easiest means of fooling and robbing other people out of their
land and country.”
Old pirates, yes, they rob I
Sold I to the merchant ships,
Minutes after they took I
From the bottomless pit.
But my hand was made strong
By the hand of the Almighty.
We followed in this generation, triumphantly.
Won't you help to sing these songs of freedom?
Cause all I ever have: redemption songs,
These songs of freedom.

This was the last song on the last album Marley released before his death.
It states clearly what Rasta really is: a strengthening of the hands that earn and fights for freedom;

"..the dream and the hope of the negro slave.."
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<https://owlcation.com/social-sciences/The-Word-Magic-of-the-Rastafari

Get Up, Stand Up Lyrics
Get up, stand up: stand up for your rights!
Get up, stand up: don't give up the fight!….x2
Preacher man, don't tell me,
Heaven is under the earth.
I know you don't know
What life is really worth.
It's not all that glitters is gold;
'Alf the story has never been told:
So now you see the light, eh!
Stand up for your rights. Come on!,,,,,,, Get up…

Most people think,
Great god will come from the skies,
Take away everything
And make everybody feel high.
But if you know what life is worth,
You will look for yours on earth:
And now you see the light,
You stand up for your rights. Jah!
Get up, stand up! (jah, jah!)
Stand up for your rights! (oh-hoo!)
Get up, stand up! (get up, stand up!)
Don't give up the fight! (life is your right!)
Get up, stand up! (so we can't give up the fight!)
Stand up for your rights! (lord, lord!)
Get up, stand up! (keep on struggling on!)
Don't give up the fight! (yeah!)
We sick an' tired of-a your ism-skism game Dyin' 'n' goin' to heaven in-a Jesus' name, lord.
We know when we understand:
Almighty god is a living man.
You can fool some people sometimes,
But you can't fool all the people all the time.
So now we see the light (what you gonna do?),
We gonna stand up for our rights! (yeah, yeah, yeah!)
So you better:
Get up, stand up! (in the morning! Git it up!)
Stand up for your rights! (stand up for our rights!)
Get up, stand up!
Don't give up the fight! (don't give it up, don't give it up!)
Get up, stand up! (get up, stand up!)
Stand up for your rights! (get up, stand up!)
Get up, stand up! (...)
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Don't give up the fight! (get up, stand up!)
Get up, stand up! (...)
Stand up for your rights!
Get up, stand up!
Don't give up the fight! /fadeout/

"The Crown Prince of Reggae", Dennis Brown.
"He is said to have made at least 78 albums for some 37 record labels, sometimes releasing six
or even seven albums in a single year" (London Times, 1999).
NYAHBINGI MUSIC
However the basic worship music remains to be the Nyahbingi Music- not reggae- with its power to
call upon the forces of the cosmos to fight against the evil following the Nyahbingi cult which we
have discussed earlier.
“…Storm, cyclone, tidal wave and all tempestuous roaring elements from creation to destroy the
wicked nation and set Rastaman free…”
I hear the voice of the Rastaman say:
Babylon your throne gone down, gone down
Babylon your throne gone down.
Fly away home to Zion
Fly away home.
One bright morning when my work is over
I will fly away home
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http://www.rhythmweb.com/jamaica/nyabinghi.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nyabinghi_rhythm

The musical accompaniment consists of a heartbeat rhythm, played in 4/4 time on a trinity of drums.
Only Rastamen are allowed to play drums at Nyahbingi. Anyone may play shaka, or shekere.
There are membranophones played at a groundation ceremony in rasta culture. Nyabinghi music is
played in 4/4 time on three drums:


Thunder: It is a double-headed bass drum, played with a mallet. The strokes are an open
tone on 1 and a dampened stroke on 3. Occasionally, the thunder player will syncopate the
rhythm.
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Funde: The funde is the middle drum. It maintains the dominant heartbeat rhythm as the
funde player makes steady, dampened strokes on 1 and 3. it is thus dually known as the
heartbeat and has the least improvisational role.
Repeater: The repeater or kete, is the smallest and highest pitched drum. It is somewhat of a
single elongated bongo. The drummer tends to play around 2 and 4, with a syncopated,
rather than a backbeat feel. These beats are important to the overall feel of the Nyahbingi
rhythm, but the repeater has a very improvisational role in bingi because it is seen as the
carrier of spirit.
Shaka: The shekere, which is commonly found throughout Africa, the Caribbean Latin
America, has a place in Nyahbingi. The shekere player has a somewhat flexible role: He/she
has been known to play on “1”, “1&”, “1” and “3” or “1&”…“3&” [The following should be
noted regarding the curious nomenclature of this instrument—Perhaps the word is a simple
corruption of the proper pronunciation; and there is the possibility that it is a more calculated
allusion to the Zulu word for fire, shaka.

Niyabinghi chanting typically includes recitation of the Psalms, but may also include variations of
well-known Christian hymns and adopted by Rastafarians.
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CHAPTER XII
IYARIC
The Rastafarian Language

https://www.wikihow.com/Speak-Rastafarian-English
http://www.judahsquare.co.za/about-judah-square/rastafari-dictionary/

“Standard Jamaican English (SJE) is the official language in Jamaica, and Jamaican
Creole (JC), an English lexicon-based Creole, is the everyday speech the natives use in informal
interactions in their communities. Neither Standard Jamaican English, the aspiration of the
educated upper/middle class, nor Jamaican Creole (JC), traditionally the speech pattern of the
Jamaican poor (Pollard 4), was adequate to articulate the Rastafarians‟ resistance to their
impoverished socio-economic condition. The Rastafarians therefore created Dread Talk, their own
language of social protest, to challenge the existing visages of past colonial repression and
the forces of oppression still existent in the current political establishment. They use
the language to “confront life”.
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.426.2026&rep=rep1&type=pdf
Dread Talk: The Rastafarians' Linguistic Response
to Societal Oppression Carol Anne Manget-Johnson

“Language and culture are inseparable, and that the loss of the former results
in the loss of the other” (Ngugi wa Thiong, a Gikuyu writer from Kenya)
The Slaves who were forced to leave their culture and entering into the culture of their owner has to
rebuild a new culture to survive. In a sense, the Iyaric is such a conscious rebuilding process
which expresses their utter resistance to the slavery intow which they were forced into. Initially I
suppose it was a the african way of pronoucing the English of the Europeans. As the Rasta began
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to form, it was intentionally reformed and formed into a language of the slaves and those who were
freed from that horrible world of existence.

The Rastafari movement vocabulary, or Iyaric, is part of an intentionally created dialect of
English.
Iyaric (“I” + “Amharic”)
Amharic is the language of Ethiopia - the land of HIM Haile Selassie I
Livalect (“live” + “dialect”)
Iyaric, Livalect, Dread-talk or I-talk is a consciously created dialect of English in use among
members of the Rastafari movement. African languages were lost among Africans when they were
taken into captivity as part of the slave trade, and adherents of Rastafari teachings believe that
English is an imposed colonial language. Their remedy for this situation has been the creation of a
modified vocabulary and dialect, reflecting a desire to take language forward and to confront what
they see as the confusion of a corrupt and decadent society they call Babylon. This is
accomplished by avoiding words and syllables seen as negative, such as "back", and changing
them to positive ones.
Some if not most Rastas choose not to use certain words in the English language as they have
Babylonian and devil-like connotations. For example, the word "hello" is not used because it
contains the word "hell" and "lo" referring to "low". Instead words such as 'Wa Gwaan', 'Yes I' 'Cool
Nuh Iyah' are used because they are words that uplift people. If at a Rastafari church, they would
use their formal church greetings. For instance, the Rastafari branch known as the Twelve Tribes of
Israel would say, "Greetings in that Most Precious and Divine Name of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ, who has revealed Himself through the wonderful personality of H.I.M Emperor Haile
Selassie the 1st of Ethiopia"
Iyaric is sometimes also referred to as Wordsound — a name derived from the Rastafari principle
of "Word, Sound and Power", which several scholars have compared to West African concepts
regarding a power or essence being encapsulated within the pronounced sound of a name or word.
Iyaric sometimes also plays a liturgical role among Rastafari, in addition to Amharic and Ge'ez.
I words


I replaces "me", which is much more commonly used in Jamaican English than in the more
conventional forms. Me is felt to turn the person into an object whereas I emphasises the
subjectivity of an individual.



I and I is a complex term, referring to the oneness of Jah (God) and every human.
Rastafarian scholar E. E. Cashmore: "I and I is an expression to totalize the concept of
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oneness, the oneness of two persons. So God is within all of us and we're one people in fact.
I and I means that God is in all men. The bond of Ras Tafari is the bond of God, of man. But
man itself needs a head and the head of man is His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie I of
Ethiopia." The term is often used in place of "you and I" or "we" among Rastafarians,
implying that both persons are united under the love of Jah. See also: mysticism.
I-tal food has not touched modern chemicals and is served without preservatives,
condiments or salts. Alcohol, coffee, milk, and flavoured beverages are generally viewed as
not I-tal. Most Rastas follow the I-tal proscriptions generally, and some are vegetarians.
Even meat-eating Rastas abstain from eating pork, as pigs are scavengers of the dead, as
are crabs, lobsters, and shrimp, though other kinds of seafood are a Rastafarian staple.



I man is the inner man within each Rastafari believer.



Irie refers to positive emotions or feelings, or anything that is good. Specifically it refers to
high emotions and peaceful vibrations.



Ites derived from English "heights", means "joy" and also the colour "red". It can also be
short for "Israelites".



Itesquake replaces "earthquake".



Irator replaces "creator".



Idren or Bredren and Sistren refer to the oneness of Rastafarians and are used to describe
one's peers (male - "bredren", female - "sistren").



Itinually replaces continually. It has the everlasting/everliving sense of I existing
continuously.

Other Rastafari words


Dreadlocks describes the locks they wear, now universally called dreadlocks in English. The
word is related to the fear of the Lord, as well as the fear locksmen inspired in the early
stages of the movement.



Babylon is an important Rastafarian term, referring to human government and institutions
that are seen as in rebellion against the rule of JAH (Zion), beginning with the Tower of
Babel. It is further used by some to mean specifically the white 'polytricksters' that have been
oppressing the black race for centuries through economic and physical slavery.



Rastafari is defiance of Babylon, sometimes also called Rome — in part because of the
1935 Italian invasion of Ethiopia, then ruled by Rastafari's 'Living God,' Haile Selassie I.



Polytricks is a Rasta term replacing English "politics", because so many politicians, etc. turn
out, they say, to be more like tricksters.



Red literally means stoned, or under the influence of cannabis due to reddening of the eyes
being a side effect of being under the influence.



Everliving replaces "everlasting", particularly in the context of Life Everliving. The "last" in
"everlasting" implies an end, while the life the Rastas have will never end according to them,
they being immortalists.
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H.I.M. (His Imperial Majesty), pronounced him, and referring to Haile Selassie I.



Downpression replaces "oppression", because oppression holds man down instead of
keeping him up (pronounced op in Jamaican patois.) Similarly "downgression" = "violence"
(from aggression).



Livication replaces "dedication", to rid itself of a connotation of death.



Outvention replaces "invention", because mechanical devices are seen as outdated, and
because it is the inner experience of being a Rastafarian that is invention.



Overstanding (also "innerstanding") replaces "understanding", referring to enlightenment
that raises one's consciousness.



Amagideon is a Rasta theological concept meaning the general state the entire world is in
now, and has been getting progressively deeper in since 1930, and especially since 1974.
This is a slight mutation of "Armageddon", a name appearing in Revelation.



Zion refers to either Ethiopia or the whole continent of Africa, after the Day of Judgement.
Know replaces "believe", as Bob Marley sang. Rastafarians do not believe Haile Selassie is
God and that they the Rastas are the chosen people. They claim to know these things, and
would never admit to believing them.



Whore of Babylon is the Revelation character sometimes considered to be Queen Elizabeth
II, technically still the Head of State of Jamaica; and/or the papacy.

How to Speak Rastafarian English
Co-authored by wikiHow Staff|Reader-Approved |28 References
Rastafarian English is a dialect primarily spoken by Jamaican Rastafarians. The Rastafarian
language is much easier to learn than Jamaican Patois because it is a play on English words,
rather than an entirely separate dialect like Jamaican Patois. The Rastafarian movement, which
began in the 1930s in Jamaica, is based on positive beliefs like unity, peace, and one love. So
Rastafarian language is a reflection of these positive beliefs.

Basic Rastafarian Words
Pronunciation of words in Rastafarian. Rastafarian survives as a spoken language, so
pronunciation is very important when trying to speak Rastafarian.
1. In Rastafarian, you do not pronounce “h” in English words. So “thanks” becomes
“tanks”, “three” becomes “tree”, etc.
2. Similarly, Rastafarians do not pronounce “th” in English words. So, “the” become “di”,
“them” becomes “dem”, and “that” becomes “dat”.
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Use of “I and I”. In Rastafarian, “I and I”, pronounced “eye an’ eye”, is an important term. It refers
to the oneness of Jah (Rastafari for their “God”, the Ethiopian Emperor Ras Tafari Haile Selassie I)
in every person. “I and I” is a term that reinforces the Rastafarian belief that Jah exists in all people,
and everyone exists as one people, unified by Jah.
1. “I and I” can be used to replace “you and I” in a sentence. Such as,: “And I going to de
concert.” This means you and someone else are going to a concert.
2. But it can also be used when talking about something you are doing alone, or a
shorthand for “me, myself, and I”. Such as: “I and I going to de concert”. This means
you are going to a concert, on your own.
3. “I” is also used as a play on certain English words, such as “I man” for “inner man”, or
a Rastafari believer. Rastas will say “Inity”, instead of “unity”
“hello”, “goodbye”, and “thank you”. Most Rastafarians do not use certain words in the English
language as they have devil-like connotations. For example, the word “hello” is not used because it
contains the word “hell” and “lo”, referring to “low”.
1. To say “hello”, use: “Wa gwaan” or “Yes I”.
2. To say “goodbye”, use: “Me a go”, or “Lickle bit”.
3. To say “thank you”, use: “Give thanks” or “Praise Jah”.
“Babylon”, “politricks” and “irie”. These are keywords in the Rastafarian, as they refer to
important concepts in Rastafarian culture.
1. “Babylon” is the Rastafarian word for the police, who are viewed by Rastafarians as
part of a corrupt government system. “Babylon”, which refers to the Biblical rebellion
against God through the Tower of Babel, can also be used to describe any person or
organization that oppresses the innocent.
2. For example: “Babylon deh cum, yuh hav nutten pan yuh?” In English, this translates
to: “The police are coming, do you have anything on you?”
3. “Politricks” is the Rasta term for “politics”. There is a general skepticism of authority
figures in Rastafarian, including politicians. So they are seen as tricksters, or full of
“tricks”.
4. “Irie” is one of the most important terms in Rastafarian. It embodies the positive
outlook of Rastafarian culture and their belief that “everyting irie” or “everything is
alright”.
5. For example, “Mi nuh have nutten fi complain bout, mi life irie.” In English, this
translates to: “I don’t have anything to complain about, my life is good.”
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“man” and “woman”. Rastafarian centers on the idea of oneness with everyone. So Rastas refer
to people as their “Idren”, a version of the English word “children.”

1. A boy is called a “bwoy” by a Rasta. A girl is called a “gal” by a Rasta. If a Rasta is
asking another Rasta about their children, they will refer to the children as “pickney”,
or “gal pickney”.
2. Rastas refer to adult males as “bredren”. Female adults are called “sistren”.
3. A Rasta man will refer to their wife or girlfriend as their “empress” or “queen”. For
example: “My cyaah cum tomorrow, mi a guh spen sum time wid mi empress.” This
translates to: “I can’t come tomorrow, I’m going to spend time with my girlfriend.”

Positive words over negative words.
Rastas replace words that have negative terms like “down” or “under” with “up” or “out”. For
example:

1. Rastas will say “downpression” instead of “oppression”. This is because “op” is
Rastafarian for “up”, so “downpression” indicates something is holding someone
down.
2. Rastas will say “overstanding” or “innerstanding” instead of “understanding”.
3. Rastas will say “outernational” instead of “international”. This indicates the Rasta’s
feeling that the rest of the world lies outside their realm or world.[13]
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Swear words in Rastafarian. There some unique sounding swear words in Rastafarian.
They usually refer to bodily harm or bodily functions.
1. “Fiyah bun” is an expression used to strongly denounce someone or something.
2. For example: “Fiyah bun babylon kaaz dem eva deh taament people.” This translates
to: “I denounce the police because they are always tormenting poor people.”[14]
3. “Bag o wire” is expression that refers to a “betrayer” or “traitor”. This is a reference to
a close friend of the black political leader Marcus Garvey, who betrayed him by giving
away details of his escape plan.
4. For example: “Mi nuh truss deh bredren deh kaaz him a bag o wire.” This translates to:
“I don’t trust that man because he is a traitor.”
5. “Bumba clot” or “Rass clot” are very strong curse words in Rastafarian. “Clot” is
considered a nasty sounding word and can be tied to the verb “to clout”, or “to hit or
strike”. It can also refer to a used tampon, which is where the nasty aspect of the word
comes from.[16]

“Brother, what’s going on?”.

“Bredren, wa gwaan?” “

1. The other Rasta may respond with: “Bwai, ya done know seh mi deya gwaan easy."
This means: “"I’m here just taking it easy."
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where are you born?.
“A weh ya baan?”
respond with: “Mi baan inna Kingston”,
which translates to: “I was born in Kingston.”
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CHAPTER XIII
INFLUENCE OF INDIAN TRADITIONS
ON THE RASTAFARI MOVEMENT
http://jgohil.typepad.com/desiflavor/2004/01/hindu_philosoph.html

Alongside of the African slaves who were freed came the indentured labor force from India who
were mainly Hindu by religion. In Jamaica particularly, these Indians kept themselves apart from
the rest of the community and mingled more with the poor of the African community. As the Ras
Tafari Community developed many of the spiritual traditions of India were adopted. As I have
elsewhere developed, the Dravidians were of Abrahamic origin through his second wife Keturah.
Leonard Percival Howard grew up in Clarendon among Indians and their Hindu culture and was
exposed to the daily ceremonies the Indians performed to honor their Gods, drinking ‘bhang’ ganja
elixir, and to the chanting if ‘Jai Kali Mai’.Leonard Howell, borrowed many of the early tenets of the
Rastafari movement from Indians. Probably this Keturah Dravidian connection to Abraham and
their methods clicked with Howell’s spirituality. Indians had astronomical influence on the early
tenets of Rastafari. One Jamaican Hindu priest, Laloo, was one of Howell's spiritual advisors.
The ital diet, a more disciplined form of vegetarianism, derives directly from the influence of
indentured servants who were vegetarians continuing an ancient practice from India.

Learn the importance of “I-tal”. Rastas use the word “I-tal” to refer to food that is in its
natural state. "I-tal" food has not touched modern chemicals and contains no preservatives,
condiments, or salt.
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Joseph Hibbert, another founding father of Rastafari, acknowledged the Hindu influence on
Leonard Howell in an interview with Leonard Howell’s biographer Helene Lee. “After learning about
the Hindu God incarnates Rama, Krishna and Buddha, Howell was convinced that every nation had
their own God.” Leonard found his African god in the crowning of Emperor Selassie of Ethiopia.
Howel was known to use a name “G.G Maragh”, for Gong Guru Maharadj, an Indian name. It is a
short form of name Gangun Guru Maharadj. He used it in all of his early publications presenting
Rastafari. In Hindi the name means (gyan =knowledge; guna = virtue; guru= teacher) “the Great
teacher of the Wisdom”. “Maharadj” means Great King. Robert Marley, who developed the music of
reggae which made Rastafari popular held the nickname ‘Tuff Gong,’ which derived from Leonard
Howell who was called ‘Gong.’ Apparently his adviser was a Hindu Kali Priest by name Laloo.
Among other Indian contributions are:
1. Ganja smoking:
Ganja is a Indian Sanskrit word for Marijuana, they were supposedly the ones who brought the
plant to Jamaica. Collie, Kush, Sensi and Ishence are also often used. It is also called callie, Iley,
"the herb", "the grass", and "the weed"
”We don’t like to call it weed as a weed is a wild growing pest so to say.”

According to The Vedas, cannabis was one of five sacred plants and a guardian angel lived in its
leaves. The Vedas call cannabis a source of happiness, joy-giver, liberator that was
compassionately given to humans to help attain delight and lose fear (Abel, 1980). It releases
anxiety. The god, Shiva is frequently associated with cannabis, which is called “bhang” in India.
According to legend, Shiva wandered off into the fields after an angry discourse with his family.
Drained from the family conflict and the hot sun, he fell asleep under a leafy plant. When he awoke,
his curiosity led him to sample the leaves of the plant. Instantly rejuvenated, Shiva made the plant
his favorite food and Siva became known as the Lord of Bhang.
But the use of marijuana for the spiritual purpose was present also in the Taino culture (as we have
shown earlier) as well as in some African cultures. Practitioners of Kumina, a West African tradition,
also utilized marijuana to communicate with their ancestors. Ironically, the British were the main
suppliers of marijuana to Indians in Jamaica before it was criminalized in 1938. Later the
Rastaferian produced them in large quantities and exported it even to England. In all the raids of
Howell’s Pinnacle large amounts of money was found which was claimed to be the money raised
from the sale of marijuana.
It is usually used within religious ceremonies in a highly ritualised manner in order to enhance
feelings of unity and help generate visions of a spiritual and soothing nature. Rastafari “reasoning
sessions” are religious meetings that involve group meditation, and marijuana is used to help the
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follower go into a trance-like state. The marijuana is usually smoked in a pipe (or “chalice”) and a
short prayer is always recited before it is smoked by the Rastas:
“Glory be to the father and to the maker of creation. As it was in the beginning is now and ever shall
be World without end.”
Reasoning sessions are very important religious rituals for Rastas – it’s a time for them to come
together to debate living according to the Rastafari outlook. The effects of smoking marijuana allow
the user to reach a sort of “cosmic consciousness,” a state where they become closer to “Jah” (God)
and can see the truth of the world more clearly and allows the smoker to discover their inner divinity,
or "InI consciousness". The pipe is passed in a counter-clockwise direction around the assembled
circle of Rastas.

Most Rastafari only smoke Ital Herb if possible, Ital meaning without tobacco and that the Herb is
grown Pure and Natural without the use of chemicals - the organic herb in todays tongue.
Rastas believe that the Tree of Life mentioned in the Bible is the marijuana plant and that several
other biblical passages further promote its use,
There are several of biblical passages in the bible which Rastafari see as support for its use
Genesis 1:12 And the earth brought forth grass and herb yielding seed after its kind, and the tree
yielding fruit, whose seed was in itself, after his kind: and YAH saw that it was good.
Genesis 1:29-31 29 And YAH said, Behold, I have given you every herb bearing seed,
which is upon the face of all the earth, and every tree, in the which is the fruit of a tree yielding seed;
to you it shall be for meat. 30 And to every beast of the earth, and to every fowl of the air, and to
every thing that creepeth upon the earth, wherein there is life, I have given every green herb for
meat: and it was so. 31 And YAH saw every thing that he had made, and, behold, it was very good.
(Genesis 3:18)“Thou shalt eat the herb of the field” ,
(Exodus 10:12) “Eat every herb of the land” and
Ezekiel 34:29 “And I will raise up for them a plant of renown, and they shall be no more consumed
with hunger in the land, neither bear the shame of the heathen any more”
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Isaiah 18:4-5 4 For so the LORD said unto me, I will take my rest, and I will consider in my
dwelling place like a clear heat upon herbs, and like a cloud of dew in the heat of harvest. 5 For
afore the harvest, when the bud is perfect, and the sour grape is ripening in the flower, he shall both
cut off the sprigs with pruning hooks, and take away and cut down the branches.
Psalm 104:14 He causeth the grass to grow for the cattle, and herb for the service of man: that he
may bring forth food out of the earth.
Revelations 22:1-2 On either side of the river, was there the tree of life, which bare 12 manner of
fruits, and yielding her fruit every month; and the leaves of the tree were for the healing of the
nations.
2: Rastafari Meditation
Herb is often used to enhance this state of being, but it is not a necessity. Anything that has to do
with Rastafari and doing that with the highest focus or intent is part of the meditation of a Rastafari,
giving Praises to YAH and/or Haile Selassie I, playing Nyahbinghi or Reggae music, Chanting,
reading the Bible, the burning of incense like frankincense and mere, a wood Fire if living outdoors,
Good healthy and lively eating, physical activity…it is all a part of a Rastafari meditation or focus.

A lot of people use tobacco in their spliff, but it’s good to know that tobacco is what they call a
“downer” on an energetical level. It brings people down Spiritually, mentally and physically. Pure
Herb is what they call an “upper” it gives the feeling of being High and also functions as a medicine.
Meditation is part of Judeo-Christian life and rituals and use of music etc are found in all religions.
Genesis 24:62 -67; Joshuah 1.6-8; Psalms 1:1-3; Psalms 19:7 -14; Psalms 49:1-3; Psalms
104:33-35; Psalms 119:1 -16 and 52-48 and 88-99;and 137-149; Psalms 143:1-6
Yoga meditation, Kundalini meditation, Zen meditation, etc.are similar to this also.
Music is a big part of a Rastafari Meditation.
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Some Rastafari burn incense when meditating, this can be different things.
The main incense being used by Rastafari is Herb. Not only is it used to smoke, it is also plainly
used as incense. It is mentioned in certain old Bibles as kaneh bosm and was used for sacred
practices
Frankincense and Myrrh are also mentioned in the Bible and often used by Rastafari.
The burning of plain wood in a fire can also be seen in this way,
3: Ritual chanting.
Repeated use of the same prayer is supposed to give a concentration effect for the mind. In
Christianity Jesus is the Word who became flesh and Jesus created everything by the world of
mouth.
In India the word AUM is considered to be this word that created and is hence contains the power of
creation. It starts from the stomach and rises in three levels unblocking all chakras .Mantras has got
the efficiency to bring concentration.
It is suggested that the Jah chant itself probably came from the hindu worship chant jai jai Krishna
etc.
4: The Braided Long Hair
Hindu Sanyasins also do not cut their hair as the Rastafarians and keep them as braided bands.
This evidently was borrowed directly from the Indians. For Biblical reference the Nazarene vows
alone stand related to it.

5.Ital diet
Rastafari have a specific diet called Ital, a word that stems from vital. Many people confuse Ital with
vegetarianism or veganism. It’s actually a diet of its own and may change somewhat based on the
denomination of Rastafari or the individual.
They refuse any processed foods. They won’t eat red meat. . Many will still eat fish because they
believe that it is allowed in the Bible. However, some refuse to eat fish, and others will remove dairy
from their diet and go closer to full-vegan.
In Rastafari, your body is considered your temple, so you need to really take good care of yourself.
“Do you not know that you are God’s temple and that God’s Spirit dwells in you?” (1 Cor. 3:16)
Part of this can be seen in the philosophy of the Ital diet. However, it goes much further than just
eating good food to take care of your health. They believe that they should let their hair grow long
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and not taint it with anything unnatural. This all comes down to respecting your body and what it is.
You don’t cut your hair, tattoo your skin, or eat bad food.

6. Heroes as God
The installation of Emperor Haile Selassie as the Jah the God of Rastaferians also is a clear
borrowing of the Indian custom of making their heroes in all varying fields as gods. Here are ten
examples of the hero worship as given in http://www.feedzig.com/10-celebrity-temples-india/
Top 10 Celebrity Temples in India Maintained by Fans/Worshippers Sunita V 2016
As if having hundreds of deities wasn’t enough, Indians have been
redefining idol worship by building temples for real life personalities,
including actors, politicians and sportsmen.
1. Mahatma Gandhi Temple, Odisha
In a small village called Bhatra near Sambalpur, Odisha is a temple dedicated to
the Father of the Nation. Built in the 1970s with the intention of promoting
communal harmony, the temple sees visitors all religions and castes. The idea of
building it came from ex-MLA Abhimayu Kumar as he wanted to provide a temple
for Dalits, who were not allowed to enter other
temples due to their ‘untouchable’ status. The head priest, who performs the morning and
evening arati at the temple, is a Dalit. Gandhi’s teachings are also read daily at the temple.
2. Sonia Gandhi, Andhra Pradesh
Located in Mallial town in Karimnagar district is a temple built in 2014 to honour Sonia
Gandhi as the creator of Telangana State – a token of gratitude to the party president from
Congress members in the state. The temple has a marble statue of Sonia Gandhi as well as
portraits of other members of her family, including Indira Gandhi, Rajiv Gandhi and Rahul
Gandhi.
3. Narendra Modi, Gujarat
Followers of Prime Minister Narendra Modi built a temple for him in 2015 at Kothariya
Village near Rajkot. The main movers behind this initiative were a group of BJP
leaders and state ministers, including Govind Patel and Vijay Rupani, who wanted to
celebrate Modi’s journey to success starting as a first time contestant at the Rajkot
assembly polls to finally becoming the country’s leader.
4. Amitabh Bachchan, South Kolkata
It’s only natural that the icon of Bollywood should have a temple in his name! In Old
Kolkata’s Ballugung area, is a temple dedicated to Amitabh Bachchan. The two
roomed temple is a museum of sorts with a collection of photographs from the
superstar’s films in the first room, while the inner sanctum has a green throne like
chair that was featured in Amitabh-starring supernatural thriller Aks. On the chair
rests the white shoes that star wore in the movie Agnipath. Sanjay Patodia, who
worships Bachchan like a devotee rather than a fan, built this temple in 2003. The
rituals and ceremonies in this place of worship are conducted like in any other Hindu
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temple in India.
5. Rajnikanth, Karnataka
Unlike other celebrity temples, this one is different as it does not have an idol
of the Tamil superstar Rajnikanth, but rather a special ‘Sahasra lingam’
installed by his fans, for the health and prosperity of their favourite star. This is
a part of the Kotilingeswara Temple in Kolar district, Karnataka – a famous
Shiva temple that allows installation of lingams for a price. Like with all other
lingams in this temple, the one for Rajni was installed by the temple priests
after special prayers and Vedic chants.
6. Sachin Tendulkar, Bihar
A temple to India’s cricket god Sachin Tendulkar is being constructed in Kaimur
district in Bihar by Bhojpuri singer-actor Manoj Tiwari. The temple will feature a
life-sized white marble statue of Tendulkar.

7. MGR, Thirunindravoor, Tamil Nadu
Perhaps no other state in India worships film actors as much as Tamil
Nadu. In Nathamedu village in Thirunindravoor in Chennai district is a
temple built for M G Ramachandran, a former Chief Minister of the state
and a popular actor. The temple was built in 2011 by Kalaivanan, a great
fan of the actor, using his own money as well as donations from other
MGR devotees.
8. Kushboo, Thiruchirapalli, Tamil Nadu
Tamil movie heroine Kushboo had a temple built for her in Trichy by her fans in
2001. However, her status as Mother Goddess was short lived as the temple was
demolished by angry fans in 2005 following her controversial stance on premarital
sex.

9. Namitha, Tamil Nadu
The second Tamil movie actress to have the honour of temple built in her name is
Namitha, whose fans constructed one for her in Tirunelveli District.

10. Mayawati, Uttar Pradesh
In Mahoba District in Bundelkhand, Uttar Pradesh, a temple is being built for Dalit
leader, Mayawati. The temple is located on land owned by a Mahoba-based lawyer,
Kanaihya Lal.
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Behold our gods
It is here the significance of making heroes as gods which Hinduism has brought into Rastafari
beliefs. You can see these arguments from InI as pervading divinity of all humanity. They take the
statement of Haile Selassie I “'I am a man,' 'I am mortal,' 'I would be replaced by the oncoming
generation,and that they should never make a mistake in assuming or pretending that the human
being is emanated from a deity.' etc” to twist and use the Indian concept that “God is in Everyone”
see the blogs for these arguments
http://dubroom.blogspot.com/2008/01/haile-selassie-is-not-god-spiritual.html

7. Reincarnation
In Rastafari there is no funeral ceremony to mark the end of life.
Rastafarians believe that reincarnation follows death, and that life is eternal.
Man was created as an eternal being. Death was given as a blessing by God so that in a fallen
world man may not suffer pain eternally. Death is only temperory period of sleep in between. Life
is not in heaven, but here in this world. Heaven and Hell are on earth

Hinduism is the leading single religion of the Indo-Caribbean communities of the West Indies.
Hindus are particularly well represented in Guyana, Suriname and Trinidad and Tobago, where
they constituted 25 percent of the total population, as of 1995. Smaller groups of Indo-Caribbeans
live elsewhere in the Caribbean, especially Jamaica, Saint Vincent and the
Grenadines, Barbados, Martinique and Guadeloupe.
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It is easy to see how the Jamaican blacks were able to make their culture following the age old
custom and culture of the Indian continent in such a short indirect contact with the labor forces who
went to the island to find a means of living.

The word

“Rasta” in Hindi of India mean ”The Way”

Jesus as represented by the Rastaferians
” We as Negroes have found a new ideal, whilst our god has no color yet it is human to see
everything through one’s own spectacles. And since the whites people have seen their god through
white spectacles we have only now started out late thought it be, to see our god through our
spectacles….We shall worship Him through the Spectacles of Ethiopia” (The Philosophy and
Opinions of Marcus Garvey. page 41)

Jesus with crown of thorns - white and black
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“King Ras Tafari of Ethiopia was sent as the Messiah, to free the minds of Africans who have been
enslaved mentally and physically. King Ras Tafari taught us to go beyond the height of
consciousness and accept that the black man too have a GOD that is made in the image of a
BLACK man, same as the White GOD is made in the image of a white man, an Indian GOD is
made in the image of Indian man, an Oriental GOD is made in the image of a Oriental man etc.”
Howell.
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The Last Supper
Why was it possible for the Hindu culture to superimpose over the early Rasta culture? It will not
surprise us that this was not really accidental. We have to look into the derivation of Hinduism in
India from the Indus Valley Civilization. I had elsehwere in detail dealt with the connection
between the Indus Valley Dravidians and the Abrahamic people. Long before the Aryans came
and conquered Indus area there were these black people whom the white Aryans called Dasyus the servants or slaves from which at least one group of the Abrahamic children originated.The
second wife of Abraham was Keturah. Keturah bore Abraham six sons: Zimran, Jokshan, Medan,
Midian, Ishbak, and Shuah. Genesis and First Chronicles also list seven of her grandsons (Sheba,
Dedan, Ephah, Epher, Enoch, Abida, and Eldaah). Keturah's sons were sent to the East
(Genesis 25:1-6).
Thus the Dravidians who formed the major group who went to west indies as indentured laborers
were of Abrahamic origin. Whenever a religious group who were non-monotheistic these people
always reverted the faith into monotheism. This was done when the pantheistic Aryans invaded
India with their 33 gods of nature. The dravidians teachers went underground and began to teach
in upanishadic way establishing finally the concept of Brahman, the God of Abraham. Upanishad
simply mean “sitting beside” the way a teacher teacher his disciples by word of mouth. These
were later written down and were called “Upanishads.”
Later when Christianity came into India with Apostle Thomas with the teaching of Trinitarian
concept and the concept of incarnation they simply took away the Christ of history and introduced
the concept of atman (individual human soul) as part of Paramatman (the ultimage soul) - the God.
So if we meet the Dravidians who were coolies as partners with the blacks who were bound with
Christians with HIM as the second coming of Christ, it was natural for them to reinterpret and
establish their monotheistic Brahman, the God of Abraham who alone exists with clear definition as
InI.
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The Yakult Midrash makes mention of the tribal connections of the three wives of Abraham.
“Abraham married three wives –
 Sarah, a daughter of Shem;
 Keturah, a daughter of Japheth; and
 Hagar, a daughter of Ham.” (chapt. 8)
Acts 17:26-28 New King James Version (NKJV)
26 And He has made from one blood every nation of men to dwell on all the face of the earth, and
has determined their pre-appointed times and the boundaries of their dwellings, 27 so that they
should seek the Lord, in the hope that they might grope for Him and find Him, though He is not far
from each one of us; 28 for in Him we live and move and have our being, as also some of your
own poets have said, ‘For we are also His offspring.’
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CHAPTER XIV
VISIT OF EMPEROR HAILE SELASI AND HIS ADVISE
Grounation Day
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5PHG2xRLHJo
Rastafaris believe that Emperor Haile Selassie I of Ethiopia was the second coming of Jesus
Christ. During his life back in the 1960s, Haile Selassie himself decided to visit Jamaica. The official
line was that it was a diplomatic visit, but some people believed he wanted to meet the Rastafari
and learn about the people who worshiped him as another coming of the messiah.
Since his visit, April 21 has been known to Rastafari as Grounation Day and is observed as one of
the most important holy days.
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Rastafari point to several sources as proof of Selassie’s destiny:
astrological occurrences at the time of Selassie’s birth,
a lineage traceable to King Solomon and the Queen of Sheba,
the prophesies of Marcus Garvey and
biblical passages relating to Ethiopia and Zion.

The constellation of Leo, which represents the house of Judah, was in full effect during the birth of
Selassie on July 23, 1892.
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Marcus Garvey had been preaching of a messiah who would lead the African people to freedom.
Biblical text relays that “he will be called … conquering lion of the tribe of Judah.” In actuality he had
several pet lions in his palace. When news of Selassie’s assumption of the Ethiopian throne
reached Jamaica in 1930, the Rastafari movement was born.

Haile Selassie
means
‘The Power of the Trinity’
This was name given to the Tafari Makonnen as a baby when he was baptized in the Orthodox
Church of Ethiopia. He was the son of Ras Makonnen. Ras means Chief of the Army, He was
born within the then royal family and was known as Lij Tafari Makonnen from 1892-1905. Lij means
child.

He became a General in 1905 and so was titled Dejazmach until 1916 when his military title
changed to Ras which literally means Head (more like Duke in England).
He was Ras Tafari Makonnen until 1928.
From 1928 to 1930 he held the court rank of Negus or king and at his coronation he earned the
supreme court rank Negusa Nagast (King of Kings) of Ethiopia and opted for his baptismal
name Haile Selassie as his royal name. Haile means in Ge'ez "Power of" and Selassie means
trinity—therefore Haile Selassie roughly translates to "Power of the Trinity".
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1930 Coronation

1966 coin of 10 Bir
I left Addis Ababa in 1961
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RASTALOGICAL PRAYER TO
HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY EMPEROR HAILE SELASSIE I

Yanna (Our) Abbat (Father) Fatari (Creator) who art in
Zion Axum (Heaven) Ethiopia, Haile Selassie I is thy name.
Thy Kingdom come,
thy ‘Will’ be done on earth as it is in Zion Axum (Heaven).
Give us, your children, our daily bread and forgive us our
errors because of the feebleness of our heart.
Deliver us from the Adversary of the day,
and bless our hands and the things that we do.
Grant us long life, good health and strength,
to live and fulfill thy ‘Holy Will’.
For thine is the earth, power and glory forever and ever.
Amen. Amen. Amen.
21ST CENTURY PRAYER TO EMPEROR HAILE SELASSIE I
PROCLAIMING HIS KINGDOM NOW ON EARTH.

Blessed be Jah-Rastafari-Haile Selassie I
The Living God! Amen!
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THE WITNESS OF EMPEROR HAILE SELASSIE
The following is an interview of Dr. Oswald Hoffmann with HIM Haile Selassie on Christmas day
Dec 25, 1968 in which he declares his faith in Jesus Christ and why.
https://www.africaresource.com/rasta/sesostris-the-great-the-egyptian-hercules/haile-selassie-chri
stmas-interview-wih-dr-oswald-hoffmann-1968-by-haile-selassie-translated-by-haile-selassie-i-pre
ss/ – Translated by Haile Selassie I Press
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Haile_Selassie_Christmas_Interview_with_Dr._Oswald_Hoffman
Excerpts from an interview with Haile Selassie, conducted by Dr. Oswald Hoffman on Christmas
Day 1968.

Dr. Hoffmann:Your Imperial Majesty, what is it that makes you want to follow Jesus Christ?
H.I.M.: When Jesus Christ was born from Virgin Mary, from that time on He lived an exemplary life,
a life which men everywhere must emulate. This life and the faith which He has taught us assures
us of salvation, assures us also of harmony and good life upon earth. Because of the exemplary
character of the life of Jesus Christ it is necessary that all men do their maximum in their human
efforts to see to it that they approximate as much as they can the good example that has been set
by HIM.
It’s quite true that there is no perfection in humanity. From time to time we make mistakes. We do
commit sins, but even as we do that, deep in our hearts as Christians we know we have a chance
of forgiveness from the Almighty. He taught us that all men are equal regardless of sex, their
national origin and tribe. And He also taught us all who seek HIM shall find HIM. To live in this
healthy life, a Christian life, is what makes me follow Jesus Christ.
Dr. Hoffmann: Your Imperial Majesty, what advice would you give a person who is considering the
claims of Christ, perhaps for the first time?
H.I.M.: I would tell a person who was considering the claim of Christ for the first time that it is
necessary to have faith in the Almighty, that it is necessary to have love, and that it is
necessary to conduct oneself in a manner that we have been taught to do in the Bible….
I would also advise him to seek the secular knowledge, for the more one knows the more he
realizes the need for a prime mover, the need for a Creator, a Creator who is good, and the need
for salvation and also for peaceful life upon earth.
Dr. Hoffmann: Your Imperial Majesty, are there any incidents in your life which stand in your
memory as times when faith in Christ sustained you?
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H.I.M.: There are many instances in my life where the belief in The Almighty and the Christian Faith
have sustained me, times of troubles and difficulties. No matter what may befall a human being he
can always succeed in overcoming it in time if he has the strength of faith and praise to God, for
inevitably He comes to the assistance of those that believe in HIM and those that through their work
live an exemplary life.
This goes not only for Christians in my view, but for all men. I think God communicates with those
that find themselves in misfortune. In particular, when my country Ethiopia was invaded by aliens
several years ago I was sustained in that period by my faith in God and in the abiding belief that
justice, however it may take time, will ultimately prevail.
If I did not have faith in The Almighty and in His Righteousness and that justice inevitable prevails,
then I would have lost hope and thus the interests of my country would have been ignored.
Because I attempted to maintain my faith in HIM and because all Ethiopians maintained their faith
in the ultimate goodness of the world and in the grand design that The Almighty has for all men in
the world, we were able to victoriously re-enter our country and rid ourselves of evil forces.
If I did not have in my heart the love of God I don’t think I would have acted in a manner that I did.
The love of God brings a sense of religiousness in a human being, it gives him comfort for the
future and assurance that right cause will ultimately prevail.
Dr. Hoffmann: Your Imperial Majesty, as a member of the Body of Christ, what do you expect of
the Church?
H.I.M.: All men are endowed with natural responsibility. This responsibility is in turn distributed and
delegated to all according to his gift, and it is expected of each one to fulfil his responsibility. This
responsibility in turn is to God and thus for example, and would start his work asking God to bless
the beginning and thank God for a good ending too.
We believe that all people in all of their responsibilities delegated to them will begin and finish their
work in God’s name. I gave you brief answer. If we go into detail we would have to spend a long
time discussing.
Dr. Hoffmann:It is a magnificent answer and I am deeply grateful for it. To turn to another subject,
Your Imperial Majesty, are there any passages of the bible that have become especially meaningful
to you?
H.I.M.: I have the highest respect for the Bible as a whole. We also recognise the rightful name the
Bible bears. We find that in all the periods of the Old Testament, in the time of Patriarchs, Kings,
and Prophets, great miracles were done. On the other hand, the time in which Our Lord HIM-self
gave the command to go to all the world and to preach is also of high value. Then, Matthew, Mark,
Luke and John,- the four gospels in which the sayings of our Lord are recorded- are pillars for all
men on the earth. Therefore the Bible should not be cut into portions.
Dr. Hoffmann: As a mature Christian, have You a special word for young people of these days?
H.I.M.: On this occasion I address all those within Our Empire. Our Christianity is not restricted to a
given church and I stress above all that We do not wish to make distinctions. My advice to all is to
fulfil the Ten Commandments. You are aware of the contents of the Ten Commandments and can
elaborate on it. If the nation for which I am the Emperor follows and accepts this, since its also what
I accept and follow, I would believe our country is not only historically Christian but also actively
Christian.
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Haile Selassie I (previously Prince Ras Tafari), (1891 - 1975), Emperor of Ethiopia,
arrives at Palisadoes Airport on April 21, 1966 in Kingston Jamaica.
The day Haile Selassie's plane landed in Jamaica is commemorated annually by Rastafarians as
Groundation Day and is considered the second holiest holiday.
The most holy holiday is November 2nd, the Emperor's Coronation Day. More than 100,000
Rastafarians from all over Jamaica to flock to the Palisadoes Airport (now Norman Manley
International Airport) in Kingston,
http://daily.redbullmusicacademy.com/2014/02/haile-selassie-in-jamaica
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"My Life and Ethiopia’s Progress, Volume 2", an interview by Bill McNeil,
and from his address to the World Evangelical Congress in 1966.
http://www.greateststoryevertold.org/jah.html
Haile Selasssie: "When He [Jesus Christ] sacrificed himself at Golgotha for the atonement of
our sin, He prayed with His last breath for the forgiveness of those who had tortured Him saying,
‘Father, forgive them for they know not what they do’. Shame on those of us who are Christians and
do not follow the way of the Savior of the World, whose life was filled with kindness, humility, and
martyrdom!"
Haile Selassie: "Without love all of our human efforts in the sight of God can be useless. He loved
us and on our behalf He was given as a ransom, and it was because of love and His love for us that
He accomplished the act of love."
Haile Selassie: "We in Ethiopia have one of the oldest versions of the Bible, but however old the
version may be, in whatever language it might be written, the Word remains one and the same. It
transcends all boundaries of empires and al conceptions of race. It is eternal…. And I might say for
myself that from early childhood I was taught to appreciate the Bible and my love for it increases
with the passage of time.
All through my troubles I have found it a cause of infinite comfort…. Today man sees all his hopes
and aspirations crumbling before him. He is perplexed and knows not whither he is drifting. But he
must realize that the Bible is his refuge, and the rallying point for all humanity. In it man will find the
solution of his present difficulties and guidance for his future action, and unless he accepts with
clear conscience the Bible and its great Message, he cannot hope for salvation. For my part, I glory
in the Bible."
Haile Selassie: "This age above all ages is a period in history when it should be our prime duty to
preach the Gospel of grace to all our fellow men and women. The love shown in Christ by our God
to mankind should constrain all of us who are followers and disciples of Christ to do all in our power
to see to it that the Message of Salvation is carried to those of our fellows for whom Christ our
Savior was sacrificed but who have not had the benefit of hearing the Good News…. However wise
or however mighty a person may be, he is like a ship without a rudder if he is without God. A
rudderless ship is at the mercy of the waves and the wind, drifts wherever they take it, and if there
arises a whirlwind it is smashed against the rocks and becomes as if it has never existed. It is our
firm belief that a soul without Christ is bound to meet with no better fate. Therefore, O Christians, let
us arise and, with the spiritual zeal and earnestness which characterized the Apostles and early
Christians, let us labor to lead out brothers and sisters to our Savior Jesus Christ, Who only can
give life in its fullest sense!"
in response to the question
"There are millions throughout the world, your Imperial Majesty, who regard you as the
reincarnation of Jesus Christ."
Haile Selassie: "I had heard of that idea. I also met certain Rastafarians.
I told them clearly that 'I am a man,'
that 'I am mortal,'
and that 'I would be replaced by the oncoming generation,
and that they should never make a mistake in assuming or pretending that the human being is
emanated from a deity.'"
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His imperial highness Prince Ermias Sahle Selassie and his imperial highness Prince Bekere Fikre
Selassie made a statement "On the Occasion of the Month Long Celebration of Bob Marley’s 60th
Birthday" in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. The statement, published 10 February 2005, included this
passage:
"In the spirit of true unity advocated by Bob Marley, it is also our responsibility to remind our
Rastafarian brothers and sisters that Emperor Haile Selassie, who was a devout Christian, has
never claimed to be a deity. In fact, the Emperor was responsible for establishing the Ethiopian
Orthodox Church in the Caribbean." True followers of his imperial majesty Haile Selassie I do not
claim he is Jah, but forward in the living tradition of roots Christianity.
http://www.jamaicanrastafarianlove.com/rastafarian-god-emperor-haile-selassie-of-ethiopia/
http://www.geocities.ws/jonahaugustin/selassiesay.html

Can it be that “Jah himself do not know he is God?
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Visit of Haile Selassie in 1966

The Tragedy Strikes.
While it was good going, tragedy struck too fast. In 1961 the body guards of Haile Selassie
dethroned Selassie while he was on a state tour. However brave emperor landed in Addisababa
and the culprits were hanged openly in the square. I was there to see this execution personally.
But in1974 a group of Marxists took over the power and put the emperor in house arrest.
Eventualy he died under suspicious conditions and the rest of the family escaped. Jah is dead.
The impossible happenned. Unlike Jesus, Haile Selassie never resurrected not ever after 30 days.
He remained dead. Evidently Rastafarians are to explain their faith and assert it some rational
way. Help again came from the Indian Hindu Upanishads.
This was suggested by Joseph Owens in 1973 based on Haile Selassie’s rejection of messiahship.
In 1991 Michael N. Jagessar revised Owens's ideas where all Christian foundations on which it
started were relegated and found it basis on “man as god.”. The problem lie in the concept of
incarnation - God becoming human. This is will require a human who claim to be God. But the
basis of the statement that man is part of God follow from the concept that “God alone exists”.
Hence man is part of the body of God just as human body consists of several organs with life and
independence. Jewish Caballah indeed porposes that God contracted to make space and allow
freewilled sons and daughters to exist . It was the 8th century Sankara who taught this in Hinduism.
The Hindu presence had proposed this solutions to Rastas.
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(Joseph Owens The Rastafarians of Jamaica, 1973 pp. 167-70 and Jagessar, JPIC and
Rastafarians, 1991 pp. 15-17.)











The humanity of God and the divinity of man
God is found within every man
God in history
Salvation on earth
The supremacy of life
Respect for nature
The power of speech
Evil is corporate : Sin is both personal and corporate.
Judgement is near
The priesthood of Rastafarians

It is not difficult to see how the death of Haile Selassie affected the Rastology. The emphasis was
moved from YHVH of Christianity to the Divinity of Man as they absorbed from Hinduism, Here is
a restatement of the fact as given recently.
The Chandogya Upanishad equates Brahman the unchanging eternal God with all pervading Self
within every man as follows:
Truly what is called Brahman is the same as that space outside a person
Truly that space which is outside a person is the same as that which is inside the
person
Truly that space which is inside a person is the same which is inside the heart.
That is fullness. That is the unchanging.
One who knows this invariably gains full prosperity and unwavering happiness
Evidently it all started as a Liberation Theology within Christian Faith. They were looking forward to
a Moses figure who will lead them across the sea to their native land of plenty. With the coronation
of Haile Selassie pointed every possibility of new leader. However he was thrown out of the
kingship by the Marxists of Ethiopia and they began an active wiping out of his name from every act
and record. Finally he was killed and his body was hidden away. When these facts came out it
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was the Rasta that lost their Moses. Since it relied on the person of Haile Selassie, his death
required a new interpretation. Thus most within the cult of Rastaferianism found themselves in a
dilema.
Rasta remain as the cry of black under its yoke of slavery and their hope of a bright future. Rasta
moved away from its starting point as a liberation theology within Christianity and ended as a Hindu
caste religion with Black people as a superior race and Rastafarians as Brahminic priests.

“[Haile Selassie] wanted to be absolutely clear that he was not a saint or a messiah.” Prince
Bedemariam Mekonnen Haile Selassie, one of the Emperor’s grandsons, told Erin MacLeod,
author of Visions of Zion: Ethiopians and Rastafari in Search of the Promised Land.
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CHAPTER XV
DEVELOPMENT OF RASTA AS A RELIGION
The tragic past of Jamaica haunts the Rastafari, especially the time of slavery which brought pain
and ruin to the lives of many. During the dark period of history in which blacks were enslaved,
African people were seen as sub-human. The traits associated with being black were demonized
while the qualities of Caucasians were promoted as superior. The message of Christianity was
manipulated in order to assuage the consciences of slave owners and validate the enslavement of
a fellow human being. As such, violence against blacks was tolerated, and the lives of many African
individuals were at the mercy of their white overlords. Under such horrid conditions, the African
people found two main ways to respond to such injustice:submit or resist. Thus throughout the
slave period, they rebelled against the overlords and courted death or independence through
rebellion. There was hardly a year that went by in which there was not some form of rebellion
against the bondage. Even after the slavery was abolished, the memory of it remained as a chain a mental slavery.
Development of Black Liberation Theology in the context of Christian Theology..
It is this long standing desire for liberation and release and the regaining of their self worthiness
that prompted the development of the black liberation movement which happened within the
context of the Christianity. It was centered on the story of the liberation of the Jews from
their slavery under Egypt led by Moses and a close parallel was created and expressed in
the Rasta.
The liberation theology therefore presented their story in terms of Moses and the return of the Jews
to their homeland Canaan. Rasta identified Moses as Haile Selassie an the homeland as Ethiopia.
Early beliefs
The basic tenets of early Rastafari, according to preacher Leonard Howell, included some very
strong statements about racial issues, as might be expected in the religion of an oppressed people
living in exile:
1. Hatred of Whites
2. Superiority of Blacks
1. Blacks are God's chosen people
2. Blacks will soon rule the world
3. Revenge on Whites for their wickedness
1. Whites will become the servants of Blacks
4. The negation, persecution and humiliation of the government and legal bodies of Jamaica
5. Repatriation: Haile Selassie will lead Blacks back to Africa
6. Acknowledging Emperor Haile Selassie as God, and the ruler of Black people
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Rastafarian beliefs
The most definitive list is found in the 1977 book The Rastafarians, The Dreadlocks of Jamaica by
scholar Leonard Barrett who lists what he regards as the six basic principles of Rastafari. He
developed the list by attending public meetings and through anthropological research into the
movement.
1. Haile Selassie I is the Living God
2. The Black person is the reincarnation of ancient Israel, who, at the hand of the White person,
has been in exile in Jamaica
3. The White person is inferior to the Black person
4. Jamaica is hell; Ethiopia is heaven
5. The Invincible Emperor of Ethiopia is now arranging for expatriated persons of African origin
to return to Ethiopia
6. In the near future Blacks shall rule the world
From the 1930s until the mid 1970s most Rastafarians accepted the traditional Rastafari beliefs.
However things began to change as the living Jah of Rastas got himself in political struggle. A
council of combined security forces known as the Derg staged a coup d’état on September 12,
1974 and overthrew Emperor Haile Selassie I, arresting and imprisoning the Jah. The committee
renamed itself the Provisional Military Administrative Council. Mengistu Haile Mariam,took control
of the government,and established a Communist Government. Emperor Haile Selassie was
declared dead in August 1975 after some surgery. According to Ethiopia custom, burial must take
place within 24 hours after death. However his body was never presented to the community and
Rastas interpreted it to mean that the Jah disappeared himself, ascended into heaven and was still
alive somewhere and is waiting for his return to establish his new kingdom all over the world.
In 1992 when a coalition of rebel forces, the Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Democratic Front
(EPRDF), overthrew the Derg. After 17 years since his death, Haile Selassie’s remains were found
under a concrete slab on the palace grounds. Some reports say his bones were found beneath a
latrine. The remains of the emperor were buried in Bhata Church near the tomb of his great-uncle
Menelik II after a befitting imperial funeral by the Ethiopian Orthodox church on November 5, 2000.

This required the Rastas to reinterpret the Jah status of their Jah Haile Selassie as a progressive
revelation. It was here the basic help of Indian Sadhus came in handy.
The key ideas in contemporary Rastafari are:


The humanity of God and the divinity of man
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This refers to the importance of Haile Selassie who is perceived by Rastafarians as a
living God. Likewise it emphasises the concept of God revealing himself to his
followers through his humanity."God is man and man is God"
God is found within every man
o Rastafarians believe that God makes himself known through humanity. According to
Jagessar "there must be one man in whom he exists most eminently and completely,
and that is the supreme man, Rastafari, Selassie I."
God in history
o It is very important to see all historical facts in the context of God's judgement and
workings.
Salvation on earth
o Salvation for Rastafarians is an earthly idea, rather than heavenly.
The supremacy of life
o Human nature is very important to Rastafarians and they should preserve and protect
it.
Respect for nature
o This idea refers to the importance and respect Rastafarians have for animals and the
environment, as mirrored in their food laws.
The power of speech
o Speech is very important to Rastafarians, as it enables the presence and power of
God to be felt.
Evil is corporate
o Sin is both personal and corporate. This means organisations such as the
International Monetary Fund are responsible for Jamaica's fiscal situation, and that
oppression is in part influenced by them.
Judgement is near
o This corresponds to the nearness of judgement for Rastafarians when they will be
given greater recognition.
The priesthood of Rastafarians
o Rastafarians are the chosen people of God and are on earth to promote his power
and peacefulness.
o


















(Joseph Owens The Rastafarians of Jamaica, 1973 pp. 167-70 and Jagessar, JPIC and
Rastafarians, 1991 pp. 15-17.)
To modern Rastafari the most important doctrine was belief in the divinity of Haile Selassie I.
Although some Rastafarians still regard Haile Selassie as the black messiah, many modern
adherents do not see this as central to their faith.
Haile Selassie's death in 1975 was described by his followers as his 'disappearance', since they
refused to believe he has passed away. Following his death and the increased acceptance of
Jamaican culture in society many Rastafarian beliefs have been modified.
According to Nathaniel Samuel Murrell:
...brethren have reinterpreted the doctrine of repatriation as voluntary migration to
Africa, returning to Africa culturally and symbolically, or rejecting Western values and
preserving African roots and black pride.
Nathaniel Samuel Murrell in 'Chanting Down Babylon', 1998, page 6.
The previous belief that white people are evil has diminished and is no longer central to Rastafarian
belief systems.
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The idea of Babylon has also developed to represent all oppressive organizations and countries in
the world.
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CHAPTER XVI
RASTAFARI HISTORY

The Rastafari movement developed out of the legacy of the Atlantic slave trade, in which over ten
million Africans were enslaved and transported from Africa to the Americas between the sixteenth
and nineteenth centuries. Here, they were sold to European planters and forced to work on the
plantations. Around a third of these transported Africans were relocated in the Caribbean, with
under 700,000 being settled in Jamaica. On the island, the enslaved Africans were divided into a
stratified system, with field workers on the lowest rung and house servants above them. In 1834,
slavery in Jamaica was abolished after the British government passed the Slavery Abolition Act
1833. Racial prejudice nevertheless remained prevalent across Jamaican society, with the
overwhelming majority of Jamaica's legislative council remaining white throughout the nineteenth
century, and those of African descent being treated as second-class citizens. With slavery
abolished, formerly enslaved Africans and Afro-Jamaicans became free peasants. In the three
decades after emancipation, the Free Village system proliferated across Jamaica as
non-conformist missionaries, particularly Baptist, purchased land from the large owners and sold
1834 Abolition of Slavery in the British Caribbean, August 1st
1848 - Birth of Prophet Alexander Bedward of Kingston Jamaica
1884 – 1885 Berlin Conference /The Carving up of Africa
1887- August 17th Birth of Marcus Mosiah Garvey
1892- July 23rd Birth of Ras Tafari Makonnen
1894 Birth of Joseph Hibbert one of the first preachers of the Rastafari movement in Jamaica
1895- First Italian-Ethiopian War
1898 - Birth of Leonard P. Howell, “the first Rasta”
1900s
Birth of Prince Emmanuel Charles Edwards
Founded the Bobo Shanti order in Jamaica in 1958 (prior to Jamaica's independence in 1962).[1] The Bobo
Shanti advocate repatriation of all black people to Africa, and that black people should be reimbursed monetarily
for slavery. The Bobo Shanti use Revelations 5 to justify Prince Emmanuel as the reincarnation of Christ, the
reincarnate Black Christ in a priestly state. By most members of the Bobo Shanti, he was called "Prince
Emmanuel Charles Edwards, without Mother or Father, a Priest of Melchezidek, the Black Christ in the Flesh."
Prince Emmanuel is called "Dada" by his followers, who see him as part of a holy Trinity, in which Haile Selassie
of Ethiopia is King/God (Jah), Marcus Garvey is prophet, and Emmanuel is high priest after the priesthood order
of Melchizedek.
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1920s Marcus Mosiah Garvey and UNIA
Marcus Garvey deported to Jamaica

The Royal Parchment Scroll of Black Supremacy – Fitz Ballentine Petersburg
Formation of People’s Political Party (PPP)
Birth of Elder Mortimer Kumi Planno
was a renowned Rastafari elder, drummer, and considered one of the ideological founders of the back-to-Africa
movement founded in the 1910s by Marcus Garvey. He is best known as the Rasta teacher and friend of Bob Marley,

1927-Marcus Garvey deported from the USA to Jamaica
1928 - Publishing of Holy Pliby by J. Athlyl Rogers
1930 - CORONATION DAY
Ethiopian Italian War
1933 Leonard Howell, the first person to preach the Divinity of Haile Selassie, is arrested for
sedition in Jamaica, January 1st
Publishing of the Promised Key by Leonard Howell
1934 – Leonard P. Howell charged with sedition - given a two year prison term for sedition
1935 The Italians under Mussolini invade Ethiopia, October 3rd
1936 Emperor Haile Selassie I leaves Ethiopia on May 2nd for a 5-year exile in Britain. He makes
his historic address to the League of Nations on June 30th
1937 Dr Malaku Bayen founds the Ethiopian World Federation (EWF) in New York City, August
25th
1937 The first EWF local in Jamaica, is established, with LFC Mantle as President and Paul
Erlington as Vice President
1939 Leonard Howell establishes the Ethiopian Salvation Society1938 – Formation of the
Ethiopian World Federation (EWF).
The Ethiopian World Federation (EWF) was established in the United States in 1937. Its aims were to mobilize
support for the Ethiopians during the Italian invasion of 1935-41,[1] and to embody the unity of Ethiopians (Black people)
home and abroad.[2] Sections were established in other parts of the Americas. Later, the EWF was given charge of an
area of land in Ethiopia for housing returning emigrants.

EWF Foundation Members- Archibald Dunkley, Robert Hinds, Joseph Hibbert
1940 Leonard Howell establishes Pinnacle, a Rastafari settlement based on communal principles
Leonard Howell used his skills as an organizer for the Ethiopian Salvation Society by using his money to provide for the
poor in the society

1941 Joseph Nathaniel Hibbert establishes a branch of the Ethiopian Mystic Mason, loosely
affiliated to the Ethiopian Coptic Church
1941 Jamaican authorities raid Pinnacle and arrest Howell, the first in a series of colonial attacks
on Howell’s Rastafari community, July 25th
1941 Emperor Haile Selassie I re-enters Ethiopia on May 5th after the defeat of the Italians
1943 Leonard Howell was released from prison and returned to Pinnacle
1947 Ras Boanerges, Bredda Arthur, Philip Panhandle, Kurukong, and others, found the Youth
Black Faith in Trench town, West Kingston
1950s
1953 The first pictures of the dreadlocks that appeared in the local press became a lasting sign of
black pride in Jamaica, a symbol which was to gain international significance
1954/5/6 Prince Edward Emmanuel, Ras Boanerges, and others, hold annual conventions in
Back-o-Wall, West Kingston
1954 The Jamaican State raids Pinnacle on May 22nd, finally destroying the community
1955 Emperor Haile Selassie I announce the Shashamane Land Grant of 500 acres administered
by the EWF
Mamie Richardson visits Jamaica to publicise the EWF Land Grant, and to promote the organisation amongst
Jamaicans and Rastafari

1958 Prince Emmanuel Edwards and other Nyahbinghi Rastafari convene the first 21 day
groundation (March 1st to March 21st ) in Back O Wall, a Kingston shanty town and a Rastafari
strong hold. It was estimated that 3000 brethren attended. The event leads to the formal founding
of the Ethiopian African International Congress, Order of Nyah binghi
1959 Police and Rastafari clash in the so-called Coronation Market Riot on May 7th, which leads
to Police destruction of the Rastafari community in Back-o-Wall, Kingston
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1959 Rev Claudius Henry of the African Reform Church returned to Jamaica after a visit to Ethiopia
Thousands of people mistakenly believed that the cards distributed to them by Rev Claudius Henry, “Repairer of the
Breach “ would gain them passage on ships leaving for Africa on October 5th .Many sold their possessions, but no ship
came.

Mau Mau Uprising in Kenya
Claudius Henry charged for sedition
1960 Trial of Rev. Claudius Henry 1st October
Rev. Claudius Henry and 15 associated found guilty on treason –felony charges and sent to prison for 10 years

1960 Emperor Haile Selassie returned from Brazil in triumph to Ethiopia in December after a
failed coup
1960 Primer, Norman Manley schedule a meeting with leaders of the Rastafari movement to
discuss migration of Jamaicans back to Africa
1960 Bongo Watto Camp off 19 Street Trench Town raided by police1960- UWI Mission to Africa
Destruction of DUNG HILL / Back O Wall
1961 The government sends a mission to Africa which includes 3 Rastafari: Mortimo Planno,
Douglas Mack and Samuel Clayton, this was for the purpose of studying feasibility of migration of
Jamaicans to Africa.
1961 Three Rastafari members on the back to Africa mission had a private interview with Emperor
Haile Selassie during the mission stay in Ethiopia
1961 Mission to Africa .A supplement publication by the Daily Gleaner July 31
1962 May. Letter to the Editor from Rastafari from Foreshore Road, Back O Wall Moonlight City,
Trench Town and Tower Hill calling on the Primer Alexander Bustamante to remember the question
of Repatriation
1962 Police raid and dismantle the Wareika Hill Camp of the I-ngelic House, a group of italist
Nyahbinghi Rastafari
1963 On April 11th, in Coral Gardens, Montego Bay, killings blamed on Rastafari result in a
nation-wide persecution of the movement
1963 - Coral Gardens Massacre
His Imperial Majesty addresses the United Nations – Speech made into international hit song
(WAR) performed by Bob Marley.
1963- Assassination of Medgar Evers in USA
1965-A three –man delegation of the Rastafari movement compromising of Brother Douglas Mack,
Philmore Alvaranga and Sam Clayton went on a fifteen month- tour USA Kenya Ethiopia and
Ghana ,seeking help for repatriation of Rastafari from Jamaica to Africa, a petition of 10,000
Rastafari was presented to Haile Selassie.
1965 - Assassinations of Malcolm X in USA
1966 - VISIT of H.I.M. Haile Selassie to JAHMEKYA
Emperor Haile Selassie I makes a historic visit to the Caribbean, including Jamaica April 21st – 24th. The Emperor
honours Rastafari, awarding gold medals to 13 leading brethren
1967 Emperor Haile Selassie I meets Rev. Winston Evans, Director of the EWF, Inc. in Chicago, Feb 13th and 14th.
On behalf of his organisation Rev. Evans receives a grant reported to be 10,000 acres
The Emperor honours Rastafari, awarding gold medals to 13 leading brethren

1967 Emperor Haile Selassie I meets Rev. Winston Evans, Director of the EWF, Inc. in Chicago,
Feb 13th and 14th. On behalf of his organisation Rev. Evans receives a grant reported to be 10,000
acres
1968 The Jamaica Council of Human Rights strongly protested against the manner and
circumstances of the raids the police and military on Rev Claudius Henry and followers.
1968 Vernon Carrington, also known as Prophet Gad, founds the 12 Tribes of Israel in Kingston,
Jamaica. The 12 Tribes becomes one of the most popular Rastafari organs with an extensive
international following
1968 Walter Rodney, a Black nationalist active amongst the Rastafari, is banned from Jamaica,
October 15th, triggering widespread student protests
1969 Ras Solomon Wolfe leaves Jamaica for Ethiopia, where he receives the EWF administrative
responsibility for the Shashemane Land Grant from His Imperial Majesty
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1968- Assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King in USA
Dr. Walter Rodney expelled from Jamaica; Riotous.
1970- Emperor Haile Selassie sends the Archbishop Laike Mandefro to Jamaica as emissary
of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church (EOC).
Establishment of RastafarI Mansions and Charters
Nyahbinghi Ethiopian Orthodox Church Twelve Tribes EABIC/BoboShantI
1971 July. Prince Emmanuel Edwards together with 18 other members seek Government Ministry
aid in proposed emigration to Ethiopia
1972- Michael Manley PNP comes to power with ‘Rod of Correction’
1973
Release of The Harder They Come, a full-length Jamaican motion picture, featuring
prominent Rastafari
1974 Council of Nyahbinghi Elders formally establish the Theocratic Government of His Imperial
Majesty, Emperor Haile Selassie I
1974 - 75- Ethiopian Monarchy toppled; Mengistu comes to power
Bob Marley respond with release of hit song ‘JAH LIVE’
1975 Ras Boanerges carries the Nyahbinghi Order to Barbados in April
1975 Emperor Haile Selassie I died August 27th
1976- General Elections; Manley declares ‘Democratic Socialism’
1976 Prime Minister Michael Manley meets with a Council of Nyahbinghi Elders (Judah Coptic
Issemble) at 11 Welcome Ave, Waterhouse, Kingston
1976 The Ethiopian African National Congress wrote to the Security General of the Untied Nation
on question of the Repatriation of black people to Africa
1976 Publication of Dread, The Rastafari of Jamaica, by Joseph Owens, a popular text on
Rastafari theology and culture, largely in the words of Rastafari
1977 June 26, Prime Minister Michael Manley admitted that there were police and employment
discrimination against members of the Rastafari movement in Jamaica
1978 Jahugliman, a Rastafari vernacular publication, is launched in Jamaica. It later moves to the
UK, under the title of Jahug
1978- Bob Marley shot; Smile Jamaica ONE LOVE Peace Concert
1979 Dominican Rasta seek recognition on November 3rd
1979 Jamaica daily News reported on May 23 1979 that Pinnacle was robbed by armed bandits
1980 Rastafari celebrates the Golden Jubilee of Emperor Haile Selassie I’s Coronation. Rastafari
Movement Association becomes International Rastafari Theocratic Assembly
1980 Bob Marley performs at the Independence Day celebrations in Zimbabwe, April 18th
1980 Rastafari Speaks, a Rastafari-produced newspaper, is launched in Trinidad as a vehicle for
news throughout the Rastafari community
1980- CIVIL WAR in Jamaica; - Fiftieth Anniversary of the “Crowning” of Ras TafarI
1981 Patriarch LP Howell died in February
1981 The reggae master the Honourable Robert Nesta Marley, dies in USA
1982 A plea for Rastafari to be recognized as a valid religion and for Rastafari to be allowed full
religious rights has being made by the Roman Catholic Church in England and Wales in February.
1982 First International Rastafari Conference held in Toronto, Canada, July 23rd -25th
1983 Second International Rastafari Theocratic Assembly, July 18th – July 25th “RITA”
1984 Voice of Thunder: Dialogue with Nyahbinghi Elders, Toronto, September 23rd –October
21st. First official Nyhahbinghi Elders mission outside the Caribbean
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1985 Universal Rastafari Improvement Association of Tanzania sends a mission to Jamaica,
December 29th 1985 to January 28th 1986
1986 Rastafari Focus, Commonwealth Institute, London, July 14th - July 27th. First International
Rastafari Conference in the UK
1986 November .Rasta keeps his locks, new York’s highest court rules
1987 Visit of Prince Dawit, grandson of His Imperial Majesty to Jamaica and the USA, connecting
with the House of Nyahbinghi and other Rastafari communities
1987 Nyahbinghi Project, a forum for Rastafari in Britain, based at the Yaa Asantewaa Arts
Centre, is launched
1987- Assassination of Peter Tosh and Free I in Jamaica
1987 Centenary of Marcus Garvey’s birth, August 17th, is celebrated in Jamaica with month-long
island-wide Nyahbinghi celebrations attracting international visitors
1988 The Rainbow Circle Throne Room of Jah Rastafari mission departs Jamaica May 23rd. The
House of Nyahbinghi sends a 17-member delegation of Elders to New York, Baltimore,
Philadelphia and Washington DC, May-August
1990.Rasta can keep their locks. USA court in Washington rule November 7th
1990 - Formation of the Rastafari Centralisation Organisation
1990 3rd trod of The Rainbow Circle Throne Room of Jah Rastafari. Elders participate in a public
programme at the American Museum of Natural History, New York, and later release an album
Rastafari Elders, a compilation of Nyahbinghi testimony and chants
1992 Centenary Trod to Ethiopia to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the birth of Emperor
Haile Selassie I, June 28th – August 1992. The first International Assembly of Rastafari in
Ethiopia, co-ordinated by the Centenary Committee for Rastafari based in London
1993 The first Annual Rastafari-Ethiopian cultural celebration, Philadelphia, organised by Ras Al
and Sister Kaya Selassie, November 13th
1994
First International Gathering of Rastafari, sponsored by ICOMRAS (International
Communicators of Rastafari) in honour of African Liberation Day and the Organisation of African
Unity, Miami, May 22nd – May 26th
1995 Second International Gathering of Rastafari, sponsored by International Rastafari Gathering
Committee (ex-ICOMRAS), Toronto, July 15th – July 24th
1996 Rastafari gather in East King House Road on the100 Anniversary of the Hon Marcus Garvey
and voiced demands for Emancipation Day August 1st to be reinstated as a public holiday
1996
International Nyahbinghi Mission to South Africa led by Ras Boanerges, October to
November
1997 Ethiopian Crown Prince Emmias Sahle-Selassie and Bekere Fikre Selassie visit Jamaica
August 16th-August 23rd
1997 – Visit of Delegation to Sheshemanie to sign Land Grant
1997 First International Rastafari gathering in Guyana
1998 First International Eastern Caribbean Conference on Rastafari, in Barbados, August 17 to
August 27th. Conference resolution to observe the birthday of Leonard Howell (June 16th) as a day
of Rastafari celebration. Passing of Sam Brown 27th August, Barbados
1998 Emancipation 150: Trodding to Mt Zion, a Caribbean Rastafari conference sponsored by
Rastafari Livity Educational Forum, University of the Virgin Islands, St Thomas, V.I. November 25th
–29th, December 5th-6th
1998 Rastafari delegation from South Africa visits Nyahbinghi in Britain
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1999 Official opening of the Nyahbinghi Tabernacle in Shashamane, Ethiopia, and occasion of 2
international gatherings, July 22nd to August 5th, and November 1st to 14th
1999 From the Cross to the Throne. Rastafari Conference convened by Mortmo Planno at the
University of the West Indies August 16th -17th
2000 Hosting of Rastafari Global Conference – U.W.I Jamaica
2009 – Formation of the Rastafari Millennium Council
2014 – Granting of Act to form the Church of Haile Selassie I in Jamaica
De-criminal-ization of GanJah in Jamaica
2000 Rita Marley organises massive Reggae concert in Ethiopia
2000 Jamaican Rastafari march on Kingston on Adwa Victory day, demonstrating for legalisation
of the Sacred Herb (3rd March)
2001 World Conference Against Racism held in Durban, South Africa
2002 Caribbean Rastafari Organisation (CRO) holds 8th Conference in St Martin and Anguilla
May 23rd –29th
2003 South African President Thabo Mbeki was presented the keys to the city of Kingston Jamaica
2003 Rastafari Global reasoning on the University of the West Indies Campus (UWI) Mona
2006 Nyahbinghi National Council (NNC) established in UK
2006 March .The troding home of Rastafari Patriarch Mortimo St George Planno, he was 76 years
old
2007 Ethiopian Millennium Celebrations worldwide
2008 International Rastafari Conference, Jamaica (July) Fulfilling the Creed
2009 September 17TH .The Millennium Council continued agitation for Rastafari want to control
their heritage of Pinnacle in St Catherine
2010 Conference on Rastafari studies lunched on the University of the West Indies (UWI) Mona on
August 19
2010 Sir Roy Augier on August 19th suggested to a large Rastafari gathering on (UWI) Mona
Campus to accept Jamaica as their home
2014-Rastafari makes case for reoccupation of Pinnacle in February

Many Afro-Jamaicans joined Christian churches during the Great Revival of 1860–61. They
brought with them many inherited African beliefs and rituals, which syncretized with Christianity in
various ways and to varying degrees. Some of the new religions that emerged, such as
Pukkumina, remained heavily based on traditional African religion, while others, like Revival Zion,
were more Christian. The majority of these groups practiced spiritual healing and incorporated
drumming and chanting, counselling, and spirit possession into their structures. Increasing
numbers of Pentecostal missionaries from the United States arrived in Jamaica during the early
twentieth century, reaching a climax in the 1920s. They provided a way for black
Jamaicans—who continued to live with the social memory of enslavement and who were denied
any substantial participation in Jamaica's political institutions—to express their hopes, fears, and
aspirations. In many countries Rasta is considered as a religion with all the privileges thereto.

